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CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEN 
CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Background of the Problem. Frequently in our instruction-
al program in the area of arithmetic, pupils encounter a new 
procedure for performing skills which they have been taught at 
some previous time. In some instances this circumstance is 
designed and plru'lned , while on other occasions it occurs purely 
by chance. 
It is not unusual to discover children ~~ our classrooms 
today who perform arithmetical computations in different ways . 
For example, the layman, who perhaps is concerned only with the 
procedure which he himself uses, is somewhat surprised to dis-
cover that compound subtraction methods do differ. Undoubted-
ly, it will be a surprise to many to learn that there are at 
least four different methods used in computing a compound sub-
traction example: Austrian, Complementary, Decomposition and 
Equal Additions. 
This investigation is concerned with the Decomposition and 
Equal Additions Nethods only, as these a re the two main methods 
in use today. 
To clarify any misunderstanding that might arise due to 
terminology it would be helpful to define what is meant by the 
following terms: 
~ 
, 'Bo s~on UnTversi~ · 
School of Educat~o~ 
Library; y' 
Minuend. The number from which another (the subtrahend) 
is to be subtracted. 
Subtrahend. A number to be subtracted from another (the 
minuend). 
Compound Subtraction. Compound Subtraction is an example 
in which the value of one of the digits in the minuend has a 
value less than the corresponding digit in the subtrahend. 
The following example is an illustration of Compound Subtrac-
tion: 
73 
-54 
Borrowing. Borrowing, a term used by many people as a 
description when one subtracts in certain examples like 754-
376, is actually a misnomer and does not correctly describe 
the procedure . Actually , "Borrowing" a s performed in the 
Decomposition l"'Iethod consists of altering the minuend. 
Transfer of Learning. By transfer of learning, as per-
tains to this study, is meant the degree that learning in one 
mental function, namely compound subtract ion of v·rhole numbers 
using the Equal Additions Method, is carried over to other 
mental fQnctions such a s compound subtraction of fractions, 
mLxed numbers, denominate numbers, decimals and compound sub-
traction of whole numbers involved when computing a long 
2 
division example without specific instruction in computing the 
compound subtraction. 
This investigation i s concerned \'Jith t wo basic methods 
which may be used for compound subtraction ; namely, the Decom-
position or the Equal Additions. The basic difference between 
these t wo methods may be explained by the following examples: 
Decomposition 
Before Changing 
61 = 6 tens + l one 
-34 = 3 tens t 4 ones 
5~ 
-3 
ll = 
4 = 
After Changing 
5 tens .J. ll ones 
3 tens += 4 ones 
2 tens + 7 ones = 27 
The term 11 Decornposition 11 is used properly as the minuend 
61 is 11 decomposed 11 or regrouped to 50 ~ 11. No change is made 
in t he subtrahend J4. 
Bqual Additions l"iethod 
Before Changing 
61 = 6 tens .J. l one 
-34 - 3 tens ~ 4 ones 
6 
_43 
After Changing 
11 
= 6 tens J. 11 ones 
4 - 4 tens ~ 4 ones 
2 tens J. 7 ones = 
The Equal Additions Flethod is based on the mathematical 
principle that the difference between two :numbers is not 
changed if t he same number is added to both terms. In this 
example, 10 ones are added to the minuend making 6 tens and 
11 ones, while l ten is added to the subtrahend making 4 tens 
and 4 ones. 
27 
J 
The difference beh1een the tvw methods may be further 
illustrated in the following example which is much more com-
plex and involves changing successive zeros. 
Decomposition Method 
The 
9000 
-3462 
thought 
7 
6 
4 
J 
pattern 
from 10 
from 9 
from 9 
from 8 
Egual Additions Method 
The 
9000 
-3467 
thought 
7 
7 
.5 
4 
pattern 
from 10 
from 10 
from 10 
from 9 
8 9 9 10 
rJ ¢ ¢ ¢ 
-3 4 6 7 
.5 .5 J J 
might be: 
9 0 0 Jo 
4 .5 7 
-Z lf % 7 
.5 .5 3 J 
might be: 
It is possible to state that, in the p~st, the question 
has been largely whether children shall be taught compound sub-
traction by the Decomposition or by the Equal Additions I1ethod. 
The question concerning the comparative values of the two 
methods has engaged the attention and interest of research 
workers for over the last forty years. Research has attempted 
4 
'I 
to silow tne s uperiority of one metnc,li over t 1e otner so t .nat 
t. t1e better proceaure, .0ecomposition or .c; qual ;;.dditions , may 
1 oe 2. do~)t e d for general use.e;e . 
I 
,I Statement _of th~ Problem. Recent litere.ture in the are 
of compou..."ld. subtract ion has e;iven rise to rele.ted problems, 
one of which i s the question of better procedure for usa.ge 1 
t.i1e upper elementary grades after initial leerning hE.s t a ken I 
IJlace . 
In tl1is investigation the problem is to determine the 
effect on ~ ixtl1- Grs.de pupils s 1i:ill in compound subtract .ion 
i·'Then tney experience a new procedure for pe rforming tnis 
skill . 
The amount of tr&nsfer is Qetermined by the de5ree tnat 
learning in one mental function, compoL~c1_ subtract ion of 
l'-'llole numbers, is carried over to other mental functions sue. 
as f::ubt rac t ion -of fre_ct ions, rnixed numbers , denominflte num-
bers, d.ecimals and compound subtra.ctj_on of whole numbers 
v>hen computing a long c~ i vis ion example . 
I t s hould be stressed. tnat the experiment v:~. s d.esi ~ned 
to be practical , inasmuch es the subjects 11-Iho v,1ere exposP-cl to 
tne mew method (~A) had a cnoice of acce~tingor rejcctingthe 
procedure . T.ne author believf..:s tne.t even though children may 
learn a met.t1od new to them that some may revert to the fc-,mil-
iar procedure for usage . As a result , thiE: tnvestigc..tion is 
concerned not witn t11e rel8 t i ve merits of the D or EA hethods, 
\ 5 
=--===-=-=======If===·-
but with the effect on t he computational s kill in compound 
subtraction on pupils of Grade Six, and the degree of transfer 
when they experience a new procedure for performing this skill. 
J us t ification for the Study. It is conceivable that a 
study of this type could be valuable in accepting or rejecting 
one of Brownell's proposals, namely: 
Teach Decomposition in Grade Three and introduce 
Equal Additions later, say in Grade Five or Six. For 
this proposal it can be argued that in learning Equal 
Additions Grade Six children will acquire a valuable 
new mat hematical principl e , and t hat they will acquire 
it when they can really understand it. The principle, 
that the difference between two numbers is unaltered by 
the addition of the same amount to both terms -- This 
principle is of wide application , and children ought to 
kno't'J i t. Against t h is p roposal it can be argued that 
the chru1ge in procedure might work havoc on children• s 
skill i n borr owing. l~hy teach one procedure, only to 
desert it later for another?l 
Jvloser, in a recent article, discussing needed research in 
t he a r ea of arith~etic stated: 
vie know from studies conducted by Brownell that Third 
Grade children profit more from subtracti on taught mea~­
i ngfully by t he Decomposition l'lethod than from Equal Addi-
tions taught meaningfully. Johnson and others have shown 
t.i:lat the process of Equal Additions is more efficient a.t 
the adult level. vihere , in t he arithmetic curriculum , 
can we teach children to change from Decomposition to 
Equal Additions with a mi nimum of confusion and interf er-
ence?2 . 
1 Hilliam A Brownell and Harold E. I1oser, IVIeaningful ..Y.§_. 
Meehanical Learni~: A Study ~ Grade III Subtraction. Duke 
Univ ersity Researc Studies in .c.ducation, No. 8 , Durham, North 
Carolina ; Duke University Press , 1949. 
2 Harold E. l'loser, "Needed Re s earch on Arithmetic" . The 
Teach i :pg of Arithmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook , Part 2, NatioTI-.al 
Society for the Study of Education. Chicago ; University of 
Chicago Press, 1951, p. 289. 
6 
Would. cnildren experience much loss in skill if they 
changed in Grade Six fr•om Decomposition to Equal .• ddit ions'? 
VIL1icn could eEsily be investigated , sine~ many schools , in-
eluding the.t used in the present study , can be found in which 
the m&jority of ci:1ildren know notJ1ine; of Equal Adcations , 
havine, used Decomposition from Grade Three onward . 
In 1952, ~veaver.3 conducted an inv estigBtion similar to 1 
t~e pres ent study, using colle6e freshmen as subjects . It was I 
suggested that a comparable study ec::.rlier in the educational 
life of the subjects be made to determine the comparison with 
the findings of the "it·eaver i nvestigation . 
There is trte possibility t h .st a study of this type v-rould 
r; ive some i n sight to possible interference in learning . There 
are other c=.r ee.s in tne arithmetic eu:c:.."iculum and in the ares 
of .nandwriting in which a similar situation occurs . 
Scope and Limit at ions of the ;:;tud;y . The entire sixth 
grade populc-.t ion of the cornmtmity involved. 1n the study 
totaling approximately four hundred boys and g irls were the 
subjects in tnis investigation. These children reside 
in a suburban community of a littl e more tnan 26 , 000 
I
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
7 
J J . Fred -.e&ver , 11 SKill in :::>ubtraction 11 • The Effect of 
CtlE.n§.ing :from the dethod o:f Decorm.:>osi t ion to the -"Method ,9f 
~qual J:-l.ddition~ . Doctor ' s Dissertation. Baltimore : The John 
!Hopkins Univ~rsity, 1952. (Typewritten) . 
~r================-=-~= 
II . 
p~ople, that is representative of varied social, economic, 
and racial backgrounds. Practically all of these children 
know and use only the Decomposition rviethod. Approximately 
one-half of the subjects served as the Control Group continu-
i ng wi t h the Decomposition filethod, which will be referred to 
as tne D Nethod in t he future. The remaining subjects served 
a s the Experimental Group, learning and practicing the method 
new to them, Equal Addit ions. In the future, reference to 
this met hod \\Till be a s t he EA Nethod. 
The practice-exercise periods were held bi-weekly and 
were equated on work accomplished, completion of 25 examples, 
rather t han on a time basis. In all twenty practice-exercise 
periods were held for all subjects of both groups. (Practice 
sheets will be found in Appendix D.). 
Time test s , containing 125 examples, were admini stered 
on the Friday of the third, sixth, ninth, and t welfth weeks. 
(Time test will be found in Appendix E,). Subjects in t he 
Control Gr oup used t he only method with which they were famil-
iar; the D; Khile the Experimental Sub jects were permitted to 
us e either t he D or the EA fvlethod. Provision was made to ob-
tain an inference of the l\'Iethod used by sub jects in the Exper-
imental Group. 
In order to det ermine t h e possible presence of transfer 
of l earning example s in long div ision, and compound subtrac-
tion of f ractions, decimals , denominate numbers, and mixed 
8 
I 
II 
r 
II 
II 
II 
numbers were included as sections in two of the timed tests . 
An end test t-vas administered four months later with subjects 
in the Control Group continuing with the D I1ethod , and Exper 
ime!'ltal subjects using either the EA or D lVlethod ~ Data have I 
been obtained o~ Experimental s ubjects who rejected the I 
method new to them, the EA , end who reverted back to the 
familiar method, the Dw 
Chapter I I will present some of the available research 1 
I 
together with related literature dealing with certa i naspects 
of compound subtraction procedu~es which appear to be perti-
nent to ti1is investigat ion ~ 
I 
I 
I 
9 
CHAPTER II 
REVIE~ OF RELATED RESEARCH 
CHAPrER II 
REVIE\1/ OF RELATED RESEARCH 
l. Research on Compound Subtraction Conducted in the 
British Isles. In the British Isles rather extensive investi-
gat ions relating to methods of compound subtraction have been 
conducted. 
Ballard, in 1914, gave an arithmetic test in subtraction 
to establish norms. The test was an adaptation of t he Courtis 
Standard Practice Tests, Series B. Thirty-five boys' schools 
numbering 9176 boys and t h irty-six girls' schools numbering 
9502 girls were the subjects. The subjects were of varying 
ages. The test was timed and the scoring was entirely objec-
tive. Ballard concluded as follows: 
Suffice it to say that for every age g roup the EA 
(~qual Additions) children of both sexes were found to 
work subtraction more expeditiously t h an the D (Decompo-
sition) children. And on the whole the number of errors 
is less.4 
In 1918 ~1cClelland tested 143 thirteen-year-olds, of 
v-1hom 63 . used the method of Equal Additions and 80 used t he 
Decomposition method. The time test for each group was 10 
minutes and was constant for both. The EA Group (Equal Addi-
tions) subtracted 161 columns with 6.7% errors; the D Group 
(Decomposition) subtracted 134 columns with 9. 7'f& errors. Both 
4 P • .b. Ballard, "Norms of Performance in the Fundamental 
Processes of Arithmetic". Journal of Experimental Pedagogy. 
Vol. 2, pp .396-L!-05, December, 1914, and Vol. 3, pp .9-20, Narch, 
1915. 
subjects who were ten and eleven years of age were identified 
as the senior group. Of this group 835 EA Sub j ects were from 
twenty- three schools, 566 D Subjects from twenty schools, and 
274 C Subjects from eleven schools . 
Each subject took two subtraction tests, one in the morn-
ing and one in the aft ernoon of the same day. For the jun ior 
subjects each test eontained 28 examples i nvolving a total of 
112 s eparate operat ions; for the senior subjects the test also 
cont2ined 28 ex amples involving a total of 140 separate oper2-
t ions. The subjects were instructed to p roceed at their own 
rate vJ ithout hurry or undue delay. On finishing their tests 
the ch ildren copied from the chalkboard the number of quarter-
minutes during which they had been at work . In this manner 
two measures were secured for each subject on t he combined 
tests, expressed as a measure of eccuracy and a measure of 
speed. 
In both the junior and senior group s, in both rate and 
accuracy, and in every comparison, the D Nethod v>ras fo u:r1d to 
be inferior whether compared with t he EA Method or \vith the 
C Nethod (Austrian r~ethod). This difference was in amounts 
large en ough, in most cases, to be highly reliable. The Corn-
rnittee on Primary School Sub jects 'I'Jhich sponsored the study 
recommended : 
From the summary of statistical results it is evi-
dent that in respect to accuracy the results are so de-
cisively in favor of the Austrian l"'ethod and Equal Addi-
tions Nethod that the Committee feels justified in recom-
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mending the complete abandonment of the Decomposition 
Nethod of teaching subt raction. There is a slight differ-
ence in favor of the Equal Additions method, and in view 
of the advantages of the adoption of the Equal Additions 
Hethod . 
I n respect to speed the Decomposition Nethod is 
likewise decidedly i nferior to both the other methods, 
and this reinforces the recommendation of its total re-
jection. The Austrian Hethod is somewhat superior to 
the Equal Additions f>'iethod in speed, but this is not 
sufficient to outwe i gh the su~erioriority of the Equal 
Addit ions Nethod in accuracy . 
rvlurray recognized the fact that subtraction procedures 
must be evaluated for difficulty at the time of initial learn-
ing as well as for performance and proficiency in later grades. 
Ivlany of t he previous investigations suffer from the serious 
defect that the subjects• method had become more or less habit-
uated. In this respect, his data for the junior subjects are 
particularly valuable as they give information in an a rea in 
which little investigation had been done. Nurray used only 
measures of rate and accuracy of work as the sole criteria to 
determine the comparative worth of the subtraction procedures . 
Certainly the value of these criterial measures cannot be 
questioned: rate a:nd accuracy are important . However, other 
criteria as basis for evaluation are of equal importance such 
as: (1) degree of insi ght which the subtraction procedv~es 
afford i:nto the natt~e of the process; (2) the degree to 
which the subtraction procedures facilitate learn i ng a t the 
8 op. cit ., p . f:l?. 
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time of initial instruction; and (J) the extent to which the 
t wo procedures enable the learner to profit from previous 
l earning. In r ev iewing the Nurray study Brownell and rvioser 
stated: 11 In the writers' opinion this i nvestigation rates 
at the top in several r e spects 11 .9 
However, a lack of information r espe cting met hods of 
teaching used with t he experimental sections , causes some 
concern relative to i nterpretation of the data obtained. 
The author is unable to find further significant invest i-
gation s regarding compound subtraction reported from the 
British Isles . I t could be assumed that the case is closed 
in that area in favor of the Equal Additions Nethod. This 
a ssumpt ion ha s been strengthened by Lovell and Smith who 
reported: 
The method r e commended to be taught, then , is that 
of Equal Additions, for 11 ith younger children the mass 
of opinion is that a lthough it is less easy to demon-
strate in concrete form it: (1) produce s f ewer errors ; 
(2) takes less time; (J) is les s awkwar d Bo work when 
the minuend has one or more zeros in it.l 
9 op. cit. 
10 K. Lovell and C. H. J . Smith . 11The Teaching of Arithme-
tic in Primary Schools 11 , University of London Press, London. 
p. 42 , 195J. 
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2. Research on Compound Subt.ract i on Conducted in the 
United States . I n the United States the interest was at f irst 
directed to the relative merits of additive and subtractive 
(take avray) methods. In the middle twenties the question of 
relative value of the Decomposition a.:nd Equal Additions IVIethods 
was r aised. 
I n 1919, Taylor made a study of the methods of compound 
subtract ion actually used in two dist r ic t s of Ne't'r Yo rk City 
schools. A simple compound subtra ction test Nas given to 
11,368 pupils of grades four, five and six. In these districts 
the Austrian Method had been compulsory for six years. Anal-
ysis of t he subt raction methods followed by t hese pupils s hol'Ied 
that 21 . 8Jb used the D I1et hod, 40. 67~ used the EA 1ethod, and 
that J7.6% used the Austrian Nethod. i"'oreover, the percent of 
pupils actually using the Austrian Nethod dropped from .52.7% 
i n the fourth g rade to 21 .2% in the sixt h grade. The change 
trvas to the D Nethod. Although nothing was proved regarding 
the effic i ency of either method it i s interesting to note the 
perce.nt age of pupils who changed from the Austrian Method to 
the D l\'1 ethod. Taylor ' ~3 conclusion 1'las that the Austrian 
L'let hod v1as a failure in the schools of t he two districts 
studied . He said: "In other words, by t he t i me t he children 
reach the sixth grade, 88 out of every 100 subtract by a metbod 
·which is officially excluded fro m t he schools 11 .11 
11 J. S . Taylor, "Subtraction by the Addition Process". 
Elementar;y School Journal XX : pp. 205, · - ·;· .. 1:ovember , 1919. 
1.5 
W. w. Beatty, 12 in 1920, c.onducted a study in California, 
where the Austrian Nethod had been taught. Of 175 upper elemen-
tary school pupils, 115 actually used the borrowi.ng, or D Method. 
The Austrian J.'llethod Group showed a median accuracy of 81 . 7%, i n 
comparison with 79.JJb for the borrowing , or D Group. The median 
rate, however was 9 . 2% for t he D Group , and 8 .2;~ f or the Austr.1a:n 
Group . The D Group wa s approximately 12% more rapid and nearly 
3~ less accurate . 
Beatty gave no evidence of having checked to discover 
whether the 115 pupils who used the "bor row" method v-;ere the 
same 115 \'Jho had actually been taught the Austrian Method. It 
is conceivable that transfers and changes in teacher personnel 
may hav e accounted for results in many of the 115 cases. The 
r esults are no~ convincing for the difference in accuracy 
favors the Austrian Group by 2 . 4·% , while the difference in rate 
f avors the D Group by 1% in examples done. 
Wilson,l3 i n 1934, gave a digest of a study based on data 
obtained from 23 departments of education, 162 cities, 215 
trainir~ s chools, nor mal schools, and t eachers colleges, rela-
tive to current methods of subtraction in the United Stat es. 
After d i s carding t he Austrian and the Complementary J.'IIethods 
because so fe\'f people use them, Wi l son felt that the choice 
12 W. W. Beatty , 11The Additive versus the Borrowing I"'ethod 
of Subtraction" . Elementary School Journal XXI : pp. 198-200; 
November, 1920 . 
l J Guy M. ~ ~lson, "For_ lOO/; Subtraction, ~hat Hethod? A 
New Approach ". Journal o f .c;ducat i ona.1 Researcn XXVII: pp • .503-
508; March , l9J4 . 
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lay between the EA and the D Methods. Of these two, Wilson 
recommended the Decomposition Iethod because it is an estab-
lished fact t.hat in this country the D Method is used t wo and 
a ha f times as oft en as the EA Method. 
A s tud by Roantree in 1924 compares results of the 
Austr i an I"Iethod with those of the De composition Nethod in 
G ades Two, Three, and Four. The results of the first test, 
given at the end of the second grade to J46 chi l dren in f ive 
New York City s chools, are not reliable as it is que stionable 
i:' the children bad time to l earn the compound subt raction 
tecru1ique. A second attempt was made by giving the same test 
in the Model School of the New York Training School for Teach-
ers and in a neighboring school during the last Y.leek o f each 
t e rm. The results from the 2B classes showed that the Austrian 
vethod was su e lor . 
were : 
The two major concl us ions dra~·m fre>m the Roantree Study 
(1) The superiority of t he Austrian Method in the 
't·Jork of t he second grade indicates that this method is 
mor e easily l earned than is the De composition Met hod . 
(2) It probably makes little difference, if any, 
Nhich method one uses, assuming that the method used 
has been thorou rhly mechanized. l4 
14 \·~ . F. Roantree, "The Question of Method in Subtraction". 
Ivathematics Teacher, No . 17, pp. 1.l5; -· .- 1 .r ebruary, l92Lr . 
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Osburn , 15 in 1927, conducted a study corroborat ing findi~~s 
of previous r esearch, which tended to favor the Equal Additions 
Method. Using accuracy as the sole criterion , Osburn compared 
the Decomposition and Equal Additions lV!ethods . He gave a test 
which included all of the 45 subtraction facts in which borrow-
ing or carrying is needed. The test consisted of twelve exam-
15210 
ples such as t his one : 8972. The test was administered to 
twenty-three Wis consin school systems which included 1,414 
pupils of grades four, five and six . The subjects used the pro-
cedure with which they were familiar, and were divided into the 
following categories : Decomposition 917; Equal Additions 238; 
and the Austrian Nethod 202 . Osburn's findings pointed out 
that the difference between means was statistically significant 
in favor of Equal Additions in accuracy. 
A master's thesis by Daniell6 in 1931 is somewhat unique 
in that its approach regardiP~ the relative merits of subtrac-
tion procedures is different from those of other studies report-
ed . Second grade students were the subjects and were used 
before any subtraction was taught them. During the fali term 
one group of 146 children were taught the simple subtraction 
facts by the take-a'!>':ay method. A second group of 156 subjects 
were taught t he subtraction facts by the additive method using 
15 w. J . Osburn, "How Shall We Subtract"? Journal of 
Educational Research, Vol. 16, pp. 237-246, November, 1927 . 
16 I1argar-et D. Daniel, 11 Comparative Herits of Four Methods 
of Teach ing Subtraction" . Unpublished I•Iaster 1 s Thesis, Univer-
sity of California. August, 19.31. 
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"and". The followiYI_g Spring, when subtraction with the minuend 
figure smaller than the subtrahend figure vms l earned in exam-
.52 
ples like -38 each of these groups \lias again divided. Approxi-
mately one-half of each group was t aught the decomposition 
technique and t he remaining half the equal additions tec!L~ique. 
It is evident that four methods resulted from t hese two 
divided &,Toups. The g roups , as named by Daniel, with the num-
ber in each are : 
N 
1. Take-away Equal Additions----------78 
2 . Take-away Decomposition------------68 
3. Additive Equal Additions-----------77 
4. Additive Decomposition---- - -------- 79 
The four groups were equated in the following manner : 
(1) in mental abil ity, using the Haggerty Intell i gence Test, 
Delta 1, and (2) i n adding ability, using the Compass Diagnos-
tic Test in Arithmet ic, Test 1. 
Th e standings of the four groups in subtraction on the 
totals for the Fall and Spring Terms were: 
I 
Fall Term------- --3 
Spring Term-------1 
Groups 
II I II 
l 2 
4 2 
IV 
4 
3 
At the e nd of t he Spring Term Group I (the group t hat had 
used the take-Bl'ray method on the simple facts but later had 
used the Equal Additions p rocedure) ·was super ior to Group I I 
(the group that had also used the take- away method o n the 
s imple facts but had later used the Decomposition procedure). 
19 
The differences between Groups III and IV were not sig-
nificant. Also, the met hods used by these groups (additive 
language with Equal Additions procedtrr·e and additive lcw.""lguage 
with Decomposition procedure) are seldom if ever taught today. 
As a result, value is p laced solely on the results of methods 
I and II. 
The study indicates that with pupils who had been taught 
the take-awa y method on the simple subtraction facts, the 
Equal Additions procedure later produces results superior to 
those produced by t he Decomposition procedure. 
Some of t he outstanding and most carefully planned inves-
tigations were by Johnson,l7 Brownell and Noser,l8 and by 
Y.Jeaver.l9 
Johnson had considerable interest in many issues with 
which thi s present investigation is concerned. In 1923, using 
277 college students as subjects, Johnson20 found the Equal 
17 John T. Johnson, The Rela.tive lYierits of Three Nethods of 
Subtraction : An Experimental Comparison of t he Deconm..osition 
Netho d ~1/ it h t h e Egual Additions I"'ethod and the Austrian Nethod. 
Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 728. New 
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1938. 
18 op . cit. 
19 op. cit. 
20 John T. Johnson, "The Ivierits of Different Methods of 
Subtraction11 • .Journal _Qf Edueational Researeh 16: pp.2J7-246; 
November 1924. 
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Additions iethod superior to t he Decomposition .l\1ethod in both 
accuracy a nd time . The Courtis Les son Card No . 33 was g iven 
to each of hi s classes for two semesters and carefully che cked 
as to time and accuracy for each sub ject. The Courtis Card 
contains s eventeen example s like the one below. Each student 
was a sked just how she subtracted each step in the example --
137017 
-70719 
The results were as follows: 
Accuracy J; 
1. Decomposition ..... . . .. 92 . 5 
2. Additive Borrowi ng .... 92 . 4 
3. Equal Additions....... 96.5 
4 . Austrian.............. 96.4 
Time 
2: 55 
2: l}O 
2: JO 
2 :10 
Combining methods 1 and 2, those i'>Thich dimLnished the 
minuends, the results were: accura cy 92 . 45% and time 2:50. 
Combining methods J and 4 , t hose which increased the subtra-
hends, t he r e sults were : a ccuracy 96 .45% and time 2:20 . This 
is a difference of 47t in a~.;curacy and 30 seconds i n t ime , both 
in fav or of the group that increased the subtrahend, the EA. 
As the findings of t his study were contrary to his ex-
pectations, Johnson21 began a more extended investigation of 
the same problem. During the ears 1924 to 1930, Johnson 
collected data f rom each of hi s Normal College classes and 
fro m Grades Five , Six and. Eight i n the Chicago Public Schools, 
21 Jol1...11 T. Johnson , "The Efficiency of Decomposition 
Compared i'l ith That of Equal Additions a s a Tech.."liqu e in Sub-
traction of \<Jhole Nurnbers 11 • Nathematics Tea cher 14: pp. 5-13; 
January 1931. 
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tmtil he had results from LJ-64 grade pupils, 140 Normal students, 
and 89 illliversity graduates, a total of 693 subjects. Through 
observation of test s it was determined that 355 subjects used 
the EA and 338 the D. Though among the former there were some 
v-rho used the Austrian Method , he did not differentiate them 
from the rest of the 355 subjects , since all in that group 
increased the subtrahend figure. 
Johnson constructed two tests, one which might be con-
sidered the control test, consisted of the 100 simple subtrac-
t ion facts only; the other was me.de up of 3 0 examples in sub-
traction where the technique to be measured would have to be 
used . The critical ratio of 5 indicates a significant differ-
ence in favor of the EA Hethod with respect to accuracy. The 
difference in time for the 30 examples was 56 seconds , or 
29 . 37b in favor of the EA hethod. 
In 1938 Johnson completed t he last of h is three studies 
using approximately 1200 students drawn from eight schools. 
The ... ,e subjects were classified according to the subtraction 
procedure they actually used. Each subject recorded on a 
piece of paper what he said (thought) when he subtracted in 
the t wo examples 82-37 and 600-146 . The group s were then 
class ified according to pro cedure, and were equated on the 
bases of NA, I"'<, (1>1cCall I'-lulti-Hental Scale), and number of 
errors and time required on two prel iminary tests on the 100 
simple subtraction combinations . 
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Johnson ' s data was obtained from his test, of which t h ere 
Nere two forms, both taken by all three groups of sub jects. 
Each test form contained thirty-two examples, in which all sub-
traction combinat ions occurred. once . To determine relative 
mer it s of the t hree procedures with re spect to accuracy, John-
son determined the average number of errors in Test 2 over the 
avera~e number in Test 1 ( simpl e combinations ). The increases 
in error were : D. 5-73; EA, 4 .84; Aust rian Method , 4 . 92. The 
D Sub j ects obviously made the poorest showing , with litt le to 
choose between the EA and t he A Subj ects. 'rhe Critical Ratios 
were: D vs . EA, 3. 61; D vs . A,2.79; EA vs. A, 0.271; D vs . EA 
and A combined , 3.86. 
To det erm i ne the differences in r at e of wor k J ohnson ob-
served. the increase in average time from Test 1 to Test 2 . 
rrhe mean d ifferences 1<-rere: D, 3.19; EA , 2.76; Austrian, 1 .91 ; 
EA and A combined , 2.48 (minutes ). The Critical Ratios wer e : 
D v s. EA, 1+-. 25 ; D v s. A, 13. 6; EA v s. A, 8 . 3; D v s. EA and A 
comb ined, 8 .1. 
Later comparisons were made with respect to time alone 
between (a) gro ups of D and of EA and A subje cts who made no 
errors on Test 1 or on Test 2; (b) similar groups who made no 
errors on Test 1 and 1 t o 4 errors on Test 2, and (c) similar 
groups who made no e rrors on Test 1 and 0 to 4 errors on Test 2. 
I n a ll instances the D Subjects l'l"ere poorest, and by large 
Critical Rat ios. 
The groups were composed of .526 D Subjects, 342 EA Sub-
jects, and 186 Austrian IV!ethod Subjects. Subjects ranged from 
Grade 3 through Grade 8, although 43 adult Subjects were in-
eluded in his D and EA groups. 
Johnson concluded that the EA r1ethod is preferred to the 
D 1ethod as a subtraction procedure; his c rit eria being those 
of proficiency i n skill, namely; accuracy and rate of work. 
I n advancing logical evidence to support his proposition t hat 
Ameri can Schools abandon D in favor of EA, Johnson stated: 
(1) EA makes a lighter demand upon memory t ha n D 
as chen i ng the subtrahend figur es i n EA after the first 
subt raction i s less difficult than changing the minuend 
figure i n D; ( 2) EA is easie r than D when t~lo or more 
successive zeros occur in the minuend (7000-3427); (3) 
in the example 61-34, one addition and three subtractions 
a re required by D, t'Jhile two additions a.nd two subtrac-
tions are required by EA , and it is a general ly accepted 
f act that children find addition easier than subtractio~~ 
No information is gi ven with respect to the grade level of 
Joh11son1 s subjects. In Johnson' s study, in which certain cor-
rela tion coefficients are reported, but 31 of the 440 subjects , 
or r oughly 7%, are designated as having been drawn from Grades 
Thr e e and Four . I f the relative grade distribution of subj ects 
for t he entir e s tudy is the s ame, it mi ght be assumed that the 
bulk of Joh:'1son 1 a data was obtained from subjects who ·were con-
siderably removed from time of initial learning. I t is unfor-
tunate that Johnson did not publish the data for Grades Thr ee 
22 op . cit., i.J · 7. 
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and Four separately, to show the comparative difficulty of the 
two subtraction procedures from grade to grade. No control of 
instruction was undertaken with the effe cts of differences in 
teaching disregarded . Johnson employed the technique of differ-
entia l testing a s he v iewed with suspic ion the research tech-
n ique of "experiment-control groups". In the technique of 
differential testing two or more groups of subjects 'IA:ho have 
been exposed to difference s in instruction are measur ed by 
mean s of tests, so designed as to bring out the differences, 
if any, in l earnlng products. These differences are then 
attributed to the differences in teaching. No cont rol of in-
s truction is tmdertaken . It is questionable if the differences 
in teach ing can be eliminated by merely i gnoring them, as is 
done when the tecru1ique of differential testing is employed. 
J ohnson' s criterion for evaluating EA and D was based solely 
on efficiency, as represented in measures of rat e and accuracy 
of work. The objection raised to t he criterion of efficiency 
in the case of the Murray study (seep . ll) applies to the 
Johnson study as well. 
As far back as 1925, Kni ght , Ruch and Lut e s 23 objected to 
the tendency at the time to accept as final the relative merits 
of D and EA. They stated experimental investigat ions to dat e 
2.3 F . Knight, G. l"i . Ruch , and E . 0. Lutes, " Ho1r1 Shall Sub-
traction Be Taught?" Journal of Educational Res earch , Vol . XI, 
pp . 157-168, 19 25. 
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had based their findings only on that of efficiency, as repre-
sented in measures of rate and accuracy of work. There is no 
argument relative to the importance of rate and accuracy but 
these writers proposed thirteen criteria which would permit 
much more comprehensive evaluation than had as yet prevailed. 
The criteria proposed by Knight, Ruch, and Lutes relate, among 
others, to transfer from prior learning; transfer or extension 
and application to l ater learniYl_g; which can be most adequately 
rationalized; and the understanding of process at the time of 
t he initial l~arning. 
The only real approach to the definitive kind of study 
described by Knight, et al, did not appear until 1949. At that 
t ime, Brownell and J'IIoser24 introduced two dissimilar instruc-
tional a pproaches to each of the two met hods of subtraction; 
one designed to teach the two procedures meaningfully, the 
other, mechanically. The subjects of the experiment were 
a pproximately 1400 third grade children enrolled in forty-one 
cla sses in the schools of Burlington, Charlotte, Greensboro, 
and Winston-Salem, North Carolina. With the exception of the 
repeaters, who were eliminated in the statistical treatment of 
the results, none had any experience in compound subtraction. 
The subjects were divided so as to g ive four experimental 
sections. One-half of the classes in each section learned to 
borrow by the D Hethod; half, by EA. Each half was divided 
again, so that one group learned their subtraction procedure 
24 op. cit. 
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meaningfully (R. rationall y ); the other group, mechanically 
{H). The results were four experimental sections: DN , DR, 
EAM, and E~~ . In add ition to rat e and accuracy, evaluative 
criteria also included: (1) measures of t he smoothness of 
thought processes or 1rvork habits; (2) of unders tanding of 
procedures; (J) of transfer to untaught types of subtraction; 
and (4) to retention or later gains or losses in efficiency 
and understanding . McGeo ch, in summarizing data on human 
learning , strengt hens Brownell and Moser ' s study by stating : 
When the mean ing of a material is not eas ily avail-
abl e to a learner, he may accelerate his rate of learning 
by a search f or meanings, by the imposition of rhythm and 
pattern, by ne1rv groupings of the items, by noting spatial 
relations , and by other devices whereby he may make the 
material more meaningful and thus assimilate it more 
r eadily into his already existent pattern of responses • •• • 
The conclus ion t hat there is a high positive correlation 
between mean i ngfulness of material and rate of learning 
ho l ds u..'tlder a very wide range of conditions . 25 
I n previous studies the aim was to establish the superior-
ity of the D or EA Methods using speed and accuracy as the 
criteria. Brownel l and lYloser also included age of sub j ects , 
arithmetical backgrouu1d, t eaching procedures and proposed out-
comes. The experimental findings in this study differ from 
those of previous r esearch at some po ints. These di fferences 
may be accounted for by the variations in t he backgrounds of 
the subje cts and in their relative familiarity with borrowi ng 
as a subtraction skill. Brownell and rvloser believe t hat if 
2j J ohn A. McGeoch, The Psychology of Human Learning, 
New York : Longmans , Green and Company , 1945. p. 159. 
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compound subtraction is to be taught rationally with emphasis 
on unders tanding and meaning , if the evaluative criteria are 
enlarged to include ease and economy of learning, better reten-
tion, and increased ability for useful transfer, then the D 
I"lethod is much preferred to the EA l"lethod. 
There is also a similarity with the findings of earlier 
studies when it 't'lras stated that if subtraction is continued to 
be taught in a mechanical learning situation with little or no 
Qnderst anding on the part of the pupils, it is more advanta-
geous to teach the EA Method. 
Brownell and Moser do not disregard conclusions reached in 
previous studies . The results of earlier research, which in 
the major ity of cases used subjects in Grade Five and above, 
were quite consistent in sh owing that EA was superior to D in 
both accuracy and speed. Is it better to teach the D Method 
which is better for initial learning but is inferior at later 
grade levels, or is it economical from t he point of learning 
to teach the EA Method initially on the grounds that in the 
end the results will justify this decision? 
There are three avenues open to follow: (1) Disregard 
the evidence favoring the teaching of t he D f'Iethod initially, 
and introduce the teaching of compound subtraction using the 
EA ~ethod . If this policy is adopted, it is in effect saying 
that understanding is a minor consideration in learning; (2) 
Actually reverse the first choice and teach only the D l"lethod 
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from Grade Three on. This is the procedure carried on in the 
school system in which the present investigation is concerned. 
This i s also the procedure carried on in the ma jority of the 
P~erican schools . This policy, in effect, d isregards the 
greater efficiency of the EA Nethod in the more advanced grades; 
(3) Teach the D Method in Qrade Thr ee to derive greater under-
standing initially, end then introduce the EA Nethod at a later 
date. This decision would allow the pupils to use the better 
met h od (d) at their introduction to compound subtraction; and 
again the better method (EA) for computational skill at a later 
date. 
J. Research on Studies I nvolving Change of Compo~~d Sub-
traction Procedures. The great majority of research problems 
in the area of compo~~d subtraction deal with the relative 
merits of the EA and the D I•lethods. The subjects in these in-
vestigations used either the method with which they were famil-
j &r, or \'Jere introduced to either EA or D, when they were ini-
tially taught compound subtraction. Research in this area 
involving change of procedure in compound subtraction is limired. 
The t hree studies described in this section comprise the only 
investigations that the author was able t o discover. 
In 1920, Winch conducted a stud_y in ~o-vhich thirty-eight 
~irls, averaging twelve years of age, previously taught by the 
Decomposition Method, were div ided into two equal-ability groups . 
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For the two succeeding months one group continued with the D 
Netn od; the other was introduced to , and practiced in, the EA 
IV1e t hod for the same length of time . All teach ing and testing 
of both groups were done by the same teacher. l 7 inch concluded: 
(1) The method of Equal Additions in subtraction 
taught to c1 .ildren late in school life, who have previous-
ly worked by the Decomposition Method, produces results 
in a few weeks equal on the whole, and superior in the 
weaker cnildren , to those produced by the Decomposition 
IVlethod. 
(2) The amount of the gain involved does not justify6 a change at this late period of a child' s school career.2 
Additional weight would seem to be attached to the first 
of these conclusions if the following factors can be taken into 
consideration: (1) The latter group were handicapped first in 
unl earning the familie.r Decomposition Nethod; ( 2) this same 
group t hen had to learn and practice the new method, Equal 
Additions in t he same length of time as was spent by the first 
group in improving their own familiar method, Decomposition. 
The results led Winch to conduct a second study the same 
year. As subjects he used 46 girls averag ing eight anc3. one-
half yea rs of age, most of whom were just learning to subtract . 
inch concluded: 
The method of Equal Additions sho-v.rs to decided ad-
vantage with young children in accuracy and r B.pidity; 
and this is true both in the case of the superior chil-
dren, and also in the case of the inferior children.2'l 
26 W. H. Winch, "Equal Additions versus Decomposition in 
Teaching Subtraction", Journal of Experimental Pedagog;y:, Vol. V, 
pp . 2 1 9-; -~- ~ _. 261-270, June , 1920. 
27 op. cit. p . 2o8 . 
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Weaver•s28 more recent study conducted in 1952 was con-
cerned with the effe ct upon the over-all s kill of subjects 
whose subtraction procedure, the D !'lethod, was well habituated, 
when they l ear·ned and practiced a procedure new to them, the 
EA l"lethod . The subjects used in the investigation were college 
fres hmen, and groups were equated on subtraction method used, 
raw scores from the Psychological Examination for College 
Freshmen (American Council of Educetion), and the results of a 
pre-t est in compound subtraction. The Experimental Group was 
composed of subjects who used the D Method, only. Through ob-
servation of work and through interviews it was established 
that t he D Hethod was the only one ever used. The Control 
Group was also characterized by the fact t hat they, too, were 
habitual users of the D l"iethod . 
The Experimental Group then learned and practiced the 
method new to them, the EA . The Control Group reviewed and 
prs.cticed their established procedure, the D Nethod. In his 
findings, Weaver pointed out that althought students who 
changed from the D Nethod to the EA Nethod improved their skill 
during the course of controlled practice periods, their skill 
remained significantly lower than that for a comparable group 
who continued using the D l"lethod during controlled practice and 
d id not change to the EA ~ iethod. It is possible that an out-
growth of this study would be a similar study earlier in the 
ZB op. cit. 
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educat ional life of the sub jects to dete rmine if the conclus ion s 
reached are comparabl e with the findings of the itJeaver inves-ti-
gat ion. 
In 1955, Rheins and Rheins conducted an experiment to 
determine whethe r t he Decomposition or the Equal Additions 
I•Iethod i s superior i n speed and a ccuracy in compound subt rac-
tion of who l e numbers in abstract and in concrete example s . 
This st udy was conducted not immediately following initial in-
struction in compound s ubtraction as the majority of the sub-
j ects were thirteen-year-o l ds, and all were i n the eighth grade. 
They were matched in sex, chronological age, I. Q., school 
gra de , and s ocio-economic index. One group cons i sted of 16 
matched pairs, all of whom were white, while the second g roup 
was composed of 19 matched pairs , and all were Negro . 
The test was divided i nto t hree sections known as Test A, 
Test B, and Test C and was administered and scored by the 
authors. Te s t A consisted of 20 exemples with a time limit of 
8 minutes with examples set forth in an abstract manner. Test 
B had JO items involving some examples not requiring a compound 
subtraction pr ocedur e to compute. The time limit for Test B 
wa s 4 mi nutes. Test C was composed of 12 problems in which 
concrete situations were presented, and had a t ime limit of 
12 minutes -- a total of t wenty-four mi nutes. Only whole num-
bers were used throu .:hout t he study. Rheins and Rhe i ns con-
cluded: 
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I 
For tne more intelligent group , the Dec omposition 
l-1 -:tnod vJB.E not inferior; wnere Rs for the less intelli-
gent t,;roup tne :Uecompo sit ion 1v1ethod proved to be super-
ior. 11nerefore , tne conclusion is that the Decomno s i -
t ion het1tod cf subtraction should be taught from t11e 
bebinn in5 of instruction in subtraction to all pupils . 
I' 
l"' oreover , the Liecorupositlon Netnod is part of the 1 
rationale of mebninbf~l matnematics , an integral part 1 
of its pro gram . 'I 
Tile results of this study seem to bear out the I 
ar~uments of the proponents of deve lopmental mathematicd 
tnat eacning meanint,fully prod~ces superior result::- 11
1 
especially \·Jith dull er pup ils~<::9 j 
I! 
necessary to take into consideration in evaluating relative I 
recent ert icle l.eaver discussed the many factors 
~~~~~~ m0 :t<t~n~de~ s R:_:incc8mp5 to~~C1.-YQ subtract ion . _ . _ .~' - _ ~ was a scholarly review questioning some 
I 
Ill C""QClU"'ions reached ·rne 2.-u.L.ors of the Rheins study ob- I 
~eaver 1 s critical an~lysis 
h v_ ... _... ~ . • II 
Ill t E.li.ned tf"leir data from eighth gr.sde subjects who were approx~ 
.I imately five years away from initia l instruction in compound I 
., I 
I ~ubtraction. ~eaver po i nted but that it is 1nv2lid to infer I I i tnRt a method , the D, should be taught initially simply be-
l ca.use it is the better procedure for p upils in Gr2.de Eight .. 
Altnou.e,h the Rnei.ns study discussed the advantages of teach-I in&.; me r ningfnlly ' no indication ~JC: s given 8 s ~~ teacnin~ was done . to t\h8t type of , 'l1he se:.mpline:, vJBS limited wnich had some 
II 
II 
I 
effect on the statistical findings~ I 
I 
I c=.re 
I 
i I 'l.lwo 
- +~:~ 
! 
I 
I 
II 
Weaver sug~ested as a possibility that all children whoj 
be binning compound subtract ion be taught init i3.lly by the I 
29 Gladys B . Rheins and Joel J. Rheins, "A Comparisonof M~thods of Compound ~ubt racticn : The Decomposition Metho4 
the ~4ual Additions Method". Arithmetic Teacher 2: pp . 681 
October 1955. ~ 
I 
I 
I 
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D Met hod, and then to effectively provide for individual differ-
ences by choosing from among the following teach ing procedures: 
(1) some cont inuing to use Decomposition and never 
encountering Equal Additions as part of t he ir s ystematic 
arithmetic instruction, ( 2 ) s ome learning the 11ature of 
the Equal Additions procedure but continuing to use De-
composition for efficient computation, (J) some not only 
learnine:; the nature of Equal Additions but also becoming 
proficient in its use to t he extent t hat t he origi nal 
Decomposition method is discarded, and if so, at what 
point ( s ) would t hes e differentiations take place?30 
4. Summary of Research Report~d. The surveys of procedure 
usage by Taylor, Beatty, and Wilson show a tendency for pupils 
to change from the additive to the take-away method, e.nd that 
t he D 1~1etho d. is more popular from t he te a chers 1 viewpoint. 
Of t he ten studies concerned with the comparative values 
of c ompound subtraction procedures t hat have been reviewed 
those by Ballard, l"l cClelland, ltlinch, Osburn, Daniel, Johnson, 
and l'Jur r a,y s how t hat t he Decomposition lviethod is infer ior to 
t he Equal Ao_ditions. rvreasures of rate and accuracy of work 
were the criteria used in determining t h e comparative worth 
of the D and EA I'letho ds. Osburn , in f act, tested only for 
a ccuracy. Roantree concluded t hat it made little difference 
which metho d was used, a ssumi ng that t h e metho d has been 
t horoughly mechanized. 
The ne ed for a broader evaluative base is neces sary before 
any decision can be made on the relative merits of D and EA. 
30 J. Fred -vJeaver, n ~Jhither Research on Compound Subtrac-
tion;? " Arithm~tic ~~ eacher J: pp. _ :-20; February, 1956. 
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The Brownell and I"10ser study enlarged the criteria used 
in previous studies to include other criterial measures. From 
their findings, Brownell and Noser concluded that if subtrac-
tion is to be taught meaningfully the D Iiethod is the better, 
but if the teaching is to be performed in a mechanical manner 
the EA r'lethod is preferred. Rheins and Rheins concluded that 
the D iY!ethod. v-Jas not inferior for the more intelligent group, 
whereas for the less intelligent group the D Nethod proved to 
be superior. 
Actually, none of these studies exhausts the argument. 
The tot2.l superiority of pupil performance in all phases of 
subtraction, not superiority in one area alone, needs to be 
known. 
In Chapter III, the plan and procedure of the investi-
gation will be presented. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN AND PRO CEDURE 
CHAPrER III 
PLAN AND PROCEDuRE 
DescriQtion of the Communitl• The community selected is 
within eighteen miles of Boston and has a popul ation of some 
twenty-sL"<C thousand people. There are eleven elementary 
schools with an enrollment of a little more than four thousand 
children. The educational plan of the elementary division of 
the school system is Kindergarten through Grade Six. In gener-
al, it appears that the public reaction to the elementary divi-
sion is favorable . The results of standardized tests adminis-
tered yearly show satisfactory achievement in the basic areas 
of t he curriculum. 
This town is predominately residential with approximately 
85.% of its residents owning their own homes. As one might 
well imagine, a feeling of civic pride and accomplishment is 
present and a high degree of interest is shown in the schools 
and their educational program. In the past decade the commun-
ity has nearly doubled its population and among the new resi-
dents are me.ny business and professional people . To provide 
proper educational facilities for the increase in school 
population, five new elementary schools and two additions have 
been constructed. An additional elementary school building is 
under construction, and plans for two more additions are being 
drawn. A growing industrial area is being developed , and a 
lar ·e Federal experimental laboratory has been built. The 
school enrollment reflects the many social, economic, and 
racial backgroQ~ds usually associated with population ~rowth. 
It was considered e ssential that t he classrooms be similar 
in organization, administration, and curriculum. The community 
chosen lent itself admirably to these criteria as a 1 of the 
part i cipating classes were housed in one school building QDder 
one principal , who enjoys an excellent reputation as an educa-
tional leader. Such a situation great ly facilitated any organ-
izationa l chan es and the many informal visits and conferences 
that were found to be necessary. The author, beL~g Director of 
Elementary Education , was able to meet and discuss the experi-
ment with the teachers, observe the study as it progressed, 
and in general , superv ise the investigation. 
A Preliminc.tr·;y: Study. A pilot study using fo ur sixth ·rade 
classes divided into experimental and control groups vvas con-
ducted prior to t he resent investigation. Techniques in teach-
i ng and amount of individual help g iven to the subjects during 
practice periods were developed and refined from results ob-
tained. 
There was a question in the author's mind regarding the 
r eaction of sixth gTaders at changing subtraction procedures . 
\<Jou.ld confus i on or chaos develop on a large scale and actually 
i mpede t he l earning process? The re sul ts of this preliminary 
J7 
study indicated that sixt h grade pupil s made the change with a 
minimum amou_~t of temporary confusion, with no ill effect on 
their ability to compute compound subtraction examples . 
After a series of trial tests during the preliminary 
study, the time limit for the testing periods was set at 12 
minutes. The pilot study results also showed that sixth 
graders were capable of computing compound subtraction involv-
ing varied complexities of operation. 
The experience gained by the four teachers who partici-
pated ·Na s invaluable to the author when he decided upon the 
procedures to be followed by t he teachers and sub j ec.ts in the 
present study. It should be mentioned that none of the tea ch-
ers who i':r ere a part of the pilot study took an active role in 
this investigation. Two were promoted to supervisory princi-
palships and in the reorganizat ion of the present grade place-
ment in the school system the remaining t wo chose to teach a 
l ower grade rather t han be transferred to another building . 
l ent ion should also be made of the fact that none of the 
pupils who participated in the pilot study were subjects in 
this investigation. 
Equating of Groups . In order to determine the effect on 
the computational skill in compound subtraction of Grade Six 
pupils, l'-Jhen they experience a ne~·• procedure for performing 
this skill , and to discover the evidence of transfer, it b e-
came neces sary to f or m Exper imenta l and Control groups . 
rrhe groups were roughl y e quated at the outset of the ex-
JJeriment in 6 ener a l intelligence ,31 ~. rithmet ic achievement , .32 
performs.nce on pre- te st.33 The measures used for equating 
the 5roup s were as follows : 
1 . I•tental Ability . i\:uhlman-Finch Test. 
2 Arithmetic Achievement . Netropolitan 
Achievement Test. 
3 . Self- constructed 'I' est in Compou...'1.d Subtraction . 
1 Table I si.1ows the distribution of the groups : 
'raBLE I 
DISIJ.1HlBUI' ION OF THB <JROUPS -- EXPBRil'Lc:I-JI'AL AND CONTROL 
. 
- ---
B~x12er imental Control 
Classroom ?uJ2ils Classroom Pupils 
Class II 25 Cle.ss A 25 r. 
Class B 27 Class B 27 
Class c 27 Class c 27 
Class D 27 Class D 29 
Class 1:;' 2.5 Class E 24 ~ 
Class F 28 ClRSS F 29 
Class G _n_ 
--
Total 186 'l1otal 161 
AV§. . CJ.a ss Size 26-i- Avg . Clc~ss Size 26~ 
The scores in Table I are medians wnich indicate a rough 
type of equating used initially . 'rhe cle.ssrooms werepl.s.ced i:r: 
31 Test VI, ~ducational Test Bureau, ~ducational Publish-
ers, Inc ., Philadelphia , Pen~1sylvania . (Appendix B). 
32 Intermedi ate Pal·tic l Form R . , World Book Company, 
Yonkers-on- Hudson , New York . (Appendix C) . 
33 Appe:-:1dix A. 
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either t h e control or experimental group \-Tith the equating 
factors being comparable. 
In Chapter IV the groups are statistically equated. 
Equating of Teachers. The need to have the teachers of 
the control and experimental groups approximate l y equal in 
teach ing abil i ty is of extreme importance. The author recog-
nizes t he difficulty in measuring this factor objectively, 
nevertheless an honest attempt was made to do so. Each of 
the participating teachers volunteered for the stu dy regard-
less of which group he would be assigned. An evaluation on 
each teacher we.s ma.de jointly by the principal and the author 
of t he present investigation. 
Teachers were rated on the following factors : 
1 . e.bility to obt2.in subject-matter ob j ectives 
Each 
2. ability to plan 
J. provision for individual differences 
4 . use of materials 
5. discipline and self-control of pupils 
6. ability to present material meaningfully 
? . ability to arouse i nterest 
8. adaptability of teachin methods 
9. evaluation of pupil needs 
10. ability to stimulat e pupil participation 
o f the criteria was evaluated on a ten point scale 
with each individual teacher receiving a total score. Thus 
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the total score obtained from the rating sheet plus the exper-
ience of the teacher were the determining factors i n equating 
teachers for the experimental and control groups. Six class-
rooms totaling one hundred and sixty-one sub j ects comprised 
the control group and seven classrooms totaling one hundred 
and eighty- six subjects comprised the experimental group. Of 
the t h irteen teachers participating, e leven habitually subtrac-
ted by the D fi ethod; the remaining two by the EA J:vlethod. These 
tvo became part of the expertmental group. Thus, teaching 
ability became another factor in the formation of Control and 
Experimental groups. 
Directions for Teaching. The purpose and plan of the 
study, as well as the need for uniform pract i ce, were explained 
to the teachers of both groups at the initial meeting . The 
aim of the investigation was to determine the effect on the 
sixth graders' s1r:ill in compound subtraction of whole numbers 
when the subjects experience a new pr ocedure for performing 
this skill , e.nd the evidence of transfer that occurs. At the 
meeting it was mentioned that the routine work of the class-
room would be disrupted somewhat by the investigation, and 
that it would require some additional lJork by t hose pa rtici-
pating. The decision to participate was entirely vo lunta.ry , 
and all expressed a desire to b e i ncluded . 
Tee.cher s in bot h experimental and co _ trol gruups were 
advised to train or retrain th mselves in the procedure they 
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were to teach. Those who were to t each a method new to them, 
practiced the new procedure until they had gained proficiency 
in it. Tnree meetings were held fov the teachers in the exper-
imental group before they felt :na.tural using the EA l1.iethod, 
wh ile a single meeting was sufficient for t h e control group 
teachers using the D Hethod. During the experimental period 
it v1as a greed by all tes.ching personnel that the pupils in the 
exp erimental group would be exposed only to the EA l1 ethod, 
wnile the control group would be using the D Nethod exclusively. 
Subsequent meetings of the experimental and control group 
teachers were held separately in order to further acquaint 
both groups with the p rocedures. 
Teaching Procedure. The teaching procedure followed for 
each group was similar. For the experimental group (EA) in-
struction was given to teach subjects the new method, Equal 
Additions. This instruction was a gradual process as the new 
principle, that the difference between two numbers is not 
changed if the same number is added to both terms, was applied 
first to the ones digits, t hen the tens until t he place values 
were taught through the ten thousands. 
In the early practice periods, each session was a combina-
tion of instruction and practice. Each practice period began 
with five examples being worked out on t he chalkboard in a 
meaningful manner by the teacher, by the subjects, and by a 
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combinc..tion of both. A class discussion followed t h e presenta-
tion of these examples in an attempt to clarify any misunder-
standings on the part of t h e pupils. Th e teacher then circu-
lated around the classroom g iving help when needed to individ-
ual students during the practice period. 
It should be mentioned that each teacher was advised to 
be aware of any subject who appeared to be completely confused. 
Six subjects came u..>J.der this category and they were allowed to 
continue working Y"·Jith the procedure ~rith which they were famil-
iar, the Decomposition. To all appearances t hey were a part 
of the study , and no attention was directed to the fact that 
they were not working with the new met hod. The scores that 
they received in t heir tests indicated that being exposed to 
the new method for awhile did not affect their computational 
ability . Obvious ly, the test scores of these six subjects 
were not included in t he statistical treatment. 
The control group subjects ( D) reviewed and practiced 
the habituated method of compound subtraction, Decomposition. 
The teacning procedure followed was exactly the same as t hat 
ment ioned previously for the EA group. The practice periods , 
as stated earlier, were equated on work done rather than on a 
time basis. It was of interest to note that the experimental 
group required more time initially for the practice periods , 
but as facility and confidence in the new method was acquired 
the difference in time became negligible. 
'l1able II shows initial equating of Experimental and 
Control groups . 
INITIAL EQUATING OF K"-.PERilviE~fllAL Al.\JD CONTROL GROUPS 
r-= 
---
VQri~a~b~=l~e~.s~------~-------------------~N~e~d~i=a~n~s---------+ 
Exp . Control 
Intelligence 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 
arithmetic Problems 
Total Arithmetic 
Pre-Test on Compound subtraction 
108 106 
5- 8 5-7 
6- 0 5- 9 
5- 9 5- 8 
45 44 
Tne Decomposition and Equal Additions Nethods ccm both b~ 
developed in a meaningful manner by employ i ng actual objects , 
b;y d r aw ings , bJ- simple vP-rba l problems , and by abstract exam-
ples . Advocates of the D hethod feel that their method is 
more easily explained . In defense of the EA Hethod, it sho1JJ.d 
be po inted out t hat most teacners know the D ethod betterand l 
feel t h ey are able to teach it more effectively . 
rr he manipulat ive devices used in both g roups were the 
place value pocket che.rt , and concrete objects ( dowels) 
which ""Jere grouped and regrouped into bundles of tens . Througt 
meaningful use of these dev ices it ~fas assumed that an under-
sta::.l'lding of :i_)lace value , which is basic to compound subtrac-
tion, was gained by the subjects . 
In both groups dev ices were introduced during i nit i a l 
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pr2ctice periods . 'I'Lle e,r est majority of both €:, roups eli rnat ed 
tneir use snortly after the study began • 
.t;;xperimenta.l Program . '11.ae expe riment a l schedule extendec 
from Fe-oruary 27 , 19.5 5 t h roug!l Nay 25 , 19.5.5 , for a period of 
twe l ve wee~s , and was as follows : 
Control GrouJ2 
Equat ing of Groups 
Measures used for equat in~ 
groups : 
( 1) 1-'re-t. est in co mpound 
subtrect i on; (2) Arit hme tic 
Acaiev~ment : (J ) General I n-
Experimental Group 
I Egna.ting of Groups 
I I·1easures used for equating 
groups : 
( 1) Pl'e- t est i n co mpound sub-
traction ; ( 2} Arithmetic 
·.cnievernent ; ( J) General In- t 
telligence . ----r 
lst 'I'nree- Week Period 
telli~nce . jl 
1st Three-~eok Period 
1 . A total 0f five practiee 
periods wer e held on Tues-
de.ys and Fridays . ~rnese 
1 . A tot&.l of five praet ice l per iods we r e held on Tue s-
1 
days ancL Fridays . Tne se 
pract i ce per iods were de-
voted to review i Xlg a.:nd 
practicing tne D 1ethod . 
imple t~pes or levels to 
li10I'e co1,tp l ex t ypes or 
levels of co~pound sub-
tr&ction exalllpl e s v~ere 
rev i ewed and practiced . 
Practice periods ~ere 
equated on bas is of work 
accorD lisned . 
2 . The t est in co1r:pound 
subtraction was Bcltni.nister-
ed on tne l ast F'ria.ay of 
tne three we ek int ervel . 
Time limit of test v-;as J2 
minutes . ::-ubjects use D 
jl·lethod. 
1 practice periods wer e de-
voted. to lee.r n ing and pr a c-
t i cing t he EA Met h od . Simple 
t.tpes or levels to more com-
p l ex types or levels of com-
pound ... ubtra.ct ic·n examt·le~ 
were le~rned and practiced . 
Practice periods were equated 
on basi. of vwrk accomplished. 
2 . T.tle tef.t in compoun d sub-
tract i on was administered on 
the l ast Friday of t he three 
week interval . Time limit 
of test we.s 12 mi nutes . 
;::.u.bjects used e it her D or 
£A Nethod v.;ith an indica tion 
of •··'h i c.h me t h od was used. 
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Control Group 
2nd Three-Week Period 
1. A total of five practice 
periods were held on Tues-
days and Fridays. These 
practice periods were de-
voted to reviewing and prac-
ticing the D Method . Simple 
types or levels to more com-
plex types or levels of com-
pqund subtraction examples 
were reviewed and practiced. 
Practice periods were equated 
on basis of workaccomplished. 
2. The test in compound sub-
traction was administered on 
the last Friday of the three 
week interval. Time limit of 
test was 12 minutes. Subjects 
used D Hethod. 
3rd Three-Week Period 
1. A total of five practice 
periods were held on Tues-
days and Fridays. These 
practice periods were de-
voted to practicing and 
reviewing the D Nethod . Sys-
1 
tematic practice and review 
of all levels of compound 
subtraction examples was held . 
Practice periods wereequated 
on basis of workaccomplished . 
2. The test in compound sub-
traction was administered on 
the last Friday of the three 
·week interval. T irne limit of 
test was 12 minutes . Subjects 
used D Method . 
Experimental Group 
2nd Three-Week Period 
1. A total of five practice 
periods were held on Tues-
days and Fridays. These 
practice periods were de-
voted to lea~ning and prac-
ticing the EA Nethod. Simple 
types or levels to more com-
plex types or levels of com-
pound subtraction examples 
were learned and practiced. 
Practice periods were equated 
on basis of work accomplished. 
2. The test in compound sub-
traction was administered on 
the last Friday of the three 
week interval. Time limit of 
test vvas 12 minutes. Subjects 
used either D or EA Method 
with an indication of which 
method was used. 
3rd Three-Week Period 
1. A total of five practice 
periods were held on Tues-
days and Fridays. These 
practice perio ds were de-
voted to practicing and 
reviewing the EA Method. Sys-
tematic practice and review i 
of all levels of compound 
subtract ion examples was held . 
Pract ice periods wereequated 
on be.sis of work accomplished. 
2. The test in compound sub-
traction was administered on 
the last Friday of the three 
weelc interval. Time limit of 
test was 12 minutes . Subjects 
used either D or EA Method , 
with an indication of which 
meth od was used. 
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Control Group Experimental Group 
4th Three-Week Period 4th Three-Week Period 
1.--x-tctal of five practice l.Atotalof five p r a ctice 
p eriods were held on Tues- periods were held on Tues-
days and Fridays. These CLays and FriC.ays. These 
p r a ctice p eriods were de- practice periods were de-
voted to practicing and re- voted to pr a cticing and re-
viewing the D Nethod. ~ys- viewing the EA .t:Iethod. Sys-
temat ic p ract ice and review tematic practice and review 
of a ll levels of compound of all levels of compound 
subtra ction e xamples was h eld. subtraction examples I'.JB.S held. 
Practice periods were equated Practice periods were equated 
on basis of wor1c accomplished. on basis of t\Tork accomplished 
2. The t est in compound sub- 2. The test in compound sub-
tract ion was administered on tract i on was administered on 
t he last li'riday of the t h ree the l a st Friday of the t h ree 
week interval. Time limit of · week interval. Time limit of 
test wa s 12 mi nutes. Subjects test was 12 minutes. Subjects 
used D Method. used either D or EA Method, 
with an indice.tion of which 
method was used. Evidenceof 
transfer was determined by 
observing method followedby 
subjects when computingexam-
ples in mixed numbers, deci-
mals, d enominate numbers, and 
compound subtraction involved 
i n a long division example. 
Testing Prog ram. At the beg inning of the experiment a 
pre-test was administered to all subjects to evaluate their 
ability in compound subtraction. The same test was adminis-
tered during t h e testing p eriod s, and a gain as an end test. 
A time limit of 12 minutes was set for t he test. 
Scattered throughout the test were ten examples requiring 
no compound subtraction. The remaining 1~5 examples requiring 
compound subtraction demand e d computation i nvolving terminal 
zeros, i nternal zeros, successive zeros, and t he d ecomposing 
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or "borrowing" of d.igits which required an understanding of 
place value. 
Th e t est was constructed to include examples of different 
complexities. The examples were listed in random order with 
no regard to difficulty. Each type of example was familiB.r to 
t he subjects as a ll were d i scu ssed and worked during t he prac-
tice periods. 
The test was admi n istered on the Friday of t he third, 
sixth, ninth, and tv.;elfth v-reelcs . (A copy of t he te st may be 
found in Appendix ~) . 
The types of examples in the test may be analyzed some-
what as follows : 
Two digit minuend 
One digit subtrahend 
Two digit subtrahend 
Three digit minuend 
Three di g it sv.btrahend 
terminal zero 
no terminal zero 
borrowing from tens 
no borrowing 
terminal zero 
internal zero 
two terminal zeros 
no zeros 
borrowing fro m tens 
borro~ring from hluldreds 
borrowing from tens 
and hundreds 
Subtrahend can also include internal or terminal zeros. 
Four digit minuend 
terminal zero 
internal zero 
two terminal zeros 
three terminal zeros 
internal zeros 
no zeros 
borrowing from tens 
borrowing from hundreds 
borrowing from thousands 
no borrowing 
Subtrahend can also include internal or terminal zeros. 
Five digit minuend 
terminal zero 
internal zero 
two terminal zer os 
three terminal zeros 
four terminal zeros 
internal zeros 
no zeros 
borrowing from tens 
borrowing from hundreds 
borrowing from thousands 
borrowing from ten t housands 
no borrowing 
Subtrahend can also include internal or terminal zeros. 
The types of examples in the test were also a determining 
factor in constructing the practice sheets. (Practice sheets 
may be found in .Appendix1.l .. ). Each practice sheet contained 
twenty-five examples. Simple types or levels to more complex 
types or levels of co mpound subtraction examples were presented 
to the subjects gradually until all complexities were reviewed 
and practiced by the D Group, and learned and practiced by the 
EA Group. 
As the aim of this study was to determine the effect on 
the computational skill in compound subtraction on pupils of 
Grade Six, and the evidence of transfer when they experience 
a new procedure for performing this skill, subjects in the ex-
perimental group were allowed to use either method during each 
testing period . To obtain an inference of the procedure used 
by the EA subjects, five examples were placed at the end of 
each test. When the twelve-minute time limit expired, each 
child t-ras required to work out the five examples using "cnutches" 
and to use the same procedure followed in the test. By exam-
ining these five examples with "crutches", the author was able 
to determine the method used. A furt her check was to observe 
the 11 crutches 11 used by many subjects during the initial testing 
periods, and by some throughout the entire experimental period. 
The author believes that children are inherently honest and that 
t he 11 crutches" used on the five examples d.id demonstrate the 
method actually used. Since the subjects were allowed to use 
either method there was no reason for them to indicate use of 
a procedure different from the one actuall~r used. 
To determine any change in skill from test to test and 
from pre-test to end-test a "Rights score 11 is the basic measure. 
An 11 Attempts score" on each test was obtained to determine 
percentage of accuracy bet"tnieen tests and from pre-test to end-
test. 
To discover any evidence of transfer, subjects worked out 
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five examples using a 11 crutch 11 at the conclusion of the final 
testing period . The s e five examples consisted of compound 
subtraction of mixed numbers, denominate numbers, decimals , 
and compound subtraction involved in computing a long division 
exa mple . 
Chapter IV w~ll present the statistical treatment employed 
in the stuCJ_y. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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procedure . 
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statistica l treatment of the data t here is a pr act i cal l imit 
H a s to if;hat i s g a. ined by holding a wide degree of constants. 
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:. e qua ted on t h e b a sis of I. ~ . only, and not on either 1v1 . A. or 
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!: C. A . It i s t h e op inion of t.i1e author that fluctuations in 
I. Q. are more i mporte.nt with respect to this i nvestigat ion . 
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there Bre no significant d ifference s . 
T.ttBLE III 
DI TRIBTJI' I01T liF I UEELLIGENCE QUor JJ:<;NTS 
FOH CG1\l'l'RvL .a.N.U EXPERI!V'!EN'11 AL GROUPS 
Frequencies 
Control Experimental 
140-li.J-4 
1':15-l'.:?O 
--'- _j -.J ;; 
130-134 
125-129 
120-124 
115-J19 
110-114 
105-109 
100-104 
95- 99 
9 0-94 
85- 89 
80-84 
75-79 
7 0-74 
N 
1v1ean i:· 
S . D. -r.-
__::_C om_Q_uted from ungrouped data 
3 
2 
10 
20 
19 
19 
23 
26 
11 
15 
5 
7 
1 
16 1 
107 . 95 
12 . 94 
1 
3 
6 
8 
15 
3 0 
31 
35 
26 
11 
8 
6 
2 
4 
186 
109 . 4 0 
12 . 50 
.b'-TES~' CF S IGNIFIC.Al\iCE OF GEfTERAL I NTELLI GENCE 
AS AN E~UATING FACTOR 
N :: 161 vs . 186 
·-
---;! d . f . Sum of S<-iuares Ivlean Squ are 
Between 1 201 . 3'3 201 . '.:? 3 1. 266 
Hi thin }45_ 54 _, 856 . 63 
-
159 .004 
::J ::r ota1 346 
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'I'he table of F was en tered with one and 345 degrees of i· r ~ 
I ' 
1i freedom a n d t h e critica l va lue of F' at t h e 5 per cent level of I 
ji significance was found to be 3.87 (interpolated). Since t h e 
I! 
:· computed value of F is 1. 266, :B' is not s i gn ificant and t here !: 
l · 
!. is no c a u s e to reject t h e null hypot.ne sis that t h ere are no 
I' 
!! 
s t atistically s i gnificant d i fferences with regard to group 
means on basis of gene r a l i ntelligence te s t scores. 
The d i stribution of Arithmetic AC 1.ievement Grade S cores 
II 
:: derived from t he i'letropolitan Ach ievement Test ind icates that ; 
!; tne Control and Experimental Groups are comparable , while an 
ii 
ll 
:: F- test s h m,_;s no s i t:;n ificc:mt d ifferences. 
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TABLL'.: IV 
Dl::.,TRlBJJTIQN. OF A:C~lTJ:1H JVlET IC ACHIBV.bHEl'U' GRaDE uCOHES 
Fuh CON'rROL A 'JD EXPER i l"LENTAL GRO UPS 
Grad e Scores 
Year·s and 1\ onths 
8 .9 - 9 .1 
8 . 6 8 . 8 
8 . 3 - 8 . 5 
8 . 0 8 .2 
7-7 7.9 
7.4- 7.6 
7 .1 7.'3 
6 . 8 7.0 
6 . 5 - 6 .7 
6 . 2 - 6 . 4 ) .9 6 .1 
5. 6 - 5. 8 
5.3 - 5.5 
5 . 0 - 5 . 2 
4.7 4 . 9 
4 . 4 - 4 . 6 
4.1 4.3 
3 .8 - 4.0 
3.5 3-7 
N 
Frequencies 
Cont rol Bxperimental 
l 
2 
3 
4 
6 
ll 
9 
15 
12 
7 
25 
20 
16 
12 
12 
2 
3 
l 
2 
4 
6 
4 
5 
13 
ll 
12 
18 
36 
2LJ. 
17 
13 
12 
5 
3 
l 
Ji ; 
I i ~ 
, I 
' I 
i! 
; ~ 
" •I I• 
il 
il ji 
,I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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F- test re s ults t o i sola te E. i gni f i ca.n t d i f f e r ences i n 
F-'I1EST OF .S i GNIFICANCE OF ARITHi•lE'I1 I C ACHI EVENENr 
AS AN h~~UA:r I NG FAG'T OR 
N = 161 vs. 186 
d. f. Sum of Sque.res i•Iea.n Squa re F 
Between 1 _____D ,_123 • 3.5. 13_, 123 ._3.5_ 1.220 
\-.f ith in 345 3 • 7 0 0 • LQZ_. 10,726.68 
Tot a l j _46 
-
The t a b l e of F vms entered with one an d 345 degrees of 
fr e edom a nd t he critica l value of F at the 5 per cen t level 
wa s foun d to b e _3. 87 (int e r pola ted). S i nce t h e computed ve.lue 
of F is 1 . 229 , F is not s i gnificant a nd there is no c ause to 
reject t n e null hypothesis t hat there a re no statistically 
s i gn ifican t d ifference s with r e t=;a r d to g roup me an s based on 
result s of t h e Arithmetic section of t h e l'il e tropolitan Acl1 ieve-
rnen t Te s t s cores . 
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Distribution of score~ for Pre- Test. 
The distribution of scores , for the Pre-test, and in 
future dif:;tributions, i ndicates t !lat the Control c:md Experi-
mental Groups are compsra.ble, while an F- test shol'>JS ti'wre is . 
nc significant clifferen c.e .. . 
TABL.c; V 
DI::>TRIBTJ.riON OF SCU:kEi::> FOR PEE-'JIEST 
FOR COliT'l.'ROL AND EXPERifvi:t!;NTAL GROLJ.PS 
Frequencies 
Raw Score (Ex . right ) _Qoritrol ExQerimental 
I 
85- 89 
80- SL:- 5 
75-79 2 
70-74 3 
6t::-6a 
./ / 10 
6o- 6L4- 9 
55- 59 13 
50-54 22 
45- 49 15 
40-l~-14- 25 
3£1-~0 
"" J/ 27 
30-34 10 
25-29 1.5 
20-24· 5 
15-19 
--
N 161 
l"iee.n * 46.45 ~ . D. * 14 . 20 
~ .. Co.f!!Puted from UL"lg rouped data 
F-TEST CF ~IGNIFICANCE OF PRE-TEST 
AS ArJ Eic).UKr ING FACTOR 
N = 161 vs . 186 
----==::;======r========;;:;=-:==·-
1 
1 
2 
2 
6 
18 
17 
22 
31 
23 
33 
8 
14 
6 
_2_ 
186 
45 . 65 
12.95 
d . f . Sum of S~quares Nean Square F 
I 
1 --=B::..::e~t::..:lr.:..:ve::..:e::.: n:;;;..- +---=-1-+---- ..::::2'""0..::•-=8'--4'----+--__ _£2_.:...• R=_ 4__,__-t---::c•-=Oc:::l::;;:2,""-9 --1 
~~J._,i,_,te:::h=-,i,.;:;n=----t---') 4 5 _ _  ___19__._7_..,""5..c;;.8-'-I.J-...c... ___ -t
1
_£.t] 11 . 8 ~ 
Total 346 ~ 
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'l'he t able of F we.s entered with one and 345 degrees of 
freedom and the critical value of F at the 5 per cent level of 
significance was found to be ) . 87 (interpolated) . Since the 
computed value ofF is . 0129 , F is not significant and there 
is no cause to reject the null hypothesis t hat there is no 
statistically significant difference . with regard to group 
means on results of the pre- test a 
I The means and standard deviations for differences in 
Equating Factors between the Control and Experimental Groups 
I are shown be o\'J in Table VI. , 
TABLE VI 
SUi''lf-iARY TABLE FOR CONPTJ11ED I~'iEAliJ AND 
Sr:L1 ANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR E~UA'l1 ING FACTORS 
lj·-------------------=N--=-=1~6~l~(~C~o=n~t~r~o~l~)---+4~==-=1=8~6~(~E~x~p~e~r~i~m~e~n~t~a~l~)~ 
.. , tin n t 1 .. 1 DStq.ndard .t.qua g 11 ac or ~ ev1at1on 
Control Experimental Control Experimental 
1 ~-P-r~-~~-c-st______ 46 . 115 ! ~6 5 ~14 .-"-2_0 --+----lc...~. 9 S- ~ 
1 Intel liJ=:ence 107 . 9.5 L--=10.;;;....0"'-· ."-4 ..... 0"----ll-=1=2~ . ..... 9l.l-_,_1 - -+---=1=2::...::•..-::5'""'0---r 
I 
Ar·ithrnetic l Ac:=-h::::.::::i:::e:::v:::e::m::::e:::n~t'::::::::::::=:::~5:::·=· :::9:::3~- __ 6 . 12 I (Grade Scores) _ 1-· --
1 
1 . 06 
-99 
From collected data the means and standard deviations 
have been determined from tl!.e distribution of the scores of 
the four testing periods and are presented in 'rables VIII 
tnrou.gh XIII. 
'I 
II h 
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'I'he results of F-test s employed to isolate the specif i c 
areas of significa.nt diffe1,ences in me ans of the Equating 
I Factors are Ehot1n below in Table VII . 
I TABLE VII 
F-T:DSTS OF SIGtJIFICANCE GF E'c,i,UNI'ING F.aar'ORS 
·-
~= ]47 
lfg.:uating Factor F 
------·----------------------- ------------------1 
l ~re-test - --------~-~- - -~--- --.-..• .::...0129 --, 
tGeneral ~In==t:...::e~1:::1:::.:~=· g...._·· e;:..::.=·l~c.-e_·---~- - _ ~--- . _ 1 ._266 _ firit~~etic Achie~~ment 1 . 220 
The null hypot hesis was established t hat there were no 
d i ffere n ces in ti:1e means for the Equating Fa ctors , presented 
in Tables III , IV and V, other than c ould b e attributed to 
chance fluctuations . Put more preciselJr , the hypothesis 
ststed that the Equat i ng Factors for both groupf: v:ere drawn 
from the same .normal popul ation , and that the groups do not 
d iffer from one another ex cept through chance variations from I 
sampling . Since none of t he Equating Factors proved to be 
statistieally significant i t is possible to a ccept the null 
nypothesis . 
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Distribution Qf ~res for Test 1 . 
The distribution of scores, or examples right , for Te s t I 
shows a difference in me a n s of ~13 . 98 in favor of the Control 
Grcup . rr _YJ.e Experimental Group means rights indicated a slight 
gain of 1 . 07 which snows no loss i n 8kill was evidenced tl'lrol€) 
i ntroduction of a new procedure . 
A test of significance will be presented in a later sec-
t ion of this chapter to determine tvhether or not the diffcren 
is statistically significant . 
TABL:c; VIII 
DISTRIBUTIOH GF SCOf~S FOR T:D~.::JT I 
Raw Score (Ex. right) 
110-114 
105- 109 
100-104 
9·5-99 
90- 94 
85- 89 
80- 84 
75-79 
70-7lr 
65- 69 
60- 64 
55- 59 
50-54 
l.J.5- lr9 
40- 1+4 
J5- J9 
J0- 34 
25- 29 
20- 24 
15- 19 
Control 
J 
5 
1 
2 
8 
4 
14 
8 
16 
14 
23 
8 
19 
10 
15 
9 
2 
N 161 
Mean * 60 . 70 
S .D. * 18 .06 
-r.- Comnuted from u ·1e-,rouped 6ate 
Exnerimenta1 
2 
1 
1 
J 
2 
6 
1.5 
1 0 
9 
20 
20 
22 
2.5 
20 
14 
14 
_2_ 
186 
46 . 72 
16~82 
6o 
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Distribution of scores f or Test 2 . 
Tl1.e distributi.on of scores for Test 2 s.i.1ovrs a a ifference 
i n means of f .5 • .58 in fEJ..vor of t 11e Control Group . \tihi1e the 
uerformEnce of Control Group Sv.bj e ct in Test 2 v-:as i dentical 
"~-<i ith tneir pe rformance in Test 1 , the Ex.1o-h':ri mental Group l'Iea.rt 
in Test 2 i n d icated a La i n of .f-8 . 40 over Test 1 ~ean . 
A test of sibnificance will be present ed in a. later 
s e ct ion of t l1is chapter to de ter mine whether or not the 
d ifference between means of Test 1 and Test 2 is st E,tisti al-
16 sie;n ificant . 
TABLE IX 
DI~TRIBUTIUN CF S COh..t.S F OR 'r.C:S'.t: 2 
r---- ~, 
Raw Score (Ex . right) Control Exuerimental 
110- 114 1 
1 05- 109 2 1 
1 0 0- 104 3 
9.5- 99 ? 2 .... 
9 0- 94 6 
8.5- 89 .5 3 
80- 8 4 7 4 
75- 79 7 4 
70- 74 4 10 
I 6.5- 69 ll .5 6 0- 64 15 24 
I .55- .59 
26 28 
50- 54 15 28 
45-~·9 21 23 
40- li-4 15 19 
35- 39 14 12 
30- 34 7 13 
25- 29 J 
2G- 24 _ 2_ 
N 161 186 
l'iean {;. 60 .7 0 .55 . 12 
i:) D.-)< 17 . 97 14 . 79 k :- Con put ed. fro m ung r oup ed data 
Distribution of scores for Test l· 
-- - -----
•rne distributlon of scores for '11est 3 shows a difference 
in means of ~.31 i n f avor of the Experimental Group. While 
t he Control Group •lean indice.ted a slight loss in performance 
the Experimenta l Group Nean increased by ~5.07 indicating a 
continuous gain over Tests 1 and 2 . 
A test of significance will be presented in a l ater 
section of t n is chapter to determine wnetner or not t he differ-
ence is statistically s i gnificant. 
TABLE X 
DISTRIBUriON OF SCOFES F0R TBST 3 
Frequencies 
Raw Score (Ex. right) Control Experimenta l 
110-114 
105-109 
100-104 
95- 99 
90-94 
85- 89 
80-84· 
75-79 
70-74 
65- 69 
60- 64 
55- 59 
50-54 
LJ-5- 49 
40- lJ-4 
35-39 
30- 34 
25- 29 
20- 24 
N 
lYlea.n * 
S . D • .;r 
-rr Computed fro m ungrouped 
----
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
10 
5 
7 
10 
15 
18 
26 
22 
12 
14 
6 
6 
1 
161 
59.88 
17.46 
data 
1 
l 
2 
2 
6 
6 
12 
17 
18 
25 
27 
JO 
18 
8 
12 
1 
186 
60.19 
15.05 
.i)h,tribut ion of score~ for 1f est !±_. 
Tt1e d istribution of scores for Test 4 shovJS a difference 
in means of ~3.9 9 in favor of the Experimental Group . The 
Experimenta l Group continued to gain in performance (4 . 55 mean 
gain) , while t he Control Group showed a slight gain ( . 87 mean 
gain) • 
A test of significance will be presented in a later 
section of t h i s chapter to determine whether or not t he differ-
ence is stati stica lly si~nifi cant . 
'l1ABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR TEST 4 
Ra'l.•i Score:_ (Ex . right) Control Ex-Qerimental 
115-119 2 
110-llLJ. 2 
105-109 J 2 
100-104 4 1 
95-99 2 1 
90- 94 6 4 
85-89 6 9 
8 0-84 2 lJ 
75-79 12 11 
70-7LJ- 9 lJ 
65- 69 17 34 
60- 64 16 23 
55- 59 20 24 
50- 54 9 22 
45-1~9 18 13 
40-44 10 7 
35- 39 16 1 
30-34 8 
25-29 1 
N 161 186 
Nea1.1 * 60 .75 64 . 74 
S . D. -r.- 17. 29 15.53 
* Computed from ungrouped data 
b4 
==-~~==================================-=======================~======= 
Tne means ano. s t andar ii devia tion s of the Control and 
, .l:'.xper i ment 1 Groups a t each te st i ne:; pe riod ( pr e - test t hrough 
Test 4 ) are s u m;:"1c: rized b e lm-v i n Table ' II. 
TABLE XII 
S Ulvi1-1AHY TABLE FOt COIVJ.P tJrED l1EANS .h.ND 
STAl~WlliD DEVI&'I' IONS FOR PRE- ':J.l:E.ST T HROUGH TE~T 4 
--::N.:._=---==16::::..=1---!..( c::::.· o~n:::.t=-=r=-o:::..:l::..).._______ _____ __ [ = 18 6 ( Bx pe r iment all 
Contro l Groun 
--
( N=l61} Experimental 1 N• l 86) 
He an Rights Standard Deviation 
T e s t Control lEx "£2 er i ment al Control _t;x·o er i ment a1 
Pr e- t e st 46 . 45 45. 65_ 14 . 20 12 . 9,2 
Test 1 60 . 70 46 . 72 18 . 06 16 . 82 
r!-~st 2 60 . 70 ')_5 . 12 17 . 07 14 . 70 
'I' est 3 59. 88 60. 19 17 . 46 1_2 . 0_2 
'Test 4 ' (\ ? 5_ 0 " . 64 .74 12 . 22_ 1 s. 53 
I 
I . 
~ =====----======#==-65 
! Figure 1 6.epicts the mec:m r· t:;hts score for botn Experi-
1 ment<:-1 And. Cont rol Groups i n c,raphic form f o r es.c h testing 
pe ·iod . (Pre- test t~1.roug:.1 Test 4 ). 
The mean ri6hts score for til8 Experimeilt a l Group is 
45 . 65 for Pre- test , 46.72 far Test 1 , 55 . 1? for Test 2, 60 .19 
for Test J, and 64.74 for Te st 4 . 
T.rle mean rights scor e f o r the Contro l Group is 46 .. 45 for 
P r e - t est ; 60 . 7 0 for Test 1 7 b O. 7 0 fo r Test 2, 59.88 for Test 3, 
a nd 60 . 75 fer Te.t 4 . 
.FIG ITtill 1 
65!~1 ----~---r----~--~ 
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Analysis of varia:.'lce. 
Tl1e analysis of variance was t .r1en applied to test t he 
significance of t he variation of means for each test as pre-
sented in Tables VIII tnrough XI . Of the analysis of variance 
Johnson34 says; 
The effi ciency of its (analys is of variance) use in 
testing if a gro up of sampl es may be regarded as h.s.v ing 
come from t he same nomogeneous populat ion, is clearly 
illustrated. by comparison wi tn the traditional bio-
metric method used for such purpose s . In t ile latter·, 
it i .s customary to calculate i ndependently a standard 
error for each of t ne poss i b l e comparisons of the means 
of t ne several samples. Tne l abor i nvolved in this 
procedure is not its only objection. The chief objec-
tion is tllat in many cases , tne obtained estimates of 
standard errors may not differ beyond merely sampling 
errors. In sucn cases, it lliay be concluded tha t the 
larger part of t he observed differences is attributable 
to random s ampling errors, and that a more accurate, 
as well as much less complicated analysis would result 
by pooling t ne sums of squares of deviations from the 
different means and by applyi11g the combined estimate 
in tne test of significance . Tnis change introduced 
by the analysis-of-variance-method serves to provide 
an exact te s t of t he .i.1ull hypothesis and hence is used 
habituall y by t he modern research worker. Thus t he 
method makes use of the relevant information contained 
in the data , since it t akes into account the sampling 
distribu.t ion of statistics of the same kind . 
34Palmer 0. Johnson . Statistical Netnod in Research. 
New York : J.:·rentice-Hall, Inc., 1949 , pp . 93- 94 . 
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The results of an F-test to determine if tnere are any 
st&_tistically significant differences among the means of the 
obtained ... cores for hxperimental Sub jects from .t;re- test throcgt 
'11 est 4 are shown belov/ .. 
~rne values under tile heading 11 l\1ean .-:iquare 11 were obtained 
by divid i ng t ne VB.hle for the usum of squares 11 by the corres-
p ond i ng d e t:,rees of freedom . 'The value for F was found from 
the ratio of t h e t wo mean sq_uares, between tests d i victed by 
residual . 
TABLE XIII 
Ai,TP~YSI0 OF VARI.Al:JCE FOil O:STAil1TED ;jCORES , PRE-T'E~T 
'l'HROUGH T2:.:.T 4 ( EXF'ERINEI\f.I' AL GROUP) 
N - 186 
He an 
S c!Uc-~ res F 
I 
r=~~~~~~~~--~~~~-r-=1~2~, 7~' 7~4~·~41 : 492 . 878 
1_,_ 061. 28 I I 
•.rne table of B' 1-'las entered with four and 740 d~grees of 
freedom and t.ae critical value of F at the 5 pe r ce:o.t level 
of sie.,nif i cp_nce if.:as fou.."'l.d to be 2. J85 (interpolated) . S ince 
the co mputed velue of F is 492 . 878, F is of h igh statistical 
significance B.Yl'l tnere is cause to reject the null hypothesis 
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II 
tnat tr_ere c:.re !:lO statist i cally si '- :nifica nt difference~udth 
rebard. to ohtained scores for tne c,ubjscts in the Exper i mental 
Group from Pre- test through Test 4· . 
The results of an F- test to cietermine if there i s e.::.1y I statietically sit:;nificant d iff erence between the means of the 
1 
obtained scores for J.c;xy e rirnental Subjects between lJre- test 
c-nd Test I are s .hovm be l ow i:n Table XI V. 
F- TE ' T T C 
SCOR:C:S OF 
TABLL XI\ 
L:;TBR1UNE S IGl'J IF I CANT DIFFERli:NC~ BETl·!EEN 
.PR.c:-~I:E '-:,T 1 ND 'l'EST 1 F'OR EXPJ:~Rihi~I\YrAL GRCUP 
d . f. I ~urn of S ouare s I I~ean !i_quare t--=--
: :B:e=t=w=e=e=n==:=:: l::==:==:::=::=:s:s: .:l::::-__ ~~~- ~- ~~~8~8~=.~~1~~--~~~· ?~~7_3~8 _____  ·-
+-'-\~.:::::i_:_t.=n=in=----t--l'Z o_ -[--,__;.4;:::.2 ~2 :=.:, 1.: ::<.2·""'-5 ~· 6::: __ .. _ --~ - ---···1=1...:." ...:..• .c;...8""--5-t-------
~Total 1 J?l 1 
= 
The table of F was entered with one and 370 degrees of 
freedow ru1d the critical value of F a t the 5 per cent level 
o f significence was found to:,~ 3 . 865 (interpo l a ted ) . Si ce 
I tne comput ed v.s:.lue of F i s • 7738 , F is not f,ignif i cant and 
there is no cause to r eject tne nul l hypothesis that the re 
i s no ste.t 1st ical ly significant d i f ference wi t .h regard to 
obtained scores for t he sub jects in the E::~perimental vroup 
bet HeGn i're- t e st and •r e st 1 . 
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'l1 ne results of an F- test to f~etermine if there is e.ny 
stat i stiC.£: lly sie,nif ica.;.1t d ifference between t h e means of 
ll 
I 
ootl'l.ined E.cores f or .t;x perir.1ente l Subjects betl';een Test 1 end 1! 
rrest 2 are sl1own belm in TB.ble zv. 
IJ..1 ABLE XV 
F-r:.l:h r_r TO Dr::J:~}-u\ , INE ;...iGl IFICANT DIFF~RENCE, B:t:,T\ }:;EN 
~ CvhLS :._,p 'J.'EST l AND ·.rEST 2 F OR EXP:LRIM.t.l~T.aL GRl' UP 
l'r = 186 
--t .. 
d . f. ,....§~m~ of Squares r'tean Square F 
BetKeen 1 b • s 58 ..:lL ____ 6 , 5_.5~2 I 26 • 016_ 
~t.ilin 
.I ~70 
93 . 277 . 0 252.1E 
Total ~1 
'==.· . 
~-
'J1 he table of .F we.s entered. voii tn one an.d 370 degrees of 
t 
! 
' l 
I 
!l 
I 
II 
I ! 
• I, 
l: 
l 
I 
i 
'l li 
fr eedom and. t he critice.l value of F st t he 5 per cent level I; 
.. . !. 
of s it,nific:=!lce 11J8.S found to b e 3 . 685 ( interyo l ated) . :::.1nce , 
I' tne co~uputed v&lue of .f.' is 2b . Ol 6 , F is significe .:.'lt and t 11e re1l ,, 
is c ause to reject the null 1l.ypothesis t ha t the.re is no ji i! 
I' stat iE:t icelly ~ignificant d..:..fference with ree:,a r d to obtained ,1 
ll scores for tne sub,jects in tne :t.:xperimental Group between 
' 
Test 1 and Test 2 . 
+ 
1l 'he results of an F-test to d..etermine if t here is any 
statistically significant difference between obt a i ned sco res 
for Bxper imental SUbjects between Test 2 s.nd Test 3 are shown 
below in Table XVI. 
TABLE 1.'VI 
F-T.GST TO DETERl'·liNE :SIGNIFICANT DIFFER:t:NCE;" BET-~·JEEN 
SCORES OF TES'r 2 AND TEST 3 FOR EXPERINEI\i'.L1AL GROUP 
N :: 186 
I 
!----- --. j d . f. Sum of Squares Nean Square F 
Bet\'.'een 1 2,395 . ,52 21292 · .52 10._705 
I 
Within 370 8 2 :? 9 6 • Li·4 223.7_7_ 
. Total 371 
1--
Tne table of F was entered wi th one and 370 degrees of 
freedom ru1d tne crit i cal value of F at the 5 per cent level 
of significance 'IN as fou:"ld to be 3 . 685 (interpol ated) . Since 
the co mputed value of F is 10.705, F i s significant and there 
i s cause to reject the null hypothesi :::: tha.t there is n o 
s tatistically significant d ifference . wi th regard to obtained 
scores for the Experimental Group between Test 2 2~d Test 3 . 
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The results of an F- test to det e rmine if there is any 
statistically significant d ifference : between obtained scores 
for Experimental Subjects between Test 3 and Test 4 are shown 
below in Table XVII. 
I 
'I'.P..BLE XVII 
F- TEST T O DETERNINE SIGNIFICAI\1'"11 DIFFERENCE- BETWEEN 
~ CORES OF TE;)T 3 AND TEST 4 FOR EXPERH'JEl\fEAL GROUP 
N = 186 
d. f . Sum of Squares J'IIean Square F 
Between 1 l 2 818 . LH 1, 919 . 4·1 8 . 163 
wTthin 370 86 , 293 . 14 235 . 116 
Total J71 
'l'he t able of F was entered with one and 370 deg rees of 
--
freedom and tne critical value of F at the 5 per cent level 
of s i e:_:nif i cance ~Jas found to be J .86.5 ( i nterpol ated) . S ince 
t h e computed value . of F' is 8 . 163 , F i s significant and there 
is caus e to reject t n e null hypotnes i s t hat t h ere -1s- n o 
s tat i st ically significant difference : vJitn regar d to obt a ined 
scores for the Experimental Group bet·Neen Test 3 and Test 4 . 
'?l 
1-'-
T.tle results of F- test:;:; to determine sig1.1ificant differ-
ence s at each testing pe riod for the Experimental Group a re 
listed belo~J i n Table XVIII . 
TABLE XVIII 
F-TESTS TO DETERHINE S I GN IFICANCE AT EACH 
'.i:ES1JIING PERIOD K:<:PER I I1J.Eli1T AL GROUP N = 186 
Exper iment a l 
'11esting Period 
! Pre-test - Test 1 
Test 2 rl.'e E;t 1 -
Test 2 
-
Test 3 
Test J 
-
Test 4 
Group F 
• 27Je"'-
26 . 016-lH:·-1(· 
10. 705-!:•** 
8 .16}**<1:· 
-lHH'c S i gnificant at 17~ level 
* Non- s i gnificant 
7 2 
TDe results of an F-test to determine if there is any 
statist ical ly significant differences among obtained scores 
for Control Subjec.ts from Pre-test . through Test LJ. are shown 
be low in Table XIX . 
'I'he values under the heading "f·'lean Square" l~· ere obtained 
by d ividing the value for the 11 Swn of Squares" by the corres-
ponding degrees of freedom. 'rhe value for F \·Jas found from 
the r atio of t he two mean squares, between tests divided by 
residual . 
TABLE XIX 
ANALYS I S OF VAHIANCE F'OR OETAIN'~D SCORES PRE-TEST 
THROUGH 'J.lEST 4 (CONTROL GRO UP) 
Sum of Ivrean 
Variance d . f. Squares S_quare F 
Between Test:; 4 25 . 948 . 4 6 , '+87 .1 688 . 65 
Within Tests 160 228 8Ql.8 1.4'30.6 
Res idual 640 6,027 . 2 9 .42 
Tot al 804 260.867 . 4 
The table of F was entered with four and 640 degrees of 
fr eedom a.'1d t he critical value of F at the 5 per cent level of 
significance was found to be 2.385 (interpolated) . Since the 
computed value of F is 688 .65, F is highly significant and 
there is cause to reject the null hypothesis that there are no 
statistically significant differences with regard to obte.ined 
scores for the subjects in the Control Group from Pre-test 
through Test 4 . 
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I F-test s to determine significant differences bet't-Jeen I score::; - - ·ontrol GroJ::l.J2 . T!le illea.n rights fo r tne Control 
~Qro~ increased from 46 . 25 tc 60 . 70 from Pre- Test to Test .1 . 
II 'l'~e reEmlt s of an F- Test to determL.1.e if there are any sig-
1 n~fice.nt d ifferences betv;ee.n obtained scores :~or Control 
I 
1 ::iubjects s.t each testL1g period are snown in the follO\'' ing 
ll tables . 
I 
! 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
T_ BLE XX 
F'- ':PZS'l\:; TC JJ.!.:..'i'hRNii'~i: 8:LGl,,LJ:7lC.hl\i'I' .Di.FFEii.:2.l~ C.!!.. BET'IJ.h'Ellf 
SCOFL:i::,,S PRb- 'Ft;.iT .n!'ii:U TE3'I' 1 FOR CONTRCL CHWUP 
N = 161 
d . f . 1 Sum o f Sguares lv1een Souare F 
beti,:een 1 16,614 . 8 16,614. 8 62 . 07 
"witnin 320 gc; 6 t:;l 6 / 1 ,! • • 267 . 66 
Total 32_! 
·-
Tne t s.bl c of F V!as ent e::."'eC. 'lo\i tl1 one and 320 degrees of 
freedom a nd the cri tice.l ve.lue of F a.t the 5 pf:r cent level 
I 
I 
I 
11 
lof sit;nifics.nce was fou.n.d to be J . 88 (interpolc:;,ted) • . :>ince 11 
~~~~~the corn}')uted value is 62 . 07 , F s nighl sit:,nificant and ~~ ~~ 
tnere is c c:use to reject tne null hypot '.esis that there is no 
'I ~~ sif~nificant difference Viitn r e ;:.;ard to obtE,ined scores for the 1 j 
I' II sub;Jecte in the Control Uroup between Pre- test and Test 1 . ~~~ 
I. 
II ~ I 
tt 
II 
I' ,I 
II II 
11 
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TABLE XXI 
F-TEST TO DETERHI NE SIGNIFICAifl1 DIFPBRENC:t., BET\-IEEN 
TEST 1 AND TEST 2 F OR CON~ROL GROUP 
N = 161 
d. f. Sum of Squares !Vie an Squar e F 
Between ~------ 1 . 98 . 98 .00 
1;Ji thin 
r--=-· 
2}0 1 04 '~5_32_ . 8 }26 . 68 
Tote.l 321 
-
• The table of F \'.Ja S entered with one Emd 320 degrees of 
freedom and t he crit ica l value of F at t h e 5 p er cent level of 
sig nif i cance vJas found to be J.88 (interpolated) . S ince the 
comput e d va lue i s . 00 , F is not significant and t here is no 
cause to rej ect t h e null hypothesis t hat t here - is~ n o sig-
n ificant di ffe r ence: with regard to obt a ined scores for t he 
subjects i n t.he Cont r o l Group between Test 1 and Test 2. 
'rABLE XXI I 
F-T.t:ST TO DETI::P.r-!INE SIGNIFICANT DIFFEREI'JCE; BETWEEN 
TEST 2 AND 'rEST J FOR CONTROL GROUP 
N = 161 
d. f. Sum of Squares lYle an Square F 
Bet ween 1 
.2:2 · 3 Ql •J . 1686 
~~f it h i n 1--'-: -
--
320 101,110.9 __315 . 27 
Tota l 321 
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!i :j 
J, lr 
!J 'i !i The table of F was entered with one and 320 degrees of jl 
;: 'I 
1: freedom and t h e critical value of F at t h e .5 p er cent level li 
!: jl 
ii of s i gnificance vms found to be J . 88 (interpolated). S ince li 
I. , ., 
il j! the computed va lue of F is .1686, F is not significant and 11 
jJ t h ere i s no cause to reject the null fl.ypothes is t hat t here 'i.s . ,, 
tl 
lt 
1: n o stat i st ically sig..J.ificant difference ~ with regard to ob-
'· I· I; ii tained scores for the subjects in t he control group between 
I! 
I I H Test 2 and Test 3. 
!i 
I' 
I! 
I! TABLE X:KIII 
!I p 
!' 
i 
j; 
F-TEST TO DETERIH NE SIGl'JIFICANT DIFFERENCE, BETvfEEN 
TEST 3 AND TEST 4 FOR CONTROL GROUP 
,, 
~ l 
; 
'· ,. 
~ : 
,. 
161 
~etween 
\-Jithin 
I Total 
d . f . Sum 
1 
320 
321 
: . : :: I ... , of Squa res Nean Sguare F 
60 . 6o. .19?4 
97,260. 303 . 9'3 
-
II 
II 
" ll 
,, 
li i 
il The table of F was entered with one and .320 deg rees of i 
:, ,·, ,  
!i freedom and the critical v alue of F a t t he 5 per cent level jl 
I! 
ii of significs.nce was found to be 3 . 88 (inter polated) . Since II 
i! the computed v a lue of F is .1974, F is not significant and !\ 
I : ~ I 
!: t her e is no cause to reject the null hypothe s is that there !! 
r• n 
!; is ::: no st8.tist i ca lly significant difference • with regard to !J 
1, p 
'· ii 
1: obta.ined scores for the subjects in the Cont rol Group bet·ween i! 
;: il ;: H 
!; Test 3 a:nd Test 4. l! 
I· 1/ 
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I · I I 
i' ;[ I ,, 
: :1 ; i 
: !I 
I ll 
!! 
11 The results of F-tests to determine sta tistical sigl'J.ifi-
i! 
i1 c anc e a t each testing period for t h e Control Group are listed ,, 
ii 
1: b elov-r in Table :X..X: IV . 
I 
i 
1: 
i! 
1: 
li 
d 
\! 
li j: 
:; 
i' !: !: 
j: 
1: 
I j : 
i :; 
TABLE XXIV 
F-TE ''TS TO DE'l1 .t:RMIN~ :S I GNIFICANCE 'r EAC ~l TEST I NG PERIOD 
N = 161 
r-----
'rest ing ?eriod 
Pre-test 
-
!flest l 
Te st 1 - Test 2 
Test 2 
-
'l1 est _J_ __ _ 
Test 3 - Test 4 
Control 
--
Group F 1 
I 
62 . 07-IHHi- J 
• 00* I I 
. 1689* 
.19'Z 4-1:- ::--:-: 
-1:-** S i gnificant at l jb l evel 
* Non-significant 
il 
'I 
li 
!I 
1: 77 
II 
i\ 
-+ -=--==7-=----=--~= ;, 
q 
II !, 
i 
I 
I' 
• i 
i 
ll 
I 
j 
d 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
li 
II 
il 
I 
!I I 
II 
'! lt ,, 
I 
! 
! Tne group means f or Test 1 v-.a.s in favor of the Cont r ol l 
~~ Group bJ lJ. 98 . For Test 2, tne difference continued to be ~~ 
11 in f<:!..VOr of tne Cont r o l Gr oup by 5 . 58 . .ht '.Cest 3 the differ- I! 
!1 encc v.:as in f<::.vor of the .t:Xflerimental Gr oup by . Jl , V~Jhile for rl 
.I 
l
ji':J:est 4 the difference was in fs.vor of the Experimental Group 
I by 3 + 99 ° 
l
l,l o tat i ::: c:::;l ::6:: f :a:: t: :;f ::e::: e:::::e:f 6 ::::e m:::n: f 
I 
Control and :C:xpe riment al Groups a.t ee.c.h testing period are 
snown in tne following tables . 
I 
II 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
II 
T .ABL.c; XAV 
F- T.b ·Ts TO D_,_.:,-r.r :t;R,11INE ...,IGHIFICAI\f.C DIFFERENCE BETv.iEEN 
GHOUP 11J.C.: · NS GF CCN'.CROL AND :CX:PERI HEN':P.A..L GROUPS\ FOR TEST l 
~~- --
d. f ·-- sum of Sauares I"1ean Squar e F 
Betv.:een l lb_,870 lb ,_870 55 . 35 
hi thin 345 105. .1 140 
_j J04 .:5 Total I 346 I 
-
; 
11he t able of F was entered with one and 345 degrees of 
freedom ancl tne crit ic;al value o f F at t he 5 per cent level 
of sie;.c.ificeJ1ce 11-:as f ouncl to be J . 87 (i·1terpolated) . Since 
t.i.-~e computed value of F is 55 .35 , F is significant e.nd the r e 
l1 is c.c:,use to reject the null hypothesis t.nat there i ·s no 
I 
~,t&,t 1st ic,::,.lly signi fic.s,nt dlf ference v-. itn regard to group 
means for t l1e Control and Bxp erime.ntal ~.u-ojects for Te~;t 1 . 
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'I l, 
II 
!I 
I 
I 
I II 
'I' ABL!:; XXV I 
F~TE:::.TS TO DE1r.LB.H INE S I Gli.JlFICAN'r DIFFER.t. 
GROUP !'lEANS OF CCbJfl~ROL AND .t..X.Pb.H.I hl:~.NTA.L G 
r- -
-~-------t-·--d-'-"._;;f_;o._-+-s urn of S g uare s !"lean 
NC£:, BETWEEN 
ROUPS FOR TE..:-':P 
·r- ; 
~guere L_. F 
' 
2 
'I I 
J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il 
II 
I 4. 6 f 9~ ' 
--- -1 2684.6 268 l l 
1 
I 8 . 63_ I L i tnin J4C: 
-- ---- _ __ .,!.. _ _ . 26 ___ 22, o78. 
II 
II Lrotal 346 
II II 
.I !I 
II 
II 
I 
,, 
'I !, 
I' 
,I II 
f 
I 
I 
I 
'I l 
I 
II 
i 
II 
I 
i 
! 
I 
=t-
r 
I 
table of F wa s entered with one a nd Jh5 degrees of 
freedom an~ the critical value of F at the ') per cent level 
of significa.nce v.ms fou.:1d to be 3. 87 ( interp alated ) • S ince 
the cornputed va lue of F is 9 . 99, F is signif icant and t here 
is cause to reject the null hypothesis that there is no 
statistically significant difference with re ''-ard 6 to group 
means f or the Control and Experimental subj ects for Test 2. 
TABLE XXVII 
t<NCE F'-'fES·rs TL D.S'rr:;RJ'tlil\JB SIGNIFlCA.NT Dl FFER:;:::; 
Ghl1UP hEAi.IJS OF CON'fW.JL AN.U hXP.t:Rii'lhN'l1AL GB. 
BETWEEN 
CUPS FOR 'fES'f 
I 
Square F 
Behieen l 8 . 8 · 377 . . 03167 
\~it hl.n ----i--J""'-'-L}""'"5_ ---t---·--2._1_~. 23 o ___ . _ -+-_ __;.;:;..26 4.43_ 
Total 46 
-
-
J 
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I il II !I 
f 
I 
I 
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!' 
I 
The t ab le of F was entered with one and 
jl fr eedom and the cr·itical value of F a t t he .5 pe r cent l e vel 
!i ,, 
It 
I! 
ii 
n 
o f s i gnificance ~-Jas f ound to be .3 ~ 87 (interpolated) . S ince 
t h e computed value of F is • 0.3167, F is not significru1t and 
ii 
n t here i s no cause to reject the null tlypothes is t hat there 
!! i 's . 110 statis tically significant differ·ence - with regard to 
;i 
' I 1 g r oup means for t he Control and :ex perimental subjects for 
~ : 
J! p 
I' r 
!i 
TABLE XXVIII 
F-TES'rS TO DJi.'l1ERHil\TE ~~IGI'JIFICAN'I' DIFFERENCE. BETWEEN 
GROUP HEANS OF CONTROL AND B:Af':6RI!'IBNTAL G-HOUPt. FOR TEST 4 
I 
d. f . Sum of Squares IVIean Square F 
Betweer1 1 1374 . 7 1174 . 7 2· 02 
vHthin 
-
34.5 22,02] . 
-
269 . 63 
'rotal 346 
The table of F v.ras entered with one and .345 degrees of 
,: 
1: freedom and t he critical value of F at the 5 per cent level 
i: 
;· ,. of s i gni f icance was found to be .3 . 87 (interpolated) . S ince 
~ q t h e computed value of F is .5 . 09, F is significant and t :here 
li 
ii 
I' 
I ,, 
1: p 
•' ! ~
I ' 
·• 
'· j: 
:I 
is c a use to rej ect the null hypoth esis that there :is: n o 
stat i stically significant d ifference :. with regard to group 
means between t h e Control and Experiment al subjects for 
eo 
I 
i: 
!I lj 
!I 
F-test s tc determine ~;ignificant d ifference s -- Group Means · JJ 
T.he results of F-tests to determine significant differ- ~~ 
ii 
H i! ences between Group 
If 
l\'ieans at each testing point, Test 1 through 
I 
!! Test 4 a re summarized below in Table XXIX . 
ii 
,f 
I· ,, 
'I 
' I I· 
li ji 
:I 
fj 
li 
:: 
ii ,, 
J! 
l i 
., 
J; 
1: 
;I 
1: 
1, 
11 
i: 
r ;' 
TABLE XXD<: 
F- TEST& FOR S IGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BET~·JEEN 
GROUP lvlEANS (TEBT 1 T HROUGH TEST 4) 
N = 347 
Testing Period 
'r est 1 
'I: est 
-------"- · ... 
2 
'11est 3 
Test 4 I -
bean :2;xp . Nean c. F 
46.?2 60 .1..Q 55 • J~-x- ·r.- ~;. 
I 
_.5.5 .12 _ _ , 60.7Jl._ +_ __2~HHl-
60~88 I • 0317-!:· 
5_. 03.~' * 64 . 7!±.__  6 0 • .J...5 
i~** S i gnificant at 1.% level 
~~* S i gnificant at 5% l evel 
* Non-Significant 
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it 
j ~ 
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'· Mean rights score. To determine any change i n co mputa-
:, tional skill from Pre-test through Test 4 , and from test to 
if 
'I !! test a "rights score 1' is t h e basic measure. The Control Group 
" i! 
,, s ubjects showed an i ncrease in mean rights score from the Pre-i: !; i te s t to Test 1 of 23 .5 per cent then leveled off for the re-
i. 
i mainde r of the testing periods. 
\: 
The Experimental Group Sub-
I' i: jects sh oitv ed an increa s e in rneru1 rights score from Pre-test 
i! ,: 
il 
1: 
H q 
h 
i' (1 
1l 
to Test l of 2.3 per cent. This group d e monstrated a contin-
uous gain a t e ach t esting per iod t r~ough Test 4. 
'J:'he rela.tively small gain from Pre-t est to Test l for 
I! t h e Experi mental Group was not statistics~ly significant . 
1: 
I; T .i:1is may be exple.ined by the fact t nat the majority of t h e s e 
J: 
1: 
pupils were enga g ed in v.rorking a p rocedure new to them anq. , 
as a result, 1ATere not too f amilia r with it. The results ob-
II 
II 
I' 
.I 
li 
!i 
li 
I! 
II 
il 
II 
!I 
il 
' I !I 
I' 
:I 
il 
i: 
jj 
), 
u ,, 
I' 
' tained from Test l to Test 2, Test 2 to Test 3, and Test 3 to !1 
li Test 4 v.ler e e.ll statistically significant. These statistical- Jl 
I! ly si!2:nificant gains may be i nterpreted as meaning that the I\ II '-' q 
!i 
t' more familic-,r t h e ma jority of t h ese subjects became with the ;: 
j l 
ii procedure new to t h em, t he more adept t hey became with its 
!! 
usage. 
q 
II 
II II j! 
II 
i! 
I' II 
The Control Group subjects were concerned with p erforming jj 
!! a slcill tne.t had become habituated -- computing compound sub- ~~ 
!i 
:: tra c t ion using t h e De compos ition hetho d. . The relatively l a r g e 1 
ii I ,, !! gain from Pre-test to Test l was st atistically significru1.t. 1 
,, ·I 
82 
i, The r e sults of obtained scores fro m '11est l to Test 2 , Test 2 11 
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'i. II I; I 
!: I' 
!i ·I 
!: II 
u I lj t 
' ij 
I, 
!: significant. It i s conceivable t hat duri~~ t h e first t hree 
1, wee i{ interval, between Pre-test and Test l, the subjects 
!! 
!! attained t he ir h i ghest l evel of efficiency, which t hey main-
!: 
•. 
it 
i 
I' 
tained tnrough the second three week interval as shown from 
computed wean of Test 2. 
An assumption may be made t hat boredom developed as a 
result of c on tinued worl ing 'ltJitn a n old skill . It is also 
!)OS sibl e to assume that e. feeling of over-con.f idence d.evelopeo. 1 
I 
I 
on t he part of t h ese yow1gsters since t he mean of Test 3 1 
1: ' 
t; I· 
i: indicated a 1ninute loss in performance in comparison to Test 2J'i 
~ I 
if score . Test L~ r esults v-rere but slightly n i gher t nan those of l. 
j: li 
,! il ji Test 3. It is of i nterest to note, tha t t he means o f t he Con- !I 
;! il j: trol Group from Test l t hrough Test 4 ranged from 59.88 to lj 
:; I, 
!! 6 8 II 
, 0 . ? 5, or a. spread of but • 7 . The author contends t hat many il 
!· children of elementary school level can lapse into mediocrity jj 
): i 
1
' of Nork a ccomplished over a perio~1 of ti me, if t h ey are not ! L i 
1: I 
I' I 
:: cne.llenged or motivated. il 
It i s possible to conclude t hat with t~.e subjects involve& 
i.n. this i nvest i gation t hat systematic practice i n compound 
I! 
ii 
'I 
subtraction using either t ne habituated method , Deco mposition , il 
il 
;. 
,, 
! 
;: i l 
!I d ~: \: or the newly acquired method , Equc;.l A ditions, an increase in 11 
ii speed was at t a ined . However , a g r eater increase in speed 1
1
\ 
·I i' resul ting from p l anned practice occurred with t h e Bxperimental 
Group, ltrho were exposed to a nelt·7 rueti1od , t he Equal Additions. 
il 
;j 
I: li 
,I 
'I ,, 
,\ 
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:I 
r 
!: per cent for t h e Contr o l Group end 29 . 48 p er cent for t he 
;: 
i Bxper i rnent a.l 
I. 
Group , or a ga i n of 5 . 94 pe r cen t in favor of 
f, 
: t nose wno j_Jr a cticed with t he new meth od . From t he viewpoint 
I • 
i. 
i· 1: of speed , a crit erion of eff i ciency o f ope r a tion , t he re~~lts 
' j: 
:1 of t l1 is s t udy i ndicat e the :C:xperiment a l Group to be s lightly 
j: . 
~ ~ superlor to t h e Control Gr oup . ii 
,, 
II 
., 
:. 
I; 
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TABLE X/OC 
jl 
li 
il 
ii !; 
i: 
NEAN RIG.r-rrs SCORE -- E./PERi hENTAL - CO !I'ROL GROuPS 
II 
!: ,, 
1: 
I · 
it 
I' 
I, 
L 
.. 
i: 
j: 
I. 
I, 
I ' 
I 
l 
i' 
i: 
I Test i ng Inter val 
} re- test to :t:.;nd Test ('.rest 4) 
Control Group ( N•l6 l) 
Experiment a l Grou·o (N-186 ) 
Pr e- t est t o Te s t 1 
Control Group 
:2xper ime n t a l Group 
Te s t 1 to Test 2 
Control Group 
Experiment a l Group 
Te s t 2 to Test J 
Control Group 
Exp6riment a l Group 
'l'e st J to Test 4 
Control Gr ou p 
Exper i ment a l Group 
Iviean Gain o/ JO of Gain 
or Los s or Loss 
14 . 30 23.54 
1 9 .09 29.48 
14.25 2] . 47 
1 . 07 2 . 29 
None lifone 
8 . 4 0 12.23 
-. 98 -l. 6 J 
5 . 07 7 . 56 
. 8 7 1 . 4J 
4 . 55 7 .02 
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,I 
I 
·I 
II 
h 
II 
:I 
:I 
II 
d 
\' 
,I 
~ I 
'· :1 
" I' ;I 
" 1: 
•I I• 
ii 
!I 
!j 
I! 
1l 
!I 
'I ,, 
'I II 
,. 
! 
i 
l 
I 
' il 
I\ 
II 
I 
.I 
!I 
ll 
Alt h ou gh t h e Cont r ol and Exper i men tal Gr o ups we re equat ed j, 
II 
l 
!I 
on c ompc;tmd subt r act ion ability E.t t he out set , the ( C) Group 
I, 
'rest 3 t a e d iffe r ences betwe en t h elf! were n ot s i gnif i cant , and ~~ 
c l early m.1.rpassed t h e ( Bx p ) Gr oup on •rest s 1 anci 2, t h en on 
84 
on Test 4 t ne ( Kxp ) Group c:j_ e ar l y surpassed t he ( C ) Group . II 
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II 
I! 
II II q /; 
li 
11 
The change s observed in mean gain rights give no valid 
indication as to the relative degree of accuracy with 1•'h ich a 
sub ject ha s computed from one instruction period t o the next . 
It iE conceivable t nat a cl1ild1 s l eve l of accuracy has re-
llle.ined the same but t hat 1nore exaElpl.es were corr ect with a 
proportione.tely· larger number of exampl es attempted . The 
author attempted. to discover what actual variation in level s 
of accuracy existed from one testing period to another . Each 
mean is expressed as a percentage of mean exampl e s attempted . 
Fiesure 2 depicts tne mean pE:r cent of accuracy for .t;x-
perimental and Control Groups at each testing period. 
Tl1e mean per cent of accuracy f or the Control Group is 
86 . J l for Pre-test , 90. 90 f or Test 1, 85 . 10 for Test 2 , 87 . 40 
for Test J, and 92 . 18 for Test 4. 
'l1he mean per cent of accuracy for the Experimental Group 
is 88 . 20 for yre-test, 8J.J9 for Test l , 84 . 90 for Test 2, 
91 . 76 for Test J, and 94 . 77 for Test 4. 
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Per eer..t of mean ga.in or los_§, in Bccuracy . F':rcm Pre-
test to J'est 1, the Control Group using the habituated method! ~~ De C·Jq>o sit ion, produced e mean gain in accuracy of 5 . 0 5 per II 
•1 cent. T':le .t;;:xperimenta.l Group, with the majority of subjects 11 
I leerning £nd prpct icin~s tne metnod neVI to them , Equal Addi- il 
,I t iono :t ;::o:;t:::::e:t m::n n~::s t::/ ~:: :::t:::t ~roup sub- I 
II 
I 
j ect s ... ·110\l~ed a mee .... "l loss in accuracy of 6 . 82 per cent in t.ne 
interv9l be tween Test 1 and Test 2 . 'Fne assumption may be 
ade that ov er- confidence in using an old s~ill may have 
I 
! 
i 
a ffect Ad the results . One may also postula.te that a feeling I 
II of boredom permeated the group . During the same interval, 
the Bxperimental Group subjects nad a mean gain of 1 . 78 per 
cent in accurc..c:r . It is reasonable to c onclune that a fair 
degree of familiarity with tne nm·-: metnod hod been reached 
t 
K 1ich re.sult ed in a better oegree of accuracy 1 v-~hen compared : 
vJitn tfleir previ.ous performa:..1ce . 
Tae percentnbe of accuracy ~etween Test 2 and Te s t 3 is 
4.82 per ce.:.1t i:n fe.vor of the l:.xperimentE.l Group . Tnis ('.oul 
indicate thc-,t the .nore experience tne nia jority of' sub j ects 
1 using tile :new method had , the more accurate they became . 
,I ! During thi~; i .nterval between Test 2 and Test 3 , the Control 
~ubjects improved tneir accuracy by a conside rable amount, 
9 . 45 per cent . It L-. r easonable to !0:!.ssume that the system-
atically planned p rE,ctic.e perio:.:1 s e mp hcos i?.:ing a ccuracy to-
with speed undoubtedly effected this &,c. in. 
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In the interval between 'l1est J and Test 4 , a mean gain I I 
in accure.cy cf 5. 19 per cent waE> shown by the subjects in th1 
Control Group , lvith the mean e-;ain of the Experimental Group ~~ 
subjects does not approximate the tnean gain made in the per- l'l 
iod bett;een Test 2 e.no_ Test J . Thi s may lndicate that tnese 
1 subjects were reac.Ding a level of efficiency where accuracy , 
per se, was showing a tendency to start leveling off . I 
' 
Data measuring accuracy from the Pre- test through Test 411 
. I 
<iemonstreted a mean e,&.in of 6 . 37 per cent for the Control ! 
·I 
Group subjects, and a corresponding me&n gain of 6 . 93 per 
lj 
cent for the Experimente.l Group subjects . The difference in lj 
p e r cent of mean gain i:o. accuracy favors the Bxperi mental \1 
L;r·oup subjects by .56 pe r cent which is of little consequenc~, 
as it represents less than one exa mple out of every 100 I 
attempted. 
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i' It vwuld seem reas ona ble to conclude t hB.t concerning t he find- :: 
li li !! i ne;s in t n. is i nvestigation , 
·I 
it appears t hat syst ematic pr a ct iceil 
il 
does i mprove accuracy , but t hat t he cUf fe r ence in accuracy jl 
II between t he subjects o f t he Control and Experimental Groups 
!J i s non:... s.ignli' i cant. 
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TABLE :X..\.XI 
PBR CENT OF' NEMT GAIT OR LOSS I N ACCU.B.ACY 
E. PERil lEl,YJ: AL A.rTD CO:NTROL GHOUPS 
Testing Interval rvlean Gain ci ;o of Gain 
or Loss or Loss 
Pre- test to End Test (Test l) 
Control Group (N=l6l) 5 . 87 6 . 37 
Experimental Group ( N =186) 6 .57 9.9) 
~re-teBt to r.re st l 
Control Group , 4 . 59 5 . 05 
Experiment o.l Group -4 . 81 
- 5 . 77 
P:es t l to Test 2 
Control Group - 5 . 8 0 - 6 . 82 
:2:xperimen t e.l Group 1 . 51 1 . 78 
Test 2 to Test 3 
Control Group 2 . )0 2 . 63 
Experiment a l Group 6 . 86 7 . 47 
.~ est 3 to 'l,est 4 
Control Group 4 . 78 5 . 19 
Experimental Group 3 . 01 3 . 28 
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Zero order corre l ations . It vJas desirable to i nvestigate l 
. the degree o f rel2t ion ship behJeen Gains me.de by each t:,roup jl, 
from Pre-Test t hrou~n Test 4 and ~quatin§. Factors such as 
I 
Ari thmetic .M.cnievement and a Pre- Test on CoPJpou...rlc Intellic.ence, 
I Subtraction. 
I 
I 
I 
!for 
Tt:-.bles XXX I I 51ld XXXIII belm•r give zer o o rde r 
both :experimental and Cont r ol Groups . 
II 
correl at ion11 
II l ; 
i 
!Number 
I 186 
1 e-..-186 
I 
I 186 
&.:= 
I 
I 
I 
I !Ji-~mber 
1\-. 161 
TABL:t; .XXXI I 
zr .. Ji.O OnD~~H COF.RBL TIONS 
--
EXPERINENTAL GROUP 
l"iet ropoli tan 
Crite.,..ion f:-re- test A.cniev ement Test G-ain ( Pr e- test- T4) 
( l) I. 0_ . . 401 . 655 . 452 
(2 ) Pre-te~,t . 586 . 51 0 
( J) N. A. T. . 564 
TABLE XXXII I 
·7.ER0 ORDER CChR:C:L.ct:T IONS -- CONTROL GROUP 
-
. 
-
Criterion fPre-test lAchieveme:r}t Test Gain ( Pre- t est - '1'4) 
( Jj_ I. 'ql . • . 6J l. . 674 . 6J8 
( 2) Pre- test . 682 • S88 
I 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I
. 
I 
II 
l 
I 
,I 
,I 
I! ll I! 
11. ~'ne zero order correlat i on r anged f rom , 4 01 between I n- ~~ 
tell if:,ence and Pr e- test to • 55 between I ntel l ige_ c e and i'letro jl 
~~~l 
( J l _I 161 I•1 • .n.. . T • .. · 32J 
i 
ilpolitan Achi e vement Test for tne :2:xper i mental Group . The zero I! 
larder correlation for Gain from Pre- t est tnr ough Test 4 ranged I! 
I !j ~,from . 452 ·itn Intelligence to . 564 for Metropolitan 1 Chieve- ~ 
I ment Test . I 
•l I I' i, 
·I 
'l1hA zero order corr elet ion ranged from . 588 between Pre-
test and Gain t o . 682 betwee n Pre- test and l'ietropolitan 
Acfl ievement Test fo r the Cont ro l Group . 1he zer o order 
correlation for Gain from 1:--r - test tnroug,h Test 4 ranged from 
. 588 with Pre- t est to . 638 v1it11 Intel ligence. 
'l1l1e correlations i:ndic s te that Gain i.s re l ated rnor~ to 
Intelli;.::;ence for the Cont r ol ·Grou th~ n for the :2;xperirnente.l 
Grou • 
:Partial correlation~ -- The pertinent correlations , 
based on corrected zero order c oefficients , are given in 
Table XXXIV which follo't'fS : 
TABLE XXX IV 
SUl11•1ARY OF PAHTIAL CORRELAT IONS COEFFICEN"'TS 
£XPERH1El'lT AL Ai'TD COI\lTROL 
The correlEttions betv1e n Gain &.nd I ntelligence with 
Me tropolitan ACh ievement Test ~nd Pre- test constant, between 
Gain ,qnd Pre-test witii I ntellit,ence , and tvietropolite.n Achieve 
rnent Te::.t constant , and Gain and l\'le tropolita· Achievement Tes1 
vJith I nte llie,ence and P1·e - test constant e.re po~·;itive and c<.ll 
a re f2 irly lo\t~ . 
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il 
II 
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I 
II Nulti;p~e B -- reable XA.AV belo 'J g i ves t.ne l"JU.ltiple R 
I correlations for both t h e Experimental and Control Groups . 
I T Ji.BLE: XXXV 
NULTIPLE R -- EXPERINENTAL AND CO N'EROL GROUPS 
I i========~================~~~~==~===7~~====~c-ontrol Group1 Exp erimental Group 
I Criterion Be st Combination o . N 
1
...-..::;r _ _ --4--=-N.c___ r 
i 
I 
II I~ 
I 
I 
J.l)_ Gain Pre- test I. 0, ., J.VI .A.T. l 186 .61 161 ].69-
~====±=====~~==' 
Both correle.tions c._re positive Hnd are fairly high . 
I 
'I 
=#=II =====-== 
Reliability was determined only for t he Control Group 
I 
II 
because these subj ect s u sed the De composition Met~o d exclusivel 
ly , while t he Ez pe imen tal subject s u sed either procedure or 
a combinat i on of both. Each det e r mi nation of test reliability 
was r.. i gh . Th e rel i ability for the Pre-test we. ~: • 972 . 
Pe 2.r·son Product -- I'lOment Correlation. The r eliability of 
t he test for t he Control Group is shown in Table XXXVI. 
TABLE XXXVI 
PEARSON PRODUGr - l"lO iviEl\TT CORRELA'l1 ION 
CONTROL GROUP (161) 
Test ii_!K Interval ~~:4 Pre-test to Test l 
Test l to Test 2 . 965. 
] 
I 
I 
Test 2 to Te s t J -97~ Test J to Test 4 ._228 
Te st 4 to Test 5 ·224 I 
Acc ej,?tance or Rejection of J::;qu a l Additions ,I'•1e t.hocl. It 
sf.l.ould be stressed again that at each testing pe riod, subj ects 
in t he t;.xperimental Group ha d ab s olutely no restriction s r e-
gar d ing p roc edure used i n cornputin~ t he compoUL~d subtraction 
examples. These subjects it-Je r e a llowed to us e t h e habituat ed 
1
11 
.:e t h
11
o
0
ad" o
0
f :equc:.m1p~.· ds ld.tl· tioi~onnosr. t he newly lea rned and practice d u _ ....... ~ _.., _ Control Group subject s 1me1r-r only 
I 
I ~--
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;, 
I 
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,I 
,, 
I! 
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il 
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'' the Decomposition £ilethod Wilich resulted in their restriction H 
I' il to use of t hat procedure only . 
·I I! 
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The major pur p o se of this investigation is ·to determine 
the effect on the computationa l skill of the subjects when 
they are exposed to a new procedure for performing an old 
skill, regardless of method used ultimately . 
During the testing periods it was determined that some 
:; subjects of t h e Equal Additions Group rejected the n ew met hod 
ii 
II 
II 
II 
,, 
il 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I q 
'I 
!I 
!I 
! 
I 
i 
i 
!i of :t:qual Additions and reverted back to the use of the il 
i! I' 
.. ,'I ii habituated method , Decomposition. Other subjects vascillated 
!! between the tv-JO methods , while still another group adopted the II 
); lj 
!i new method , Equal ;; clditions , exclusively. ji 
;: 1', li 
;i Earlier in tl'lis investigation it was mentioned h ow sub- il 
I: II 
Ji jects v.rork ed out five examples at the conclusion of each timed 1
1
1 
I ' i: test u sing t h e same procedure as followed in computing exa.mplesij 
/; li ~· in t h e test . From a study of thes e examples a rather gross or ~~ 
~.i!_ unrefined ind ication of t h e method used was obtained. Table II 
i\ XXXVII indicgtes t he results of method used. ! 
,. i 
,. 
TABLE XXXVII 
i'~lli"TaOD USED BY E~U.LU, ADD IT IONS SUBJ-ECTS 
AT TESTING PBRIODS 
\: F===============~====~~==~~ ==~2r===~==~r===F===~~r===~ 
it ~ t j,T C,.,~ 1\J c,f T'T j "'' cf ;: 'J.' e s ... ~ /v .r . _ __i!!_ .1.~ /2 N /o •: ~--~~~----------~-~~T-~~--~~~~ -~~.-~~-#~~.---~-1 
li Used EA Exclusively 171 91.9.31162 
,. 
:· Reverted to D 12 6 . 45 15 
Used Both Methods 
,. i: Totals 
1: 
\! 
3 
186 
1.62 
87 . 09 15.3 82.26 150 80 . 65 
8 . 06 2.3 12 • .37 25 1.3 . 44 
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'I II 
I; 
-~~ 
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I! 
!' ~ub je.ct. s : usine; b.r1ily the newl y lear·ned and practiced me t hod, 
1: 
I! ~qual Add ition s, decreased in nwnber a t each testing period. 
I . 
n 
1: At t he first t esting period 91 .93 pe r cent of the g roup used :: 
ii 
II 
I I t he Equa l Additions I·le t h oo_ e x clusively and t h is n umber d.e-
i· 
1: 
creased to 8 0 . 65 p er cent a t Test 4. 'rhe author conducted 
:: 
ii i nfor mal, i ndi vidua l i nterv i ews with the t wenty-five subject s 
I. 
I; 
I· 
" I !; 
I• 
f· 
who re jected the n ew p rocedure in an attempt to determine 
reasons for r e verting to t h e old me t h o d , Decomposition . Some 
, subjects ste.t ed t ha.t t h ey d idn't feel comfortable work i ng the 
I' 
!I ;I 
,, 
II 
I! 
:; 
!t 
il 
II 
!i !j 
I , 
!i 
I· 
'I I· 
II 
il 
il 
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II 
I 
I 
' I 
r 
I 
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new p rocedt-:.re , others t l:1e.t the~· d idn't like it, and still 1i 
II 
mathematica l 1! \; ot ners tha t even t hough t h ey could understand t h e i: 
I' !I i! prin ciple involved in the Equal Add itions I•1et h od , t hey pre-
,. 
il 
I 
fe rred 11 borrowing t he old wayn . j 
!: I! !! The author was unable to di s cern any de finite pattern or t 
!: trend correlating intelligence with e ither a cceptance or re- 11 
!: jection of t he .a.ew metho d . Of t h e subjects who rejected t h e /j 
II I 
I ' 
II 
Jl 
jl 
1: ii 
i: 
i• 
!: 
l! 
n ew method the r ange 
I 
i n intelligence was from lJO .J- to 79 with ! 
a mean of 105. Tn i s spr ead is indica tive of subjects having i· 
var y ing d egrees of genera l intelligen ce. 
I 
;; t endency to use t h e Equal Additions i'ie t hod a l most e x clusively :1 
,· For thos e subjects wllo used both methods t h ere \'ms a 
wh en a zero o r a combination of z e ro s there was no clearly 
I\ 
The r ange in intelligence I! 
II 
disc erl1able pa.ttern of met ho d used. 
of t hese s ubj ects was f rom 128 to 88 , 111J ith a mean of 1 06 . il 
q ;, 
il 
, 'II 
95 
!: i/ 
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II 
1: ,, 
II 
I 96 
The subjects who adopted and used the Equal AQditions 
l"i tc; tl~od exclusively demonstrated n o perticular l evP-1 of in-
telligence as they r enged from 140 ~ t o 70, with a mean of 
109 . All of these subjects adopted the neTJ~ method ( t:A) and 
rejected the D 1•Iethod during the entire inve stigat ion . At a 
later point in this study, the re .... ults of the Retention Test , 
admini~tered four months later , will be presented . 
The results of this investigation points to the finding 
the.t the choice of method of t he sicth grade pupils involved 
in tfl.is study snows little correle_t ion wi th any pc-. r ticular 
level of i n telligence . Subjects hc:·.ving a wi de range of in-
telligence adopted the new method for exclusive use , rev erted 
to the habituated method , or used both methods . 
•. 
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IJ:'ABLB XXXVIII 
DEGREE OF TRAlifSFER -- lli"\:PERH!ENTAL GROUP ( N 
Exa.lllple 
91/4 
- 6 J/4 
10ft . 4in . 
Correctnes~ Subjects Subjects not 
of fr r ansferring Transferring 
Solution Number _& Number e 
97 
= 186 ) 
Total 
!i 
!I 
i! 
: i 
I' d 
!I 
\1 
'• 
!I 
II 
lj To determinej 1 
!' i'l 
Degree of transfer - - experimental subjects . 
1 t n e possible transfer of learning, five ex a mples involving com-
1
, 
·' I' [! p ound subtract ion of fractions, ciecimals , and denominate num- il 
i• \; 
;; bers, vo~ ere p laced a t t h e end of both Test 4 and Test 5. The i; 
,: !i 
I' :, j :t:;xperimental Subjects were reque s ted to ·work out these exarnple~t 
: The autnor t n rough observation gained c:. somevJhat unrefined ~ ~ 
i: !I 
1
: ind icat i on of t ... e method used. 
•' 
•: 
li The g reatest de gree of transfer at the conclusion of I 
I! I 
n Test 4 occurred in compound subl·raction of c1ecimals ( exampl e 3 )II 
i. wh e n 156 subje cts , or 83 . 5 per cent used the Equal Additions II 
ii Hetho d with 150 subjects, or a pe rcentage of 80 . 1 transferring 1
1
\ 
~ ' I .. I 
jj with correct results . In computing the compound subtraction 11 
\! process essential to comp l eting an example in long division i 
;: (example 5) 152 subjects , or 81 . 5 per cent , 2.ttempted transfer ,li 
v~ ith 145 subjects , or a percentage of 77 . 8, receiving the 
,, 
II 
!i co1~1~ect a11s~; er . These rela tively h i gh percen tage s may be 
e ttributed to the simil ar i ty of t h e examples used dur i ng t he 
, experimental period . 
p 
II 
I! 
II 
II 
I 
i 
In examp les involved in the c ompound subtraction of I 
~~ fractions 84 c.ubjects , or 45 per cent us ed the Equal • dditions 1
1
1 
.1 Net hod with 41 subjects , or a percentage of 22 , obte.ining 
!, ,. 
I, 
1
';, I correct anm·..r_ers . \ p 
j! I 
ii i hen the Experimenta l Subjects v1ere g i ven the oppor trmity I! 
I · I' 
:: .I i: to coopute examp les involving fractions and denominB.te numbers l! 
1! il 
i: t h e degr e e of transfer was re l ativel y less . Eighty- four !I 
.J.:.cc;> ~Q_j_~_c_t}l , _}?..L"'~.? "'J2o~_£,"'B_(~J~~c-"21'" '-":th(:; ~,J~~p_.j_,E?.P,1<o~.o: ~tJ~§ __!P._llt.~q.__ t r_@S_f_?.:_:r~=·'-'"== fi=o"''··-=-= """"-= 
I: . 
' il 
!: 1: 
t: ill q 
:: 
with LH pupils , or a percentat;e of 22 obtaining the correc.t 
2.nswer . .H.lthough t he me.t h eme.tic2l principle involved in usine 
Ec.._ual Addit i ons i s t.ne same, correct applica tion to comput ing 
fractions r equires a highe r dee:_ree of understcmdi:ng than that 
needed when working l•!i t h 1..r!.1ole numbers . 
I n e.ttempting to determine the degree of trans fer in-
vo l ving co m.::_:.ound subtraction of denominate numb ers, two 
examples were presented ( exa.mple s 2 and 4 ). E ample 2 con-
cerned itself with feet .sn<i incnes , :·., n ile exampl e 4 invo l ved 
hour s and minutes . One- hundred snd e ight subj e ct s , or 58 per 
c.ent , attempted t r ans f er Nith 47 8Ubjects, or a percentage of 
24, re ceivi!'lg the cor rect a n swer . I n example 4 , 103 subjects 
or 55 . 4 per cent used t .i:le EY.ual i.dd it ions i·!ethod , with 59 sub-
jects or 31.7 per cent obtaining the corre ct score . 
From t n ese d..g_t;a it may be observed that tne O.egree of 
t r eJJ.Sfer \'.-hen comput i ne; example s involv ing compound subtrac-
tion of fre.c tions and der1omi nat e numbers is relatively low, 
while t 118t obtc;_ined i n comput in~ compound subt ract i on of 
o.ec i mals and compound subtract i on i nvolved in computing l ong 
division examp l es i s relatively high . 
Retention test -- The same test, .;i ven a.t prev ious t e st -
ing periods , t-:as a dminist ered to the subj ect s appro::·:: ime.t ely 
f our mont.hs l c.ter . .nt that time a ll pup ils involvecl in the 
s tudy we r e c..ttending the J·unior High 0chool. The author 
he l d two meetings wi th the four teachers who taught 
mathemat i cs ex p l a i Jl i llg the study 'ttJith its implicatio.ns . 
99 
rl.ll were cautioned agai!'lst exceeding the time limit of t·welve 
minutes when administering the test . Incidentally, the four 
tescners i n volved were genui ne l y i!ltere sted an d expressed a 
de sir·e to part icipate . I t should_ be noted that all sub jects 
v;rere e:,iven the test t he samE: C.ay and all e;roups v•J ere tes t ed 
pr i or to tne l unch hour . rene r es1.,;;, lts were hand scored ~'i ith 
the scoring checked f or accuracy . 
'rwelve subjects left the system d uring the summer vaca-
tion. An tu'lusual feature i~; t hc.c t a ll t~~elve were subjects 
frcm the ~xperiment al Group, resulting i nN chang ing to 174 , 
wh ile the N of the Control Group remained constant at 161 . 
P-tests we re e.dministered to the results of Test 4 and 
T~st 5 for both groups . Neither F - score was statistically 
significant ( see Tables XXVI I a."ld XXV I II ) and sh owed no cause 
to r eject t n e null hypothes i s t hat t here are no s ignifican t 
differences i'iit .i'l regar d to obtained scores for the Control 
Crroup between Test 4 and. Te st 5, and for the Experimental 
Group bet·ween Tec;t 4 and Test 5. 
II 
100 
101 II 
II ~=--~========--===~~ I Di~tribution of scores .f.2.!: ·res t !,± . 
I 
ji 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
Tne ciist ri bution of scores for Test 4 whi ch i ncludes 
only those hxperimental 'Ubjects who were present for the 
retention te~;t shows a difference in mea..'"ls of f- 4 . Bl i n favor 
of tne Experimental Group . T.i1is ~Sroup continued to gain in 
eyc-,mples rig t performance ( .J-5 • .37 wean t-E1in , \".:hile the Con-
trol Uroup snowed a slight gain t- .87 r' ean e:,ain) . F.. test of 
significance t~Till be presented in a later section of this 
ci:~apter to determine whetner or :not the differ ence is 
~. t [:tistic.all - s i t;nifi cant . 
DIS'l'RIBUTIGl~ OF ~ COl-illS FOR 'l'~~T 4 
CO:i.IJ·r.rtOL A l\fjJ DA.P.C.:Rll~"J.DNTAL GROUPS 
Fre quencies 
Raw 0core 
115- 119 
(}c;x . right ) Cont rol Experimental 
I 
I 
I 
I 
] 10- ll4 
105- 109 
1~0- 104 
95- 99 
90- 94 
d5- 89 
80- 84 
75- 79 
70- 74 
65- 69 
60- 64 
55- 59 
50- 5LJ· 
i~-5 - 49 
40- 44 
35- 39 
JO- JLJ. 
'25- 29 
N 
hean ~· 
1 ~ . l~ . 7~ 
I j .: Computed from w grouped 
2 
.3 
4 
2 
6 
6 
2 
12 
9 
17 
16 
20 
9 
18 
10 
16 
8 
1 
161 
b0 .75 
17 . 29 
data 
l 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
8 
1.3 
1 0 
11 
.33 
24 
22 
21 
lJ 
7 
1 
174· 
65 . 56 
15. 09 
I I ==============~ 
=i 
I, 
!I 
I• ,. 
!; 
" !: 
'· 
:: 
'· 
" 
11 102 
~~~,~~~:~~~;~bt:t :~:~:;- ;:o;::-~or-;e st-~ . ~- - i~"~~~ 
:I Di stribution of scores for Te s t 5 shows a difference in :1 
ir 
i; mean s of 4-1 . 56 in f avor of t he Experimental Group . 
I' 
It is of 
;! 
li interest to note tha t t he Exp erimental Group sh ows a slight !: 
1: 
~~ loss in · erformance ,, ~ (-. 84 •1ean Gain ), while t h e Control Group 
I I 
L q 
I 
:t 
ij 
II II 
I' 
.I 
I• i! 
A test of significance will be r 
p 
!: Ci.emonstrated a gain of ~1. 59 . 
,. 
;: presented in a late r section to determine whether or not the 
li 
:; d ifference is statistically significant . 
!. 
i: 
,, 
., 
:· 
'i 1; 
!I 
" 
n 
I! 
!i 
li 
;, 
!. 
i: 
I 
I 
,I 
1: 
" !i 
I• ,. 
II ,, 
I, 
I ; 
I· !; 
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!: 
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T _BLE XL 
DISTRI BUriON OF SCORES 
Frequencies 
Raw S core (Ex. right) Control Exper imental 
115-119 1 1 
110-114 1 2 
105-109 4 1 
100-104 3 2 
95- 99 1 2 
90-94 7 4 
85- sz 5 3 80- 8 . 3 9 
75-79 8 18 
20-b4 20 16 65- 9 ;t4 19 
60- 64 10 23 
55-59 31 24 
50-54 10 20 
45-44 14 10 40-4 11 10 
35-.39 11 10 
30-34 7 
N 161 174 
Ivlean * 62 . 34 63 . 90 
S . D. * 17.75 16 . 15 
* Comput ed from ungrouped data 
; 
' 
,, 
. 
;! 
:i 
:: 
103 
Jj ·I 
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Ji F- tests to ~ eter·mi :g~ significant d iffe r ence . -- Tests 4 - r::; ;: 
I , _.r ~ ; 
I/ Th e results of c:m F- test to determine if t her e ts - e_ny 
II 
J/ statist i cally significant difference : between obtained scores 
d 
·1'! for the Control and Experiment&.l su·ojects betvJeen Test 4 and 
,; Test 5 are listed in Tables XLI a.nd XLII. 
. li 
:: 
1: 
ii I 
I! 
Jl 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
. 
TABLE XLI 
F-TBST 'l1 0 DBTERHINE SIGNIFICANT DIFFEREl'JCl!. . 
Bl!."T1 EEN TBST 4 Ai ~D TB.::T 5 -- CONTROL GROUP ( N :: 161) 
d . f . sum of Squares I~'"iean s_quare F 
Between 1 261 261 ._7_28 
Within 320 104 , 621 326.a 
Total 321 .i I 
,! 
!II .) ! j 
11 Tl1e tabl e of F was ent ered with one and 320 degrees of i! 
II free<iom and the crit ica l value of F at the 5 per cen t ,leve l of ii 
I 
si~Snificance was found to be J . 88 (interpolated). S ince the ;1 
!I 
I 
computed value of F is • 798 , F is not signi f icant and there is !1 ;I 
'I 
1 no cs.use to reject t he hypothesis t hat there · is ~- n o stat i sti- 1: 
11 cally sign ificant d iffer6nce with regar d to obtaL'led scores I! 
i! for the subjects in t fl e Control Group between Test 4 and Test ..sl! 
I 
I! 
!I 
ii 
il p 
li I 
! 
1: 
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TABLE XLII 
F-TE&T TO DETERl'UNE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCK 
./ 
!I 
'I 1-
BETWEEN TEST 4 AND TEST 5 FOR EXPERI MEl\J'r AL GROUP ( N = 17 4) 
:i 
I• 
1: 
:I 
!. 
! ;; 
~ i 
'I 
Ji 
!i 
l ~ 
Between 
V.l ithin 
:!. d . ~.: r--Sum ~; ~Sluares I'~Iean §~quare ~626 1 40.69 40 . 69 
346 
II 
86 2565 . 84 _ 250.1_2_ 
·-
,I ,. 
il 
!I ,, 
Total 347_ 
-
-· 
i' 
ji T.i.1.e table of F was entered with one and 346 d e grees of 
i! fr eedom and t he critical value of F at the 5 per cent level 
1: ji 
I ~ of s i gnificance was found to be 3.87 (interpolated) . Since 
i: 
" I: the comput ed value of F is .1626 , F is not significant and 
:· 
i! 
,, t here is n o ce:mse to reject the hypothesis that there 1·s 
li 
:' significant d ifference :. \11th regard to obtained scores for i: i! ,, 
,. 
l! 
the subje cts in the Experimental G.roup bet~'reen Test 4 e..nd 
1: . Test 5. 
I ~ 
I! 
ii 
;I 
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II j, 
il 
i: 
II 
I · 
!I 
li 
!i ,, 
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A:.t1 F-test vJas administered to determine significant 
d ifference · between group means for Test 5. 
TABLE XLIII 
F- TEST TO DBTERNI NE FOP.. S IGl'JIFICANT DIFFERENCE. 
BETHEEN GROUP I'lEA.i.ITS FOR TEST 5 (N • 335) 
d.f . Sum of So uares !----------~~~~~~ Nean Square F 
no 
lOL~ 
,, 
II 
li 
I' 
il 105 
•I 
il 
il 
-· - :-.:--.:=-~===--=.:::if-====.:==-=---====== 
1/ ,. 
i! The table of F V·!as entered ·witn one and 333 degrees of il 
, ii freedom and t h e critical ve.lue of F a t the 5 per cent level of 'I 
I :: I ,, 
n significance i•;as found to be 3 . 87 (interpolated) . S ince tne jj II 
ii ,', computed value of F is . 4LJ.3J, F is not significant and the re 
1
',!'.· ,I ,. 
'i 
,, is no caus e to reject the null i1ypothesis that there is c n o !: 
j! significant d ifference .. with regard to group means between t he II 
1 1: Control and :t;xp erirnenta l subjects for Te s t 5. :j ii ,, 
i, i 
!, l'·'Ietho6_ used ]2.y subjects i n Experimental Gro u]2 . At t he ! 
il 11 
t, conclusion of t he Retention 'rest , wh:l.ch hereafter wl.ll be re- I 
j! ferred to as 'rest 5, subjects '\'Jere again requested to vmrk out 1 
H ! 
J; five ex a mples using the same p rocedure as followed in computing;
1
,.'1' 
I 1: 
" :: t he test. Th e author , from observation of these ex amples, wa s I[ 
1: li l: abl e to receive a somewhat gross or unrefined Lndice.t ion of the/1 
H met h od_ used by each subject in tne Ex: erimental Group . !
1
1 il 
I) 'I li 'l1 hose subjects wno continued to use t he recently acquired i
II ,
11 
I p 
, and pr a cticed me t h od , Equa l Additions, d ecreased in numbers . 
! .~. ~~~~ The re~ults a c quired from Te s t l indicated t hat 171 subjects , 
i' 
1
1 i· 
1 ii or a percentage of 91 . 93 , of the Experimen tal Group used the 11 !i :1 
' :: Equal 1-.. cidit ions Nethod exclus ively . A trend showing a decrec:\s~ l' il l 
!! II i! in numbers of subjects using t he Equal Additions I1lethod ex- li 
I! I! i: e lusively is evidenced by tne follov·i ing percentages: Test 2 , 1! 
1: ll ;: 
, 87 . 09; Te s t 3 , 82 . 26; and Test 4, 80 . 65 . Test 4 findiYl_gs 
:i I ,, 
ii 
;J shO't'·led that 21 fewer subjects, or 11 28 per cent , used the I 
!; • II 
I j: I. Equal Addi t ions l'ietho cl as co mpared with the results of Test 1 • . I 
!I 
II 
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I' d 
II 
'I II 
ii 
li 
Experimental Subjects who remained in the present investigation:; 
i: 
'I through Test 5 with a.n N = 174 . I, 
'! 
The subjects in the study from': 
1: 
t! 
1: 
il 
11 
1: 
,, 
1\ ,, 
lj 
I· 
!! 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
Pre-test t h rough Test 4 had an N = 186. 
TABLE XLIV 
l1'lli"'THOD USBD BY EQUAL ADDTI.,IONS SUBJ EGrS -- TEST 4 
% of N 
l•iet nod Humber N =· :12.4 
Useu BA Exclusively 128 73_. 12 
Reverted to D 13 18 ._9_6 
Use d Both f-lethods 13 7.42_ 
Total 174 100 
'11 ABLE XLV 
I'Lc.THOD US~D BY E~UAL ADDl"TiONS SUBJEillS -- TEST 5 
~.., 
;o of N 
l•let hod Humber N = 174 
Used .KA Exclusively l,lg 7..5_. 86 
Heverted to D 29 16 . 62_ 
Used Both Het hods lJ ?. LIT_ 
'I'otal 174 1 00 
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!; De&ree of transfer -- Experimental Group . 
I 
The degree of 
i! tra:..11sfer found in the results of Test 5 is consistent with the I 
:; ,i, I; finO. ings of Test 4 . In t h e example involving compound sub-
,, I 
il trc,ction of decimals (example 3) 146 subjects or 83 .9 per cen t 1 
~~ :_: llii li s.ttempted transfer by using the recently acquired method, 
!: Equal Addit ions . One-hundred forty-two subjects, or 81.6 per 'i 
j; cent , obta i ned the correct results. In computing the compound 
,: 
I 
;: subtraction p rocess essent ial to completing an example in long 1. 
divis ion (example 5 ), 140 subjects or a percentage of 80 .5 II 
i· attempted tra nsfer v.rith 128 subjects or 73.6 per cent arriving 1
1
! 
rl j 
i1 2t trw correct answer. One may postulate that t h e similarity !. 
li II ii of exampl es three a::.11d five to the examples practiced during \! 
li ·, I li !: the experimental phase of the stud;l contributed greatly to the i! 
d 
II I! 
, 11 relatively 11igh degree of transfer . ,, 
L 
I 
I! 
,; 
When the subjects 1f.rere g iven the opportunity to co mpute 
:: compo1..mo. subtraction examples involving fractions and de.nomi-
li 
, I 
t: ,. na.te numbers , the degree of trc:msfer obtained 11-ras not high . 
i' i: Ciixty- three subjects or 36 • .3 per cent attempted transfer in-
\I 1: 
lj !, 
!i 
1,· :_. l) '•'l l. tl1 i_! 1.rc lv ing compound subtraction of frae:t ions ( example " 
i: 1'1 
I o 
j; 45 subjects, or 25 . 7 per cent computing correctly. In attempt~\; 
I• I 
l· ing to determine the degree of transfer involving compotmd \\ 
:: subtract ion of 6. enomi nate numbers, two examples were presented J,·
1
! 
:: 
;: (ex amples 2 and 4) . Example 2 involved feet and inches, lforh ile \I 
i example 4 concer ned itself -vrith hours and minutes. One-hundre~ 
;: -1 
I! fourtee~- s::j~"~t:~:: __ :5 .. 4 pe•~ --- cen~- .:t:empted tre~:~~:- 1~ · - · ·~ ·J -····· -~"·· ·· 
=: ·:;·' '-'--=·· =· ... : ·--'·"·"' il 
,. 
•' ,; 
r 
II 
II 
II 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
e xample 2 \'J ith 45 &ubjects , or .q p erce_'lt age of 25 . 7, obt a i n-
n g the c orrect & . .nswer . In example 4 , 99 subjects , or 56 . 9 
per ce.nt us ed the :c;qual Additions lv; t:: thod , Nitn l-J-4 subjects , 
or 2 :i:)ci·ee21tage of 25 . 3 , correctly obtaining transfer . 
r:ene d.et:;ree of trans f e r did not diffe r apprec i able b e-
tween Test 4 end Test 5 despite the t h rAe mont h interval. 
gain of 1. 5 per ce~t i n obtained. correct results was evi-
denced in Test 5 in tne example involving decimals ( exnmpl e 
3) . Ex amp l e 1 h a d a slit;ht loss of ~ 2 per cent in c.orrect 
results ; i:x ample 2 showe d a sl i ght ga in of . 7 per c ent ; 
Exampl e 4 had a loss of 6 . 4 per cent; and a percent agE: loss 
of 4 . 2 ~·as shm.rn in Exe.mpl e 5. It might be as s u_rned the 
ma jority of sub j ects t-:ho attempted transfer· in Test 4 con -
t inued to show i nterest i n worl-c i ng the examples by the Equal 
Additions Method i n Test 5. 
Tn2 a~trror is of the opin ion that from t h e results o f 
tnis E;tudy tne dlajority of subjects who e::hibited. a tendency 
in t ransfe r of compound subtraction , i n examples oth er t han 
v:no l e numbers , contin ued that inter est tnree months later ~ 
I t may be concl uded that , from right s score obta i ned , the 
c-:. e~:ree of trans fer i n comput i ng compound subtraction o f fr2.c 
t i oYtS ELCld clenorn1r1ate Llumbers is negl i.gi-ole , "rhile that ob-
tained from c omputinc, ccmpou:nd subtraction of decimals and 
comp ou..nd subt ract i on tnvol ved in the process of computing a 
l ng division example i s relative l y hig h . 
I 
II 
II 
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1! The number and percentage of sub jects in the Experimental! 
II Group who continued Esing the habituated method, Decomposition,! 
j and those ~1ho attempted us ing transfer by computing with the 1 
I newly acquired illetnod, Equal Additions, in Test 5 are found 
!lin Table XLVI . I 
1 I 
'I' ABLE XLV I I 
lj :J 
I
ll ! ___ DEGhEE OF TRM:FER -- ~==IE,TAL GROUP (N : 174) II' 
1·
1
. "'orre~t:ness. Subjects Total II 
li ~ : of T~ansferring 
ll!t -~/~;~~: -t~~::~tiQE_I Nu::er 36~3~ lll ,6:7 N::er 10~~~ 
jl - 6 3;4 Correet ! 38 21.8 57 32 . 7 95 54 .~ ~ ~~~ L . I ncorre c.t 2j_ 14 .:....5 -'-·--.?.:L._ J 1 . o ___]!)~-· ~- c;.5l· ~~~;;,~;~t . 4in .  Total -·-r-114 - 65 . 4 60 34 . 6 174 lOOJ 
1 !- 8 ft • 7 i n . 1 1 1 6 
J Correct Ll-5 25 . 7 · LH 23.5 8 494 I Incorrect 69 9. : __ 12__ ll.l 88 __ 150.81 ;3 - · .J4 Total 146 8J . 9 28 h6 . 1 174 ,100 
1jl I -·16 I Correct , 142 81.6 21 ll2 . l 163 93-7 1 
111- -t--- -~- Jrncorre~Y- 4 . 2 .':) -- ·- ·_4-_!__0 __ :u. __  - -~JJ 
1'1*4L~hrs . 20m~n · l Total 99 56.9 7 5 43 . 1 174 j100 I 
l Correct <J. 25 • .3 .51 29 . 3 95 . 5 .6 I rnr. 4_5ffilnt ,.4 j 4. I I lncorrect 1.6 24 ~ 8 ~~ ilt5! 24 ;-5575 I Total 140 80 . 5 i 34 rl9 ~ 5 171;- 110 ~ I 
~~-L-- !~::::~--~ 7! :~L ~~ 117.2 1~: 9~ 
l 
I 
II j . 
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i! It is of i nterest to note that during t h e four months I! 
J! interva l between Test 4 and Test 5 , the subjects using t h e jl 
ll ,I 
J: Equal Additions Bethod only decreased from 132 to 128, or a 
1
11 
li p ercentag e of 2 . 49 . In intervie't"'ing these subjects i ndividu- II 
l! I !: ally, the author '~>'TB.S i nformed by all four that they performed 
11 
1 little or no s ubtraction during the summer recess . vJ hen schoo~ 
i 11 i re.opened in September , the subjects stated that they 11 could !j /. ; I! i: do better if t h ey used t he old borrowing method 11 • The i ntelli-Li 
!! g ence quotients of these pupils ranged f rom 115 to 97 with I! 
li three of t he s ubjects naving an I . Q . of l05 or lower. It may II 
li be assumed that t l:lese four subjects had not gaine d enough con- I'! 
I! i! fidence in their ability to vvarrant continued usage of the II 
j! il !I Equal Additions I< e t hod, thus revertin g to t he habituated !i 
1: !j 
!i metho d , De compos it ion . i! 
\i il 
:; The autho r is of t.ne opi..YJ.ion, from t he findings of this i! 
I• q 
j; II !, I; study , tnat 1>\'hen sixth grade pupils are expo sed to e. new !j 
ji metho d , Equal .h.dd i tions, for performing an old s kill, Compound I 
1 .. : ! 
"'ubtraction, tne maJ·ority of these stu. dent s , regardless of i
1
. 
i: :ny part i cular intell i gence level , will exhibit~ a tendency to I 
!i !I !: a.:iopt the new met l'1od for continued usage. 1, 
i; 11 
!1 Chapter V eon cerns itself v.rith the Summary and Conclusion~ 
I; II 
1: of t h i s study . !1 
\! 'JII /I 
!i 
' • 1, 1 
ij II 
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CHAP-rER V 
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•' 
CH · PT.t:R V 
SUi'! I :.>.R1. rtlll C0l\J CLUS lONS 
The data e;&thered in this study ·Here analyzed to deter-
mine t he effect on the computational skill in compound sub-
traction on pupils of t,rade six 'VJhen they experience a new 
procedure for performing tnis skill . An attempt Jas m.de to 
answer these q_uest ions : 
1 . ·tlc.t is tne effect on computational S}{ill in compound 
subtr2ction wnen sixth gra~e chiJ~ren systematically 
study and practice a new p rocedure, and can this change 
be 1nade witn a minimum of interference ? 
I( 
I 
I 
2 . 11o what extent did sixth g r8 d.e children , regardless I 
of intelligence, who W•"'·re exposed to the new procedure, 
Equal Add1.t1on:s , use it e elusively ctur ing the investie;--- 1 
t io , end a~ain after a lapse of time? I 
I 
I 
J . •J11&t degree of trensfer wi:!.l be sl1m·.n by the Experi-
m-sntE,l 0ubjects in computing compound su b t r ection of 
exa~li}Jle s otner than l'H1ole numbers? I 
A review of the r esea rch completed in this area r evealed I 
t1at cnil~ ren in 6 r aae three profit mor e from subtraction I 
tau~11t 1 es.ningfl-llly b~ the Decomposition l'lcthod tirn from the 
t:: c{ua l . .., illitions n cthod taught meeningfully . Resee. rc.h has also 
proposed that ,t;q'vi.sl ·"'dditions be int:roduced l2.ter in tne edu-
cet ionel life of tne oaild , say in ~rete five or six For 
tnis pror.-·o sal it e:c;,.n be argned th8.t l.i1 le .s..rning nqual F...ddi t io:m.: 
grade ~ix c .ildren will acQuire it ~aen t ey can really 
understand it . Tne prin cip l e , that t ne tiif ference b etween 
two numbers i s tillG.lt;;::rec~ by the addition of the same amount 
to boti.l terms -- this yr i nc i p l e is o :f' wide application , an 
children Sl1.0Ul d .K.:.'1CW it • 
Ple.n of the study . In order to det e rmi e tlle e ffect on 
the c·omj)utetional ~kill in compound subtra.ction of Grade Si x 
pupils , ~Jt1en t t1ey e.xpr:::rience a new )roeedure for thi s skill, 
and to discover t~e evidence of transfer, it beceme neces sary 
to form nxperimental e..nd Control g roups . 
T:1e g r oups ~rere equated. in g ener al i ntelli5ence , a rith-
met i c ac '1ievement , and pe rform&j1Ce on pre- test . The need t o 
nav e t nG te;ac11ers of the Control a nd K"'<:perimental groups 
approx i mc.te1y equa.l in t eaching abil~ty '1-·."E!.S recognized . n 
r:::valuation on each teacher wa s wa~e jointly by t he p rincipal 
anci the author of t h3 investigation . 
rectice- exercise periods were held b i - weekly and were 
equated on amount of wor1 accomjJli£ ed , c.omplet i on of 25 
examples, rat.her t nen on c.. time b 2sis. I n all , 20 pra ct ice -
e~.erc ise lJer ie> c'.Ls l"ere !1eld for all sub j ects i n both the 
.t:x1 erime~ta1 &.nd Contro l Groups . ~ystcms.tic t eB ching and. 
pract ice was l1e l (L for bot ~1 t:_:roup::: . The .C:::zp erimenta l Jub jects 
l earned and yracticed the method new to t hem , Equal dditions 
"'nil:= the Control s ubjects rev iewed and p r act iced tne only 
rne tno.:'l. with ~hie the.r were fe.milia r, the Decomposition .. 
112 
11. time t est of 12 ruinut es , containing 125 exampl es , v<as 
le.dmi:nistereci on t 1:.e Fri6ay of the tnird , sixth , ninth Em.d 
lt\•i elfth weeks . The se.me test ·as administered et each testing 
~eriod . ~ubj ects in the Control Group used the Decomposition 
i'Ieb1od , vr~<ile the subjects in tne ·:.;·xperimentel Group were 
permitted to use eitner 1:>roced.ure, or a cowbination of botn . 
At tne conclusion of the time limit Rt each testinf~ :pe riod , the . 
lr:;xperimental sub jects t,·iere required to work out five a dcUtional l 
r.xampl e s us L1 g "crnt c~e s: . to sho>l >1!11 en pro ce<iure >JBS . follo>; ad i 
[n ;:;ne test 1t self . 111 en> s rna~ ner , prov uion '" s macte to o b- I 
re..in ['..,.,_"} inference of the procedure used by t__e subjects in tL1e 
r
xperimental Group. 
j_l1 orcier to 6.etermine tne pos~.ibl"" tr8.nsfer of learning , 
~xamples involving co mpound subtraction of fractions, clecime.ls, I 
~.enolni.nate number~, <:mC. subtraction invo='..ved 1n a lone:, d ivision i 
~sxam~Jle v.ere include<i 5.s section~" at the end of Test 4 and ! I 
I ~est 5 . by using "crutches " v.:hen vJOrking these ex amples out an I 
indication of tne method. used was obtained. 
A retent i on test (Te s t 5) was administered approximately 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lthre months l8.ter witn subjects in the Control Group continu- I 
in ;_ v<i th the Decomposition Hetflod , and the Experimental sub-
jects using either the .E:q_ual *·daitions or the Decomposition I 
·tetho<i, or a combination of both . I 
'lO cleterm i ne any change in skill from test to test , from 
Pre- test to :Dnd Test, anong 8l1d between eacn group 8 11 rights 
113 
score " is the basic me a sur e . An "attempts score " on each test 
wa s obt a i n ed to determine percentage of accuracy betv-.reen test ... 
and fro m Pre-t e st to Bnd Test. F-test s to ci.eterrnine signi-
ficant differences between t ests and among t ests were compute ' . 
The percentage of subjects in the Experimental Group and 
the c ompound subtraction procedure which they adopted for con 
tinued usage is determined . 'I'ne degre e of transfer for Ex-
perimenta l subjects in t he ~nd Test (Test 4) and the Reten-
tion Test (T e st 5) was obtained. Zero order correlations, 
l)artial correlat ion coefficients and multiple correla tions 
h a ve been found. Pear s on Product-Moment Correlation for 
test reliability has been computed. 
Fro m the final testing J.)ro~:;,ram ciata v.ras obtained from 
347 pupils . All tests us ed i n t he st u dy were hand scored 
v.: ittl t ne scoring checke d for accurac:,r . As the number of 
test s cores to be analyze d was 1Brge, all of the pertinent 
data V>iere trans f erre d to I BN cards to facilitate the analysis 
o f data. 
Limitations of the study . Tnis investigation concerned 
it self only V>!i t n the facts obtained fro m the statistical 
analysis of the data. obtained.. There is no attempt made to 
e ve.luate the meaning a pproach of either procedure . The 
purpose is me r ely to indicate results of this s tudy so that 
the data may be analyzed for aid in improving the particular 
.s.spect of t he progrs.m under each category . 
li 
114 
As indicated in t h e scope and plan of this study, the 
:result s and analysis of dat a are applicable only to the given 
:population and t he g iven a rea with in t he confines of t h is 
I 
:particular investigation. 
In addition t he fol lowing limitations were apparent: 
l. Comp l ete control of practice wa s impossible. It is 
conceivable t hat some subjects, because of interest or 
de s ire to do well, p r acticed a t home. Tn is could be 
particul arly true with the Experimenta l subjects who 
were exp osed to a new procedure. 
2. It can only be assumed t hat t he teachi ng procedures 
were con ste.nt between both groups and in both groups. 
'I'he aut nor t h rough meetings with t h e participa t ing 
t eac!wrs prior to and during t he i nvestigation discussed 
and d emonstra ted procedures t nat all tmderstood and 
a gr e e d. to follow . Visit s during t he practice periods 
indicated t hat t he teachi ng p rocedures v·Jere similar. 
J. The personalities of t he teachers i nvolved in t h is 
study varied . However , reactions of ch ildren often vary 
according to t heir leaders and guides. Therefore, it 
can -probably be assumed t hat the differences in the 
personal i ties of the tea chers were offset by the varied 
rea ctions of t he pupils. 
4. The assumption t hat t h e inference obtained of t he 
method used by t he subjects in t he Experimental Group 
I· 
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n ,. 
I is correct . It can b e assumed that t he Experimental sub- ' 
\' j ect s us ed t he met hod in t he test wh ich they indicated by i' 
I! 
1.:'.se of " crut ches", on t he f ive examples follm'ling each !: 
I! 
time test . However , some children have a des ire to please 11 
the t eacher so that it is pos s i ble that a few may have II 
!j ind ica ted one procedure, while actually u sing another in 1 !i 
t ne test . 11 II 
Finni ngs of tne studJ. 
l. ~tatistical treatment r evealed that t here are statis-
tically significant differences with regard to obta i ned 
li 
" :I 
I, 
:! 
I! 
1: 
! 
scores for t he subjects i n both the Experimental &~d i 
Control Groups fro m Pre- test t tlrough •re st 4 • 
I 
The critical I! 
,I 
value of F , a.t t h e 5 per cent level of sign ificance, was 
found to be 2.385 (interpolated) for t he Experimental 
Group , with the computed value being 492 . 8?8 . For the 
i' ,, 
n 
li ,, 
" !• i' ,, 
I, 
I' 
,\ 
Control Group , t he critica l value of Ii' , at the 5 per c ent :1 
·I 
l evel of s i gn ificance , was found to be 2. 385 (inter polated )11 
with t he computed value being 688 . 65. 
2. \tJ ith regard t o statistically s i tn ificant di ffe r ences 
between means of Experimental and Control Group s. 
wa s found to b e s t a tistically s i e,nif i cant . The critical 
value o f F, a t t h e 5 per cent level of significance, was 
found t o be 3. 87 ( i n t e r pola.t ed ), v. i t h t he comput ed va lue 
be i ng 55.35 . 
ii 
I! 
i! 
1: 
l: 
~ i 
j! 
I ,, 
l: 
3 . ~-; ith r ege r cl to sta.tistica lly sig.nif i ca..Ylt d i ffe r ences 
between mea.:. .. 1s of Ex p erimental and Control Group s , Test 2 
V.! S.s f ound to be st&t i s t ically s i gnificant. The critica l 
value of F , a t t i.1e 5 per c ent level of sig:.'lif icance , was 
fotmd t o be 3 . 87 (interpol ated ), v.r ith the comp uted v a lue 
being 9 . 99 . 
4 . ~. ith re €:a r d to sta tistica lly significan t cl. ifferences 
be t we en mean s of .Dxperi rn e nt a l and Control Group s , Test 3 
v·as found to be not ste.tistical l y s i e:,nificant. 'I'he 
crit i ca l v a lue of F, &t the 5 pe r cen t level of signifi-
c ance , v~as found to be 3 . 87 (interpo l a t ed) , with t h e 
comput e d va lue being . 03167. 
5. ·vj i th regar d to s t a t i s t icc-.lly significan t d ifferences 
b e t ween means of :t:Xpe rimental and Control Group s , Test 4 
e.s found to be st2.t i s t i cally signifi cant . 'rhe c r itical 
value of F , at t h e 5 _) e r cent level of sign ificance , was 
fou..Yld to be 3 . 87 (interpol ated ), with t he co mputed va lue 
be ing 5 . 09 . 
6 . s t a ti s tica l treat ment revealed that t here are n o 
,. 
~ . 
stat i s tica lly s i gnifi cant d ifferences with r egard to ob-
tained s cores for t n e subj e cts in b oth t he Exp er i mental 
and Contro l Groups between Te s t 4 a nd Test 5. Th e critica l : 
value of F, a t t he 5 per c.ent l e vel of s i gn ific ance , was 
found to b e 3 . 87 (interp ola ted) for the Experimenta l Group , 
with t lle comput ed v&.lue b e ing .1626 . 
' 
For the Control Growl, l ). 
t h e critica l value of F , a t t h e 5 pe r cent level of s i g-
n ificance , vve.s fou..nd to be J . 88 (int erpola t ed), with t h e 
computed value being . 798 . 
117 
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:: 7. tiit h regar d to statistically significc:m.t differences .
1
·1, 
,, 
'· !I i: bet-v-re en means of Experimenta l and Control Groups, Test 5 11 
i! !j 
!i was fou.,.YJ.d to be not [;t a t i st ically significant . Tne I 
J; I 
li 
l' criti cal value of F , a t t he 5 pe r cent l e vel of s i gnifi- I 
!i 1. 
:· c a.Yl.ce -v;as found. to be J . 87 ( i:::J.terpola t ed) , Nith t he 1\ 
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I' 
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comput ed value being . 4LJ-J J . 
8 . Gail1 in scores fro m ? re-test t h rough Test 4 rela.t .ed 
more ·to .;;eneral intelligence for t h e Control subjects 
t han for t he Experimenta l subject s , as evidenced by t he 
zero order corre l a tion . For the :Sxperiment a l Group I. lol. . 
correla t es -r.vith Gain as .452, and for t he Control Group 
il 
ii 
II 
li 
I 
II 
II 
I . r;, . correlates with Gain as • 638 . The partia l correla- 11 
t ion coeffici ent ind ica t es t llat whe n I•ietropolitan Achieve~ 
ment T e st and Pre-test are cons tant, Gain and Intelli-
II i; 
ii 
ii 
gence nave correlations of .lJO a nd . J_J5 for Exp eriment a l Ji 
8..nd Con trol Groups respectively. Although low, the ~~ 
correlation is h i gher for t h e Control Group . j 
9 . The d e gree of tra~sfer involving co mpound subtraction I 
of de cimals is re l a tively h i gh . Test 4 re sults i ndicated ,, ji 
ii 
8J , 5 per cent of t he Experimental sub j e cts used tne :Lqual !i 
1: 
.ndditions procedure VJith 8 0 . 1 pe r cen t transferring ·with il 
corre ct r esult s . Test 5 ind icated that 8 J . 9 p er cent 
attempted transfer wj_t h a percentage of 81 . 6 obtaining 
correct result s . 
ii 
il 
ij 
II 
1: il 
I !: 10 . The deg ree of transfer involving compound s ubtra ction 1 
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relatively high . Test 4 results s how 81.5 per cent of 
the Experimental subjects used the Equal Additions pro-
cedure with 77 . 8 per cent obtaining the correct answer . 
Test 5 ind icated t hat 8 0 . 5 per cent used the Equal Addi-
tions method with 73 . 6 per cent transferring correctly . 
11. The degree of transfer involving compound subtraction 
of fractions and denominate nwnbers is relatively lm·; . 
Test 4 results show t he.t 31.7 per cent of t he subjects 
used t he Equal .dditions method with correct results 
is t h e h i ghest percentage in these three categories . 
;! ---- -··· ·- ··--
;I 
!j 
:l 
I' I 
H 
li 
~ i 
:i 
iJ 
tl 
il 
:i 
' I 
II ;I 
:I 
i 
:; 
Test 5 results indicate t hat 25.7 per cent of the subjects·! 
used the Equal Additions method and obtained correct 
results. 
;i 
d 
!j 
I' 
.I 
!i q 
lj 
12. From t he viewpoint of speed, a criterion of eff iciency :; il 
:! of operation , the r esults of this study indicate that !\ 
i l 
tl1e i.,xperiment a l Group is slightly superior to the I! 
Control Group. 
jl 
i\ 
m · 1: lne pe rcentage of g ain in the mean rights :1 
!I 
score s i1ov.: e c1 29 . L~8 per cent for t he Exp erimental Group 
and 23 . 54 per cent for t he Control Group , or a gain of 
5. 94 per cent in f avor of those subj ects 1tJho learned 
and pr a cticed with the 2qual Additions method . 
13. T tle findings in this investigation indicate that 
syst ematic practice does improve accura cy . Ho1t.rever , 
t he difference in a ccura cy between the Experimental and 
Control Groups is but .56 in f a vor of the Experimental 
!; 
!I 
!J 
-; 
'I 
;! 
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., 
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subjects . 'I'llis difference is of little consequence , as 
it represents one less example out of every 100 attempted . 
14. Concerning the su·ojects in the Experimental Group who 
used the Equal Ac1ditions met£wd exclusively , the results 
of this investigation indicate that the number decreased 
at each testing perioC.. . Test 1 results show that 91 . 9.3 
per cent of the subjects used the Equal .n.rlditions method 
witn this percentage O.ecreasing to 7.5 . 86 per cent at 
~est .5 . 
1.5 . Tne results of t~is investigation indicate little 
correlation of general intelligence with eit~er accept -
&.nee or rejection of tile .nei'J metnod , .c;qual Additions , b;y-
the Experimentc:.l subjects . Of the subjects who rejected 
tne ne;.·J method tne range Ln intelligence v-ras from 1.30 
to 79 . Tne subjects who 8c1opted and used Equal .~dditions 
exclusively had a spread in intellit..;ence from 14 0+ to 70 . 
I Conclusions . Insofar as the obtaLned scores used in this · 
investigation represent the abilities of the pupils 
tested, and insofar as the sample of pupils is representa 
t ive, the follo~:ing conclusions may be drawn : 
1 . It is ~oss ible to conclude , from t he results of this 
study, that pra ctice with either the habituated metnod, 
Decomposition , or the ne~ly acquired method , Equal 
Additions , an incre8se in speed cru1 be developed. 
===· =-= ==--==========--== 
2 . It is possiole to conclude from the results of this 
study that tile majority of sixth grade p\..l.pils wno are 
I 
,, 
expo:;;eci to tile new procedure for pe rform i ng an old ski ll, 
d o as well s s, or I i.e., co111pound subtraction, will 
better, tnan if they had not been exposed to the new 
method . 
J . It may be inferred from the results of the study that 
prolonged practice with an old skill does not result in 
a conti:rJ.uing gain in mastery of that skill . A shorter 
period of practice produces more effective results. 
4 . The result;:.. of t n is study show that gain was related 
more to intelli t:;;ence for tne Control Group than for the 
Experimental Group . As the Equal Additions method is 
more mechanical and requires less meaningful understand- ll 
ing t .i:1an the Decomposition, it is possible to conclucie 
that pupils with lower i ntelligence may profitable adopt ! 
II 5. lt is poss~ble to conclude from the results of this 
the :t:qual Additions procedure. 
study that tne majority of sixth grade pupil s who are 
exposed t o a new procedure fo r performing an old skill 
will cDoose to contin ue with the new procedure. 
6 . The r e sults of tnis study indics.te that s i xth gr 2de 
pupi ls, who exhibited a certain tendency in transfer of 
compound subtraction in examples other than Wflole numberr!, 
I 
continued tile same tendency three months lat er. ! 
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7. It may be inferred that correct application of the 
Equal Additions principle in computing fractions and 
denominate nwnbers requires a h igher degree of number 
relationahip than that needed when worl{:ing with whole 
numbers. 
Implication of study. From findings of t h is study it 
cannot be assumed th~t children of lower intelligence would 
not profit fro m being exposed to a ne\•l procedure for perform- ! 
ing an ola sKill, in this case computation of' compound sub- : 
traction . 'Vvhether or not they vvould profit as much from this 
experience c:..s tney might have with review and practice i!l the 
method they knelv is questionable . 
Suggestions for further research . As a result of th is I 
Btudy , t he stated hypothesis stands tenable. Ho·wever , furtheJ 
confirmation of this hypothesis is suggested by: 
1 • .A follow-up study employing t h is lnstrument with the 
same operational tecnniques and lengthening the per iod 
of the investigation. ~fhen Experimental subjects are 
I 
exposed to continuous , systematic l e e.rning and practice, 1 
vv-hen do they reach t heir peak of efficiency? I 
2 . A sim1lar investigation of these categories employing 
II 
the same oper ational techniques to determine the effects ll 
of maturity, educational background and experience as 
applied to: 
--~===~-====.o===========-==11=== 
a . ,Junior high school sub j ects 
b. Senior high school ::mbjects 
c . ,Junior College subjects 
3 . A.n i nvestigat ion to determine the e ffect on the degre€ 
of trans f er in all categories for the Experimental sub-
j ects, if t he systemati c l eerning and pra ctice periods 
were extended over a longer period. 
4 . An invest igation of these categories using the same 
tec.h:niques and applied to sixth gracl_e stud en ts of a 
larger commv.nit y , a further check on validity. 
The author would like to believe t hat this investiga-
tion , i ts techniques, its statistical cJ.es i gn, and analysis 
will make a contribution to our present e.rithmetical p r o-
ce dures , and will provide logical and pertinent information 
re l ative to the te&.ching of compound subt r action i n t he 
elementary school. 
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APPE NDIX A 
PRE- TEST 
lame-----
Room 
7965 
48.37 
5507 
L~608 
401 
32 
2000 
1101 
49 02 
3785 
2000 
1969 
-------
353 
215 
5963 
4872 
43402 
2246 .5 
56426 
3842 
52 
_]_ 
97852 
68 203 
8003 
2374 
6548 
3756 
2491 
893 
8642 
3653. 
857 
469 
2005 
1957 
76395 
64176 
582 
75 
20463 
19554 
7285 
6948 
4648 
4563 
Teacher 
---- -
Date 
----- -
9107 
5036 
3600 
722 
46 
9 
9642 
3581 
8210 
500 
804 
71LI· 
337 
46 
6004 
.3205 
97 
_2_!)_ 
1206 
312 
2368 
1299 
86247 
65258 
30002 
21065 
2146 
134 
38032 
26105 
42516 
15023 
796 05 
48502 
25984 
14673 
127 
9004 
1032 
13 
8 
24105 
1,5004 
39402 
2.5603 
7005 
4837 
.3287 
2964 
36785 
248.39 
62715 . 
58306 
7602 
1298 
13742 
296~ 
687 
576 
38532 
6734 
458 
71 
7455 
5957 
4163 
2994 
6834 
4856 
405.36 
207.52 
J620 }028 
2095 
1897 
8433 
4,546 
25401 
1.5_413 
74002 
21045 
63750 
5692 
28006 
13098 
6246 0 
43637-
56738 
54602 
5927 
43.58 
73465 
2869 
8023 
2964 
34086 
__ 23257 
67820 
43823 
3808 
]815 
5613 
4562 
6853 
3243 
24291 
1938 
954 
827 
1786 
996 
57186 
24135 
67194 
62084 
72601 
~
36581 
- 36250 
50.382 
32638 
2574 
648 
.36441 
17552 
128 
84.56 
4Jl4 
22467 
16798 
1006 
999 
.54976 
35889 
92416 
8.5639 
4076 
3892 
47.501 
8613 
74.536 
36559 
2019 
1006 
8362 
6.514 
4689 
28.57 
.5021 
4138 
74.58 
549 
7638 
2109 
386 
25.9 
3267 
1279 
879.53 
28601 
1409 
1218 
31326 
26.542 
56.38 ]68 
806 
5.19 
179.56 
2987 
38.52 
2642 
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PPEl'JDIX B 
I NTELLIGENCE IJ:EST 
Page 130. Kuhlmann-Finch Tests. Not microfilmed at the 
request of Boston University School of Educa-
tion. 
University ~ucrofilms. 
KuHLMANN • FtN.£D TEsTs 
T EST VI 
NA ME 
Grade _ _____ 
--
Teacher 
Date School 
Year Month Day 
Birthday City_ 
Age 
Yea r 
Yeara 
Month Day 
State 
Months Days 
* 
Printed in U.S.A . 
Copyright, 1951 and 1952, F . H. Finch 
EDUCATIONAL TEST BUREAU 
EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS Inc . 
Philadelphia 
34 33 Waln ut St. 
Min neapolis 
72 0 Washington Ave. S.E. 
Boy 
G irl _ _ _ 
Nashville 
2 I 06 Pierce Ave . 
1 30 
,..,e J 
RECORD CHART 
* * * 
TES'I' VI 
NUMBER RIGHT BY SUB-TEST . Q) Column 
-a-
- OS for IQ Age• 
3 4 5 
....,.,
d 2 rn.rn. Rule (Yrs. Mo.) 
>-1 < 21 - I -19-0 to 19-8 
'"0 ~ 19 
-I - 18-8 to 18-11 ~ 
- I - 18-4 to 18-7 en 18 - 18-0 to 18-3 
<ii - 17-9, 10, 11 
~ 18 -17-6, 7, 8 - 17-3, 4, !i 
.... 
- 17-0,1,2 
20 18 19 - 16-JO, 11 
17 - 16-7, 8, 9 
17 - 16-4, 5, 6 
- 16-J, 2, 3 
19 - 1 b-10, 11, 16-C 
+> 
- !5-7, 8, 9 
"' ~ 16 17 - lb-5, 6 16 18 -15-3, 4 
18 - 15-0, 1, 2 
15 
- 14-10, 11 
- 14-8, 9 
15 16 - 14-6, 7 
17 14 17 -14-~. 5 
- 14-2, 3 
14 15 - 14-0, 1 
+> 16 13 16 - 13-10, 11 
"' j 
- 13-8, g 
13 14 -13-6, 7 
12 
- 13-'1, 5 
15 13 15 - 13-2, 3 
- 13-0, 1 (J) 11 12 
- 12-10, 11 s 12 14 -12-9 ~ 14 10 11 - 12-7, 8 z 
- 12-6 
10 - 12-4, 5 
13 9 11 13 - 12-3 
9 -12-1, 2 
- 12-0 
12 8 10 8 12 - 11-10, 11 
- 11-9 
7 7 - 11-7, 8 
11 -11-6 
9 6 11 - 11-5 
6 - 11-3, 4 
10 - 11-2 
8 5 10 - 11-1 
9 
- 10-11, 11-0 
5 7 - 10-10 
0 9 - 10-9 
0 g 6 4 - 10-8 
...c: 
- 10-6, 'I u 8 - 10-5 r/). 
7 4 5 - 10-4 
4 
- 10-3 
6 - 10-2 
3 7 - 10-0, 1 
3 - 9-11 
5 3 6 9-10 
- 9- 9 
- 9- 8 
4 - 9- 7 
5 - 9- 6 
Oil 2 
- 9- 5 
>=: 
- 9- 4 
"..;3 3 2 
- 9- 3 rn (J) 2 4 - 9- 2 E-o 
- !J- 1 
'I-< 2 9- 0 0 1 8-11 -
"ll 8-10 .., -~ 
- 8- 9 :::l 3 _ , - R- 8 
•Upper a.nd lower extremities a.re a(!justed to Kuhlmann's curv" ot mental d evelopmen t 
Eye is to see as ear is to 
Grass is to green as sky is to 
'ink is to float as heavy is to 
Jncle is to nephew as early is t o 
'afety is t9 danger as over iB to 
Jull is to sharp as full is to 
::at is to dog as scratch is to 
;rass is to tree as short is to 
'ee is to blind as hear is to 
'elf is to me as others is to 
Page 8 
Samples 
1 2 /J 4 5 
sound hear noise music head A __ __ 2 ___ _ 
1 e 8 4 5 
cloud star red blue rain B ___ __ ___ __ 
1 I 8 4 5 
lead cork feather light water L ....... . 
1 I 8 4 5 
late cousin related girl boy 2 ........ . 
1 I 8 4 6 
passing under between within stop 3 ________ _ 
1 I I _. I 
plenty fun low fill · empty 4 ........ . 
1 • 8 4 s 
bark howl bite pet puppy 5 ........ . 
1 I 8 4 5 
quick low green tall growing 6 ........ . 
1 I 8 4 6 
deaf eye ear sound picture 7 ... ..... . 
1 I S 4 5 
we they or person mine 8. ....... . 
1 I 8 4 6 
::lear is to cloudy as shallow is to narrow pool muddy swift deep 9 ........ . 
3usy is to idle as climb is to 
~amb is to fox as gentle is to 
:>art is to all as cream is to 
Iill is to top as valley is t o 
?lay is to toy as work is to 
:>ath is to route as haste is to 
~oam is to rest as active is to 
:::ircle is to ring as globe is to 
rept is to gave as earn is to 
::old is to freeze as warm is to 
~ertain is to perhaps as sure is to 
?ish is to fin as frog is to 
ffeat is to milk as food is to 
~qual is to different as hope is to 
Pop is to base as center is to 
1 I 8 4 5 
lazy work rest fall tree 10 ........ . 
1 • 8 4 6 playful mild wild prey enemy 11 ......... 
1 I 8 4 5 
skim drink cow coffee milk 12 ..... .... 
1 I 8 
" 
6 
stream bottom deep low slope 13. ........ 
1 fJ 8 4 5 
child man game rest tool 14 ____ ___ .. 
1 I 8 4 5 
speed late creep early prompt 15 ........ . 
1 I 8 4 6 
stout feeble force quiet fail 16 ........ . 
1 t /J 4 5 
bell finger ball hoop round 17 ...... .. . 
1 fJ /J 4 5 
save spend gift have want 18 ........ . 
1 I 8 4 5 
fire ice nice d1·y melt 19 __ ____ __ _ 
1 I 8 4 5 
possibly fact also partly positive 20 ........ . 
1 !e 8 4 5 
swim float leg jump wing 21.. ...... . 
1 !e 8 4 If 
infant drink adult growth eat 22 ..... ... . 
1 I 8 4 5 joy pleasure despair desire expect 23 ....... . . 
1 ! 8 4 5 
edge middle upper circle under 24 __ _____ _ _ 
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1 2 3 ·l 5 
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1 2 3 4 6 
1 cat dog pet puppy kitty L .... 
1 2 3 4 6 
2 yard tape foot rod inch 2 ...... 
1 2 3 4 5 
3 food bread butter meat soup 3 ...... 
1 2 3 4 0 
4 floor door r oof table window 4 ..... , 
1 2 3 4 5 
6 dog rabbit bird squirrel monkey 5 ...... 
1 z 3 4 6 
6 big strong :.>mall slender brave 6 ..... 
1 J 3 4 5 
7 chair sit door bed window 7 ..... 
1 2 3 4 6 
8 protect screen sun shield shade 8. .... 
1 2 3 4 5 
9 flower fruit stem grow root 9 ..... 
1 ' 2 3 4 6 10 spin top roll turn whirl 10 ..... 
1 2 s 4 6 
11 broad thin wide soft thick 11.. ... , 
1 2 3 4 6 12 rain hot dry cold wet 12 ..... 
1 2 3 4 6 13 place when there location where 13. .... 
1 2 3 4 6 14 cover ceilbg mantle under roof 14 ..... 
1 2 3 4 5 
16 bus car cart truck van 15 ..... 
1 2 3 4 6 
16 apple cherry pear plum grape 16 ..... 
1 z 3 4 5 
17 cry tall red good blue 17 ..... 
1 2 3 4 6 
18 governor lawyer mayor president senator 18. .... 
1 l! 3 4 6 
19 figure form mold shape size 19 ..... 
1 ll 3 4 6 
20 ease simple plain grand fancy 20 ..... 
1 ll 3 4 5 
21 four eight seven two twelve 21.. ... 
1 2 3 4 5 
2e river brook creek stream lake 22 ..... 
1 2 3 4 6 
.28 feeble frail slight slow weak 23 ..... 
1 2 3 4 6 24 portion half part fraction sum 24 ..... 
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TEST 1. READING 
DIRECTIONS. In each paragraph a blank line means that a word has 
left out. Read each paragraph. Then think of the word that should 
each blank. Write the word in the parentheses at the side of the page. 
should get the answer from the paragraph itself. 
SAMPLE. Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names( ____ _ 
of Dick's brothers are~ and _m_ ....... ( 
1. Children like snow. It is fun to play in the 
beautiful white ___Q2.__ ••••••••• • •.•• • ••••• • •••••••• • ( ______ _ 
2. The librarian takes care of the books in the 
library. She knows where every ___QL_ belongs . .... .. . ( ____ __ _ 
3...:.4. Ruth has a pretty kitten. Her ~ has aC _______ _ 
white tip on its tail; so _Q1_ calls her kitten Tippy . . . ( 
6-8. Chocolate first became known to the white 
race when explorers from Spain reached the New World. 
The explorer, Cortes, was given a drink of chocolate by( ______ _ 
an Indian emperor. Cortes liked _ill_ so much that he 
took it back to__@__. For many years _QL and his( ______ _ 
men refused to tell where they had obtained the new ( 
drink and sold it to the wealthy people of Europe for a -------
high ~ ...... . .. . .... .. . .. . .. . . .. ........ .. .... ( ______ _ 
9-12. When you first learned to read, you ~ ( ______ _ 
aloud, so of course you ~ your lips. This is not( 
necessary in silent _Q!L_. Moving the lips makes the -------
reading much too slow, because your eyes can take in the( ______ _ 
meaning faster than your ...Q:L can speak it ... . ... ... ( ______ _ 
13-14. Because cold air is heavier than warm air, it 
settles to the floor and the~ air rises to the ceiling.( ______ _ 
Children playing on the floor are much more likely to 
be~ than a person sitting in a chair in the same room.( ______ _ 
16-20. Rafts were the earliest means of water travel.( 
They can be made of anything that will float. In the -------
olden days Indians in Canada~ rafts of reeds which( ______ _ 
grew along the rivers. Logs ~together with vines( 
were used on smooth water, but could not be~ in rap- -------
ids. Airplanes which fly over oceans carry rubber rafts.( ______ _ 
Such ~ take up a very small amount of __Q!L when 
rolled up, but in case of accident they can be blown up( ______ _ 
and then will be large enough to ~ three or four men.( ______ _ 
[ 2 ] (Go right on to the next . 
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-25. Animals in captivity need not be pitied. 
wild animals _QQ_ from starvation and disease.(___ _ _____ ) 21 
ure, ever:y ~ i~ me.rciless t?ward every o~her.( ) 
22 ~. ammals whtch, m the wtld state, are fnght- ------ - --
.t everything around them, grow up full of con-( ) 23 
!, learn to love people, and even eat out of their 
Well-kept animals in a zoo not only eat better( ___ ___ ____ ) 24 
v-e far longer than they ever would in their 
tabitat . ...... .. ........ . . ....... .. . .. ....... ( _ _ _______ ) 2s 
·28. War kills by the thousands, but disease kills · 
! millions. Every year malaria kills about a 
people in India alone. One certain kind of 
ito carries ~ from one person to another.( ______ ...,...-__ ) 26 
ain control of malaria at present depends upon 
out the breeding places of the~. Doctors,( _________ ) 21 
ts, and engineers are all working together to 
this disease for all time. The severity of rna-
lessened by the use of drugs, but a cure is not 
~- · . . .. . . . . . ...... . .. .. .... . ... .. .... .. .. . ( _ ______ )28 
32. The song of the white-eyed vireo is unlike 
any other wild bird . Once you have learned its( ___ ______ ) 29 
ou can always _@2L it when you hear it again. ( ) 
30 
ort, musical, and energetic. Nearly every song 
s a loud, clear, rather long, whistled __Q!L like _) 31 
" The number and the timing of the notes vary, 
1e ~ will be the same in every song . . .. ... . . ( ________ _ ) 32 
37. In many factories we find steam engines run-
toothly and powerfully. There are various kinds( _______ ___,_) 33 
!S of~- Some, in the older~' are joined to( ) 
34 
chinery by long leather belts. An engine may 
t one machine, or it may ~ several machines. ) 35 
. of the newer plants, steam engines are hitched to 
1roducers of another kind, called electrical gener-
The engines turn the ~which make the elec-( ___ ______ ) 36 
The _EL is then used to turn small motors( ) 37 
un the many machines of the factory. 
bl. The man in command of a modern transport 
Jes not look upon his job as an adventurous one. 
redevil pilot of yesterday has given way to the ) 38 
recision-minded engineer-pilot of ~- His 
1ot to thrill passengers and spectators but to ) 39 
m to their destination quickly and ~- In( ) 40 
the ~ of today breaks any one of a dozen 
tles, it is likely to cost him his ~- .. .... .... ( ) 41 
[ 3 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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DIRECTIONS. Re~d each paragraph. Then read the questions belo'A 
Write the answer to each question in the parentheses after it. You n 
read the paragraph again if you wish to. Each question can be answe 
by one word or1 at most1 a few words. You should get the answer to e' 
question from the paragraph itself. 
Silver foxes are raised in the United States for their fur. Some large 
ranches have thousands of foxes, but most fox farms have a much smaller 
number. Usually, at least half of the fox's food is ground meat or fish. 
In late winter or early spring, the mother fox, called the vixen, has a litter 
of three to ten pups. The foxes are protected from the sunlight because 
this may cause the fur to look rusty. They are allowed out only at night 
or in dense woods. The pelts are usually taken in November or December 
when the animal is nine or ten months old. 
42. For what purpose are silver foxes raised? .. .. ... .. ( _____ _ 
43. Name one important part of the fox's diet . . .. .. . . ( _______ _ 
44. What is the mother fox called? .. ... ....... . . . .. . ( _______ _ 
45. N arne one month during which the foxes usually are 
killed for their fur ........... . . . .... .. .. . . . .. . . ( _______ _ 
46. What undesirable fur color sometimes results from 
exposure to bright sunlight? ... .. .. . ...... . ... . . ( _______ _ 
47. Write in the answer space the letter which appears in front of the title 
which best tells what this paragraph is about -,-
a. Trapping Silver Foxes b. Raising Silver Foxes for Furs 
c. The Little Foxes d. Taming the Silver Fox . .... . ... . ......... ( 
At the school for the blind, the teachers had a hard time with Anne 
Sullivan. Confused, refusing to obey, she fought her way through classes, 
accepting nothing on the authority of her teachers. "My mind was a 
question mark," she says. The following summer a young doctor became 
interested in her eyes, and after two operations the curtain was lifted. 
Excited by her new power, she swept through books and newspapers 
as a fire sweeps through a forest. A few years later she was graduated 
with great honor. 
48. For what special children was Anne's school in-
t ended? . . .. ...... . .... ..... .. . . .. . . . . ... .. .. . ( ______ ___ 
49. Who took an interest in Anne's eyes? ... . . . .... . . ( _ ______ _ 
50. To what did Anne compare her mind? . . ..... . . . . ( _______ _ 
ol. What wonderful power came to Anne as a result of 
the operations? ..... ... .. .......... . ....... ... ( _______ _ 
62. Which word best describes Anne's progress in school 
after her operations- slow, rapid, average? . ..... ( _ ______ _ 
.63. Write in the answer space the letter which appears in front of the sen-
tence which best tells what this paragraph is about -
a. The teachers had a hard time with Anne. 
b. A young doctor became interested in Anne's eyes. 
c. Anne was a good student. d. Regaining her sight changed Anne's life.( 
[ 4 ] (Go right on to the next p 
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John A. Callender was an officer in the Massachusetts militia during 
he Battle of Bunker Hill. Soon after this battle he was tried by court-
l.artial, convicted of cowardice, and dishonorably discharged from the 
rmy. Upon his discharge he immediately re-enlisted as a private. At 
he Battle of Long Island he showed such gallantry and courage that the 
:ommander in Chief, General George Washington, ·publicly pardoned him 
nd restored him to his former rank of captain. No doubt John Callender 
ras no less afraid at the Battle. of Long Island than at Bunker Hill. How-
ver, he had learned that his biggest fight was with his own fears and not 
r:ith the enemy. Conquering his fear, he went courageously into battle 
nd became a hero. 
That was John Callender's rank when he was dis-
larged from the Massachusetts militia? ........ . ( 54 
That was his rank when he re-enlisted in the army?. ( ) M 
Tho restored him to his old rank? ... : ........... ( ) 56 
or what was he tried? ........... .. ..... .. ... . ( ) 67 
ow was Callender tried? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 58 
7rite in the answer space the letter which appears in f~ont of the 
ntence which best tells what this paragraph is about -
It is a crime to be a coward in the army. 
A man may be a coward as a captain but be brave as a private. 
The bravest person is one who conquers his own fear. 
George Washington was a generous man . .......... . ....... .. ... ( ) 110 • , 
Camera films are manufactured under constantly improved conditions. 
~ is interesting to visit a room where a supersensitive film is being wound · 
t1 reels. As you enter this spooling room, you pass through a series 
r "Light Locks," or curtained enclosures, until the last -heavy curtain 
Llls and you are in dense darkness. The only light which can be seen 
what appears to be little rows of green buttons - in one place a single 
>W and in another a double row. These buttons are used to indicate 
ther a machine or a worker. The double row marks the person and the 
ngle row indicates the machines. In the darkness of this room you 
1on become consciov.s that it is filled with the soft noises of _people at 
ork. The people have learned to work by touch. They first learned 
, do their job in the light and to describe aloud each step of the processes 
, that later when they are in the darkness they can repeat the same 
rections and do the same tasks. 
hat do double lights indicate? . .. ... .... ·. . . . . . . ) 60 
hat noises are heard in the spooling room? .. .. .. ( ) 61 
oon what does the worker depend in doing this 
~k? .. . . . ... .. . ... .... . . ..... . .. . ... .... .. .. ( ) 62 
hat color in small amounts does not affect the 
persensitive film? .......... .. .. . . . . . ....... .. ( ) 63 
STOP! 
ht .. . . .. . .. Stand. score ..... . ... Gr. equiv ........ .. Age equiv .... . .... . 
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TEST 2. VOCABULARY 
DIRECTIONS. In the parentheses after each question write the number of t 
word that makes the sentence most nearly true. 
SAMPLE. .Big means the same as-:- 1 bad 2 pretty 3 large 4 tiny ( 
1. Under means - 1 beside 2 below 3 over 4 near ... .. .. ( 
2. A stranger is a - 1 family friend 2 person unknown 3 resi-
dence 4 village ...... : ................... , ( 
8 •. To capture means to- 1 release 2 catch 3 chase 4 escape ( 
'· 
A brook is- 1 an ocean 2 a stream 3 a sea 4 a book .. ( 
6. Speed means- 1 laziness 2 strength 3 quickness 4 contest( 
8. Wonderful means - 1 rambling 2 woeful 3 marvelous 4 worthy( 
' 'l. Comfort means - 1 work 2 ease 3 danger 4 sorrow . ... ( 
e. To pretend is to - 1 work 2 assume 3 meet 4 frighten ( 
9. To plan is to- 1 smooth 2 scheme 3 plant 4 cover ... ( 
10. He began means he - 1 begged 2 beat 3 commenced 4 believed ( 
.,.. 11. To let means to - 1 refuse 2 allow 3 give 4 wish . . .. . ( 
12. A measure is a - 1 food 2 disease 3 medicine 4 quantity( 
13. A glance is a - 1 mirror 2 weapon 3 glimpse 4 luster . . ( 
14. Much means- 1 little 2 a great deal • 3 nearly all 4 more ( 
15. Should means - 1 may 2 ought 3 can 4 will ... ...... ( 
16. A promise is a - 1 secret 2 pledge 3 fortune 4 lie .... ( 
17. To get is the same as to - 1 meet 2 go 3 laugh 4 obtain ( 
18. To announce means to- 1 deny 2 attach 3 disturb 4 proclaim ( 
19. The present means- 1 tomorrow 2 now 3 afterward 4 morning ( 
SO. I preje_r means I - 1 put off 2 relate 3 take back 4 choose ( 
Sl. Courage means - 1 indifference 2 loyalty 3 bravery 4 patience ( 
22. To remind is to- 1 remit 2 recall 3 transmit 4 remain ( 
S3. To furnish is to- 1 buy 2 provide 3 spend 4 have . .. ( 
24. A jewel is a- 1 joker 2 boat 3 gem. 4 glass .. . .. .. . . . ( 
· 26. Calm is the same as - 1 near 2 damp 3 peaceful .4 easy ( 
26. Private means - 1 public 2 personal 3 peaceful 4 profitable ( 
2'1. To be just means to be- 1 strong 2 quiet 3 fair 4 hard ( 
18. I mean is the same as I - 1 must 2 intend 3 use 4 hurry ( 
[ 6 ] (Go right on to the next jJtJ 
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To scatter means to - 1 strew 2 gather 3 InJUre ·~ plan ( 
New means - 1 recent 2 nice · 3 smart 4 clean ........ ( ) 30 
Probably means - 1 surely 2 exactly 3 likely 4 assuredly ( ) 31 
Ordinary means - 1 usual 2 first 3 uncommon 4 orderly( 
To control means to - 1 exercise 2 coo test 3 watch · 4 direct ( ) 33 
Plentiful means - 1 poor 2 pleasant 3 scanty 4 abundant ( )34 
Pleasant means - 1 expensive 2 rare 3 agreeable 4 common ( ) 35 
T 0 suffer means to - 1 vote 2 succeed 3 endure 4 smother ( ) 36 
To cause is to- 1 end 2 warn 3 care for 4 bring about ( 
To tempt means to- 1 soften 2 entice 3 anger 4 storm ( 
[ defeat means I - 1 reduce 2 overcome 3 defend 4 fight( 
~ communication is ·a - 1 rule 2 message 3 secret 4 paper( 
ro tire means to- 1 rest 2 explode .3 drive 4 weary . . ( 
:fe revealed means he - 1 cried 2 told 3 scorned 4 concealed ( 
i:e warns means he - 1 heats 2 endangers 3 trusts 4 cautions ( 
\.n occurrence is - 1 an event 2 a custom 3 a story _4 a belief( 
[ o plead means to - 1 appeal 2 fold 3 promise 4 order( 
fe exhibits means he - 1 acts 2 displays 3 excuses 4 prohibits ( 
:aution means - 1 quickness 2 care 3 light 4 cause ... ( 
) 3'7 
)as 
) 39 
) 40 
)41 ' 
) 42 
) 4a 
) 44 
) 45 
) 46 . 
) 47 
dditional means- 1 supplemental 2 active 3 partial 4 mechanical ( ) 48 
~o raise means to - 1 stand 2 rally 3 elevate 4 wave ( )49 
~o prolong is to - 1 shorten 2 encourage 3 lengthen 4 precede ( ) so 
~fault is - 1 an accident 2 a fairy 3 a dread 4 a' defect ( ) 51 
.-
~esistance means - 1 oppositiO!J 2 pluck 3 aid 4 perseverance ( ) 52 ' 
, struggle is - 1 a contest 2 an army 3 a cry 4 an exhibit ( ) sa 
'o encounter means to - 1 add 2 avoid 3 JPeet 4 lead .. ( ·) 54 
'o submit means to - 1 yield 2 exalt 3 plunge 4 expose ( ) ss 
STOP! 
~ht. . . . . . . . . Stand. score. . . . . . . . . Gr. equi'fJ.. . . . . . . . . Age equi'fJ .. .......• 
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· TEST 3. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS 
DIREOIONS. Work each example and wr.ite the answer in the box near 
If you have to copy your answer, be sure to copy it correctly. · Reduce c 
improper fractions to mixed numbers, and all fraciions to lowest terms. 
1. Add 
2. Add 
a. Add 
4. Add 
6. Add 
8 
4 
CJ 
0 
6 
CJ 
18 
6 
CJ 
6 
8 
9 
0 
4 
8 
7 
2 
CJ 
57689 
46979 
23998 
77398 
25847 
6. Subtract 6 14. ·Multiply · 
4 
40 I 
90' 
CJ 
7. Subtract I 6 
9 
CJ 
8. Subtract 1 8 7 
25 
CJ 
9. Subtract 8 0 5 
140 
10. Subtract 7 1 7 53 6 
226747 
11. Multiply 3 
7 
I 
CJ 
12. Multiply 
13. Multiply 
[ 8 ] 
123 
3 
452 
8 
15. Multiply 4 8 7 I 
9 • 
16. 24+3 = L 
c 
17. 4)39 
c 
18. 3) 9 3 6 
19. 7)8235 
(Go right on to the next page 
31)744 
38)26831 
~= [i] 4 
1 + 1 -
12 12- CJ· 
4.dd 1 
8 
1 
4 
tdd 9 710 
3 
610 
CJ 
!+§+1= 2 6 ' 4 CJ 
[ 9 ] 
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27• Subtract 
2a. Subtract 
29. Subtract 
30. Subtract 
31. Subtract 
Q 
6 
2 
3 
8~ 8 
3! 
8 
71 
3 
1 
6 
g! 
8 
1 
4 
6! 
3 
2 
5 
32. ! of 168 = 2 
33. 9 2 10 X 3 = 
34. 2 6 X 33' = 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
I 
I 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
. 
3 2 3-
8&. 8 X 103 X 24 -
86. 
87. 
- ·3 
15,.+ 4 = 
I 
38. ~ + 10 = L__j 
39. 
40. .530 
2.005 
23 5.05 4 
.987 
26.0 2 5 
7:4 2 3 
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u. $91 - $2.62 = $ 
42. 100 X 55.4 = 
43. .26 X 32.4 = 
44. On what is most I 
money spent? '-----. 
45. On what two ~---"11 
things is the same 
amount spent? 
(Go right on to the next 
8) .24 
.0 0 3) .0 219 
1.2 5) 8 7.5 
1 yd. = 
3 24 ft. = 
I 
m./ 
in., 
2 ft. 8 in. = ft., 
ldd 2lb. 
4lb. 
3 lb. 
7 oz. 
12 oz. 
15 oz. 
c______l 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
STOP! 
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CONNECnCtJT 
P"'Scale: ! 'inch= 10 miles 
The distance. 
across the north-
ern border of 
both Conn. and 
Rhode Island on 
above drawing is 
13. sm. According 
to the given scale 
~hat. is distance I 
m mtles? · 
70% of42 = 
3% of 200 = 
:ght. . .... .. . Stand. score. .. .. . ... Gr. equiv ....... . . ' . Age equiv .. .... . . . . 
( II ] 
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TEST 4. . ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
DIREGIONS. Work each problem ··and write the answer in the box 
the problem. Do your work in the margin at the right oF the page. 
1. Our class plans to have a library. Bob will 
bring 5 books, Ani1a 8, Nan 5, and Louis 6. 
:::ry ~~~~ . . ~~~~~ . ~~~1 . . t.~~r~. -~~ . ~~ . ~~~ ,....,----., 1 
3. There were 17 books on the teacher's desk. 
She asked me to get 9 more. How many ,....,------,·f 
3 
books did she have then? .. . .......... .. . ·.__ ___ _,_ 
5. Marion has 255 candles. How many boxes I I 
will she need if she puts 5 candles in a box? 
5 
6. Each room in .our building has 48 seats, and 
there are 30 rooms. How many seats are ,,------_,, 
there in the whole building?. . . . . . . . . . . . . · 
6 
'1. After spending $2.89, what change will you 1$ I 
receive from a 5-dollar bill?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8. We will need 35 gallons of gasoline for our 
week-end trip. If we pay 1~¢ a? gallon, howl,.... $----_-.Is 
much do we spend for gasolme ........... '-· -~---.:.....~. 
9. A farmer . planted 264 apple trees. If he 
::~t:~:~:~~ ~~. ~ -r~~'. ~~~ ~~~~- ~~~~ r-,------,,9 
10. My mother told me that there were 30 
dozen eggs in the order we received. How ,...., ---___,, 
many eggs is that ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · lQ 
11. Ben's older brother earns $72 a month. He 
allows -k of his salary for expenses on his 
~~\is~~~ am~~:t~~~s. ~~ ~~l.o~ .f~~ .e~~-e~-s~~~,.... $---'---. \n 
( 12 ] (Go right on to the next 
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f :;:e:sc~:~l? ~~ :~ _r~~ -~~·. ~~~- ~~~~ -~~~~~I ¢1 12 
)ur club paid $3.60 for a dozen cups. At I I 
hat rate, how much did we pay for one cup? ¢ 13 ' 
~he meals for our family cost $23.10 for 
:~~?~~~~-.. ~~~- -~~~~- ~~~~~. ~~~~ -~~ . ~, ..... $-------.,14 
.tella had a piece of ribbon 4~ yards long . 
. he had 2! yards left after making a bag . ...... ,---y-d-._,
15 low many yards did she use for her bag?.,_, ----.1. 
:arab bought a 1~ yard piece of cloth and 
hen a £-yard piece. How much did she''"" ---y-d-..,
16 
my all together? . ... . . . .. .... ....... . . . .__ ___ _._ 
~he 19 children of a Sunday school class 
i'ent on a picnic. If the food cost $6.65 
.nd each child shared the cost equally, ,_,------.¢,
17 
tow much should each pay? .. .. . . . . .... . '-----.1. 
' rom a gallon of ice cream Fred sold forty 
0¢ dishes. The cream cost $2.00 a gallon., ..... '$-------,,
18 
low much did he make? ................ '-· ------'· 
~ill paid $18 for an old bicycle. He spent 
i3.50 for repairs. He sold it for $25., ..... '1>-------,, · 
-low much did he gain ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
· spent 25·¢ for lunch on Monday, 22¢ on 
l'uesday, 21¢ on Wednesday, 20¢ on Thurs-
lay, and 17¢ on Friday. Find the average .--~------.¢, 20 laily cost of my lunch ... . .. . ... . . ... . .. ,_ __ ___.J_ 
iow much material should Mrs. Wills buy J yd.,21 
or 6 towels, if each is to be ! yard _long? . . '-· ------'· 
~dna's mother wants to make Edna a silk 
lress. She needs 3! yards of silk. What 1.-$------,, 
iVill the material cost at $3.20 a yard?. . . . 22 
L)an bought a new radio for $9.95', a book 
:Or $1.75, and three records at $1.49 each ...... ,$-----., 23 
How much money did he spend? . . .. . .. . . '-· ___ _J_ 
)ur city's greatest April rainfall was 
7.02 inches. This year 5.4 inches fell . ...-----. 
~~:~~~~ -i~~~~~ ·s-~~~ . ~~ ~~~ - ~~c·o·r~- ~~~~I in.,24 
[ I 3 ] . (Go right on to the next page.) 
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16. John paid 25¢ for his lettuce seed. He 
sold 78 heads of Jettuce for 5¢ a head. ,....~'$----,~ 25 
How much did he make on his lettuce? ... · '-· -----'· 
,26. Jane watches a baby for 40¢ an hour. How 
much did she earn last week if she worked 
45 minutes on Monday, 30 minutes on 
;~~s:;f.'. ~~~. :1 .. ~~~r .. ~~~ . ~~ . ~.i~~~~~ . ~~ :1 '$========~ 26 
27. Henry had 5 hours in which to drive to the 
country to see Tom. It takes him 1! hours 
to drive out and as long to return. How ,....~----h-r-..1 27 
long can he stay with Tom? .. 0 0 • 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 • 
28. When we entered Mountain Tunnel, our 
speedometer registered 277l0 miles. When ro------
we came out, it registered 278~ milesol miol 28 
How long was the tunnel? 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 • 
29. Mrs. Grady bought i pound of meat at 
64¢ a pound and ! pound of cheese at .44¢ ~~-----,¢~ 2~ ~ pound. What was the total cost? 0 0 0 • 0 • L-----' 
30. Roger's father earns $42~00 a week. How 1$ lao 
much does he earn in a year? .. 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 •• ,_ ___ , 
31. From our summer camp to town the dis-
tance is 14 miles. My father walks about 
3.5 miles per hour. How long would it ·~----h-r-,0 1 31 
take him to make the trip? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• •• '-------'· 
32. Bob wants to cut a 3-foot length of wood 
into 4 equal parts. What part of a foot 1,-----ftola~: 
should he make each part ? 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 • ,_, ------'· 
33. How many pieces will you get if you cut a I j 
9!-inch strip of paper into £-inch lengths? 1...----'---' ·as 
STOP! 
No. right . . 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 Stand. score 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 • Gr. equiv. 0 0 0 0 • 0 • • • Llge equiv .. . 0 • 
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TEST 5. ENGLISH: PART 1- lANGUAGE USAGE 
~EGIONS. In each sentence one word is left out for each blank line. 
ink of the one word that should be written on the blank line to make the 
1tence correct and sensible. Write the word in the parentheses after the 
1tence. Read the whole sentence before you write the word. (Sometimes 
! first letter of the word you are to use is given.) Read the sentence again 
er you have written the word, to be sure that it is correct and sensible. 
MPLES. John says he d--like to lose a game .. . .... (d 
Mary hasn't--more paper left for her lessons.( 
ave some pennies and dimes, hut I haven't -- nickels. ( 
t.ook Bill an hour to reach my house. He left his house 
eight o'clock, and he c-- to my house at nine .. .. ... (c 
ad six tops and I lost two. Now I -- only four tops 
: ... · ........... . .... ' ...... . . . ...... ... .. . ...... .. ( 
--were three apples on the table this morning .. .... (Th 
aw you with a strange girl this morning. I never saw 
1 and -- together before ....... : ................. . ( 
:k met John and Ted going to the lake. John said, "Ted 
:1 -- are going fishing, Dick. Will you join us?" .. : . ( 
d would not be so untidy if he could only see--· self.. ( 
'lease do the dishes, Helen," said Mother. 
d-- them while you were talking to Miss Jones," 
d Helen : ................. .. . .. ...... ... . .. . .. . . .. (d 
·-- Ellen in school yesterday. I thought she looked 
11 . . ....... ... .... .. .................... . ...... ... (s 
ce used to like popular music, but she d-- like it any 
ore ...... .. ... .... ........ . . .. . .... . . ... .... ... ... (d 
e s-- a song before. Do you think she will sing again? . (s 
:k wanted to s--in the chair near the door; so I took 
: other chair . .. .. .. . ... . . ....... . ....... . .. . . ... .. (s 
V'ill you bring back something for me?" asked Sylvia. 
br-- you a present yesterday," said her mother ... .. (br 
ullost his balance and fell-- the ladder .... .. ..... . ( 
.llie h-- herself when she fell downst~irs .. .. ...... .. (h 
.ren't you feeling well?" 
ro, I feel b--. I think I had better go right home." .. (b 
tring the past week I have s-- several airplanes which 
re so high up that I couldn't hear them ............ .. (s 
! are all going to the movies except John. He --
) 
) 
) 1 
) ~ 
) 8 
)10 
)n 
) 16 
) 17. 
ing because he is sick ..... .. . .. . ~ ....... .. .. ......... ( ) ts 
te girls enjoyed --selves a great deal at the picnic .... ( ) 19 
[ 15 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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'20. Julia dropped a book. Miss Smith said, "Who dropped the 
book?" 
J 1. 'd "It s M' S 'th " ( u 1a sa1 , , wa --, 1ss m1 ................. . . 
21. "Does he ever · give you a present?" 
·"He has g-- me a present every Christmas for several 
, ( years ........ .. _ ................................. .. . g-
w . d ( . . w 22. -- you surpnse to see us . .. ............ .. .... . . . . ( 
23. We have a special music teacher who -- us how to sing. ( 
24. I have looked everywhere for my sweater, but I can't find 
. it --where ..... ... .. .. .... ... .. . ............... . . ( 
· 26. We must stop soon. We h-- hardly time for another 
game ............................................. . . (h 
26. Two hundred years ago our country consisted of struggling 
settlements. In th-- days life was difficult ........... (th 
27. Gertrude did well, but Clara did still--_ ........... ... ( 
28. The pitcher cracked because the water in it had jr-- . ... (jr 
29. I like all kinds of apples, but prefer th-- kind .... . ... (th 
30. Now our whole family g-- to the movies once every week . (g-
31. If any boy wants to take part in the play, -- must first 
learn a part by heart ...... . .............. .. ... ...... . ( 
32. The flowerpot broke when Ella dropped it. She said, "I 
will bring a new flowerpot because I have br-- yours." (br 
33. "Is that my book lying on the table?" 
"Yes, I/-- it down there yester.day." ............... (/ 
34. How soon must we go ? It is -- time to go now ....... ( 
36. The swarm of bees followed -- own queen until they 
reached the new hive ..... .. ... . .. ...... . .. . .. ... . ... . ( 
36. Amy and Anne are very good friends. Amy won't go any-
where -- Anne goes too ........ .. .................. ( 
37. "Did you know your lesson?" 
"Yes, I k--it well." ........................... .... (k 
38. It ~s fun to !-- on the ground in front of a fire, eating a 
picnic lunch .. .... . ... .. ........ . .... ..... ...... ..... (I 
39. The thief who stole the watch will b~ sent to prison, because- 1 ·' 
he has sf-- many other things .. ............ . ...... .. (sf 
·40. W-- did you say wanted to see me? .............. ... . ( W 
·U. Yesterday a crate of eggs w- left there ........ .. .. . . (w 
42. Jerry refused to pick up the book for his sister. He sh--
1,-- picked it up for her ...... . .......... .. ....... .. . (sh 
43. Everybody said --was sure Ben would lose the race ... ( 
U. Ethel, Ina, and I had only two oranges to divide -- us .. ( 
46. That was a slow game. Do you always play that-sf--? (sl 
STOP! 
[ 16 1 
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PART II- PUNCTUATION AND CAPITALIZATION 
tECTIONS. In each of the following sentences put in the capital letters 
d the commas, periods, and other punctuation marks that have been left 
t. Do not change any punctuation that is already in any sentence. 
~ punCtuation has been put in· correctly in the sample given below. 
l' 
MPLE. Where was the baii?..,it was on the chair. 
gave Dick three marbles 
e first month of the year Is pnuary. 
had to wait a half hour for Dr Arnold. 
e candy is good my mother bought it for me. 
e boy who just came in sat down jim asked him what 
wanted. 
s I will do the work for you mr. Jones. 
th Ave IS a famous street. 
mt you come with us? asked mary. 
1s home IS on peachtree street. 
10 will bring me the book that Is on the table thank you, John. 
ll your friend Alice go with you 
int you return your friends umbrella? 
, you want your breakfast now no, I am not hungry . 
e following girls were absent Alice, Mary, and Jane. 
STOP! 
~t. . . . . . . . . Stand. score . ... : . . . . Gr. equiv.. . . . . . . . . Age equiv .. . ...... . 
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TEST 6. SPELLING 
26. 
2. 27. 
s. 28. 
4. 29. 
6. 30. 
6. 31. 
7. 32. 
8. 33. 
9. 34. 
10. 36. 
11. 36. 
12. 37. 
13. 38. 
14. 39. 
16. 40. 
16. 41. 
17. 42. 
18. 43. 
19. 44. 
20. 45. 
21. 46. 
22. 47. 
23. 48. 
24. 49. 
25. 60. 
No. right. . . . . . . . . Stand. score. . . . . . . . . Gr. equiv.. . . . . . . . . . A ge equi'O .. . . 
[ 18 1 
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Name ................................... Date ..... .. ........ . 
Teacher . ..................... Grade . ......... School . ........ . 
City . ................. County . ................. State . ....... . 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs: INTERMEDIATE BATTERY- PAR 
* 
14-10-
14-9 
:14-8 
14-7 -
14-6 -
14-5 -
14-4 -
14-3 -
14-2 -
14-1 -
14-0 -
13-11-
13-10-
13-9 -
13-8 -
13-7 -
13-6 
13-5 
13-4 -
13-3 -
13-2 -
13-1 -
13-0~-
12-11-
12-IU -
12-9 -
12-8 
12-7 
12-6 -
12-5 -
.;j 12-4 -
r}l g=~ = 
m 12-1 -
';d 12-0 -
·a 11-1.1~ 
"'11-10-
1>111-9 -
.1it~ = 
11-6 -
11-5 -
11-4 -
11-3 
11-2 
11-1 -
11-0 
10-11-
10-10-
10-9 -
10-8 -
10-7 -
10-6 
10-5 -
10-4 -
10-3 -
10-2 -
10-1 -
10-0 .-
9-11-
9-10-
9-9 -
9-8 -
9-7 -
9-6 
9-5 -
9-4 -
9-3 
9-2 
9-1 -
9.-0 
Test 1~ I Test 2~~ Test 31·1 Test 41 Test 5i I Test 6i I AVE * ~ t 
REAp- VOCAB- AR!Tlf. ARITH. ENG- SPELL .ACH'T 
lNG ULARY FUND. PROB. LISH lNG · 
1-
-10.0 ... 
.- · 9.5 
;... 9.0 
- 8.5 
- 8.0 
- 7.5 
" - 7.0-;; -
" <Jl 
.. 
" " - -;;
- 6.5 ·!i -
- ,,. 
IT< 
.. 
"" - .. .. 
- 6.0"' -
-
-
- 5.5 -
-
- 5.0 -
-
-
- 4.5 -
- -
-
- -
-
- 4.0 -
c 
-
- -
- -
- 3.5 -
-
- -
-
-
-
-
-
3.Q ; 
*These two scales are independent. Only one should be used at one time. 
In plotting this chart, put an X in the box above the scale which is. to be used. 
i' An additional scale is provided here in order to make it possible to plot the 
chart in terms of norms other than those of age or grade. 
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual 
revealed by his test scores. In plotting the equivalents (grade, age, or other type), open · 
booklet and lay it flat so that both the title page and the Profile Chart are in 11iew. Plot the eq 
of each test score on the proper stave and join these points to make the profile. 
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AP?ENDIX -D 
PRACTICE S HE:E.'TS 
Name -------
Room ------ -
28 
_l2_ 
46 
_ll_ 
648 
329 
91 
__}£_ 
234 
119 
Pr actice Sheet No. l 
80 
_19._ 
243 
2.5 
49 
6 
Teacher 
-----
Date--~----
71 
.22..._ 
347 
28 
493 
246 
64 
__J§_ 
254 
14.5 
297 
165 
496 
267 
683 
456 
132 
Name -------
Room -------
464 
7.3 
27 
_l2_ 
826 
95 
64 
_22._ 
437 
195 
378 
85 
358 
195 
355 
274 
272 
43 
643 
_,372 
Practice Sheet No. 2 
362 
51 
115 
4} 
828 
635 
768 
....372 
678 
487 
Teache;r 
-----
Date 
246 
6,3 
819 
548 
35 
_8_ 
469 
26 
256 
68 
-------
643 
72 
714 
523 
647 
486 
335 
164 
537 
,354 
1.33 
Name -------
Room -------
.32.5 
122 
8361 
4123. 
5.564 
23.51 
4634 
122.5 
865.3 
6224 
86.5 
3.4Z 
648 
524 
7915 
3268 
3751 
2647_ 
?612 
4325 
Practice Sheet No. 3 
246 
1.58 
3872 
1583_ 
8676 
7492 
.5268 }242 
1621 
313 
Teacher 
-----
Date 
-------
549 
3_68 
4365 
2189 
9.347 
6288 
8956 
5768 
6257 
. 318.5 
251 
196 
9651 
2483 
716 }28 
3214 
1127 
7924 
.5638 
1.34 
Name-----
Room 
.560 
276 
30.5 
24} 
880 
394 
407 
208 
808 
2.9.9 
-------
290 
199 
8.50 
.524 
700 
5.5.6 
605 
310 
201 
5Z 
Practice Sheet No. 4 
867 
380 
.500 
279 
308 
239 
800 
54Z 
90.5 
16 
Teacher 
Date 
640 
2.5.0 
609 
358 
570 
385 
740 
421 
300 
1.5.} 
-----
-----~-
704 
31Z 
260 
. Z4 
900 
289 
.502 
3.4 
400 
207 
13.5 
Name------
Room -------
6474 
365 
7281 
4284 
9214 
986 
2113 
234 
5610 
700 
1219 
928 
6392 
482 
8596 
4797 
Practice Sheet No. 5 
642 
458 
4625 
2748 
3238 
475 
3448 
1529 
2468 
1589 
Teacher -----
Date -------
603.5 
392 
3865 
2676 
619.5 
4387 
8356 
6467 
3005 
2437 
984.5 
3737 . 
8100 
7904 
.5000 
1976 
8053 
6204 
8643 
5795 
136 
Name -------
Room 
-------
8264 
3807 
7727 
?976 
806.5 
1,508 
1208 
329 
76.54 
372,5 . 
915 
568 
2142 
958 
9905 
3966 
8756 
3676 
6000 
4937 
Practice Sheet No. 6 
6050 
3130 
2115 
1229 
.5462 
2475 
7227 
6J18 
4690 
2791 
Teacher -----
Date -------
6285 
4607 
50 0J 
2865 
6376 
4897 
5002 
3129 
9927 
4928 
3850 
1960 
6J02 
471,5 
4000 
263,5 
.5401 
3612 
1J7 
Name -------
Room 
-------
1008 
129 
2241 
833 
88 
_J_2._ 
86002 
7164 
3007 
1428 
6438 
4039 
6306 
3007 
87632.5 
586499 
.508 
309 
Practice Sheet No. 7 
9214 
5215 
5278 
3858 
2104 
189} 
8677 
4368 
Teacher -----
Date--------
8379 
7264 
700 
243 
902 
304 
164 
96 
.53.56 
4467 
2546 
~607 
373764 
163875 
36534 
6547 
6000 
2157 
5642 
4·154 
138 
Name 
-------
Room -------------
2869 
1476 
7445 
5672 
526 
139 
.3246 
2135 
7000 
5841 
3885 
2638 
3579 
1482 
7364 
578 
5027 
848 
3258 
1369 
Practice Sheet No. 8 
5220 
_J12_L 
3780 
2850 
5687 
2597 
9876 
5947 
6002 
4151 
Teacher 
-----
Date 
-------
6502 
4676 
9735 
7976 
8407 
3869 
9493 
4154 
6514 
3977 
3800 
2583 
8014 
6136 
6447 
3559 
6537 
3452 
6023 
5948 
139 
Name 
Room 
6734 
2648 
9175 
4286 
7041 
4403 
8583 
'368 5 
4J343 
16016 
- - -----
-------
835 
467 
65432 
36543 
600304 
521367 
78502 
39604 
672 
283 
Practice Sheet No. 9 
38524 
30502 
60789 
50825 
645732 
326954 
Tea cher 
-----
Date 
-------
402003 
202506 
23456 
1257'3 
610164 
520383 
381274 
294186 
20100 
14630 
5374 
2738 
4271 
2583 
3223 
2425 
5200 
3452 
97062 
67085 
14·0 
Name -------
Room 
8759 
3479 
6505 
3608 
9056 
7068 
58300 
35367 
9000 
6213 
-------
3586 
2778 
4734 
2765 
575 
264 
60605 
20697 
56059 
54034 
Practice Sheet No. 10 
517432 
208963 
60804 
48895 
9438 
5979 
80296Lr 
613275 
Teacher 
-----
Date-------
860 
526 
3001 
l264 
946 
378 
28463 
8476 
40000 
38927 
2830 
45 
13445 
12678 
4203 
2406 
3600 
2800 
43025 
24036 
141 
Name 
Roo m 
691 
37 
3420 
1.523 
.5467 
3598 
43825 
26817 
4265 
1318 
-------
-------
9493 
6584 
2037 
1949 
38216 
27 438 
30764 
27895 
Pr act i ce Sheet No. 11 
3.54 
67 
2L1-65 
1378 
382.56 
18489 
.51003 
32906 
54621 
24835 
Tea cher -----
Date -------
4271 
33.54 
8688 
3528 
62031 
43 952 . 
26014 
15907 
76203 
33405 
8006 
__n_9_§_ 
36.521 
27824 
73.52 
58.53 
83427 
63539 
826.53 
53604 
142 
Name 
-------
Room -------
7602 
1298 
J607 
2038 
913 14 
86915 
59402 
29593 
42465 
32076 
2095 
1897 
8003 
1008 
7846 
3009 
8263 
785 
2587 
2435 
Practice Sheet No. 12 
8023 
2964 
9574 
486 
66665 
57896 
95642 
78954 
5942 
2108 
Teacher ___ _ 
Date -------
6275 
1826 
5602 
1799 
5302 
2901 
6?.604 
56895 
45451 
36562 
3089 
2996 
4853 
2432 
80431 
60940 
81+206 
54107 
143 
Name -----
Room -------
5000 
2993 
6004 
5135 
468 
54 
7420 
1910 
3879 
3746 
3768 
2453 
465 63 
32575 
63081 
54130 
24105 
18 003 
46372 
36S95 
Practice Sheet No . 13 
87 
68 
7816 
3529 
7604 
5948 
385 
347 
57082 
47093 
Teacher-----
Date -------
LJ-405 
3436 
3853 
2478 
31405 
20327 
16904 
12925 
2504 
1627 
6524 
2536 
9631 
3254 
537 
457 
4006 
3248 
82369 
75054 
14L~ 
Name -------
Roo m -------
94785 
93574 
2605 
719 
20353 
19546 
7000 
2899 
386 
79 
5836 
4057 
935 
843 
725 
516 
3432 
1321 
l+-2lW6 
21437 
Practice Sh eet No. 14 
1364 
427 
27864 
15647 
8605 
3627 
80 
~ 
674.5 
4756 
Teacher 
-----
Date -------
4703 
3527 
600.5 
3917 
.504 
314 
5532 
3564 
7704 
5682 
74356 
73204 
53734 
29605 
14107 
5294 
86706.5 
574973 
145 
Na me -------
Room 
691 
37 
3420 
1.523 
5467 
3598 
438 25 
26817 
4265 
1318 
-------
269 
76 
9493 
6584 
2037 
1949 
38216 
27438 
30764 
27895 
Practice Sheet No. 15 
354 
67 
2465 
1378 
38256 
18489 
51003 
32906 
54621 
24835 
Tea cher 
-----
Date -------
4271 
3354 
8688 
3598 
62031 
43952 
26014 
15907 
76203 
33405 
8006 
7298 
36521 
27824 
7352 
5853 
83427 
63539 
82653 
53604 
146 
Name -------
Room --------
63285 
46307 
45631 
28763 
8653 
2.5_.52 
562763 
35297.2 
40052 
10976 
7268 
4579 
30050 
2_243 
5276 
.34_26 
70400 
30402 
Practice Sheet No. 16 
96080 
76982 
5173 
21_22 
8764 
_2678 
3059 
2934 
805 
106 
Teach er 
Date 
8067 
5368 
2068 
1779 
60307 
43629 
.56000 
235 
42164 
2_267.2 
-----
-------
384 
286 
316270 
2_284~3 
746 
348 
736 
657 
6304 
:2705 
147 
Name --------
Room -------
504 
308 
81.34 
5262. 
251652 
140984 
48631 
38725 
5361 
2463 
643432 
25}648 
6465 
3182 
4827 
16:::>5 
73840 
53061 
467351 
68442 
Practice Sheet No. 17 
742 
352. 
94046 
80007 
3258 
2763 
34172 
32170 
Teacher 
-----
Date 
-------
94 
_li_ 
45003 
20506 
803 
504 
42003 
35097 
82946 
63952 
3753 
2468 
74367 
124-68 
5046 
1934 
825 
38 
42042 
}6036 
148 
Name 
--------
Room -------
4000 
1225 
4523 
1537 
9835 }426 
30502 
29314 
6002 
3994 
724.59 
63052 
1~803 
1291.5. 
7310 
1800 
Pra ctice Sheet No. 18 
2203 
1425 
5006 
415Z 
864 
234 
8.591 
4361 
47452 
__Jj_~ 
Teacher 
-----
Date -------
274 
156 
60273 
52160 
2401 
1562 
26178 
16182 
8456 
2134 
32106 
17002 
5503 
4235 
75362 
65483_ 
149 
Name 
-------
Room -------
6000 
2394 
5632 
2648 
8924 
431.5 
29503 
18216 
7002 
4296 
18501 
12713 
4301 
1600 
537 
449 
6735 
4276 
Practice Sheet No. 19 
3305 
~L 
4403 
3124 
953 
323 
7481 
4230 
56472 
32493 
150 
Teacher 
-----
Date-------
365 
138 
52082 
41260 
3420 
2541 
86173 
26.185 
9267 
3042 
22305 
14001 
7063 
4625 
68371 
_28492 
956 
879 
Na me 
Roo m 
837 
762 
7813 
2619 
92405 
,2131'[ 
5163 
3?64 
-------
-------
79264 
42385 
95262 
35274 
843 
513 
61449 
. 520,22 
4625 
3796 
Practice ~heet No. 20 
6602 
4014 
51386 }0672 
73941 
46853 
25674 
16953 
Teacher 
-----
D2.te 
-------
33Li-07 
- 15006 
61478 
54902 
63701 
23407 
61093 
5237 0 
72 
46 
8456 
2031 
51073 
302,21_ 
843 
675 
2204 
1627 
45396 
34072 
APPENDIX E 
Tir'lE TEST 
Name 
Room 
8'732 
6296 
656 
375 
7963 
487.5 
.3864 
1582 
6000 
.5743 
7280 
940 
3000 
1998 
98764 
39205 
539 
348 
9542 
8223 
-----~ 
21 
_i_ 
501 
74 
50006 
32435 
815 06 
.50732 
32275 
13348 
2245 
1278 
5652 
2432 
30462 
198 56 
.3706 
827 
1275 
352 
2504 
1585 
.35 
6 
5610 
700 
924.3 
366 .5 
69.3 
86 
40 
_1Q_ 
275 
158 
L!-902 
3785 
.. 
Teacher 
Date 
------
.3678 
723 
8177 
6994 
49021 
378.53 
27 
_1.2_ 
52504 
31585 
907 
212 
6608 
4639 
2865 
1829 
86523 
84302 
205 
67 
49864 
288 75 
557 
85 
45.3 
215 
88 L!-2 
3853 
16219 
_1222._ 
51627 
38035 
34 
_19_ 
152 
62651 
42893 
596 
8J 
4003 
2374 
300 0 
199 2 
954 
827 
8566 
17'78 
79021 
685~..1_-
7248 0 
_23.940 
36041 
26053 
25106 
17 005 
72 091 
461JO 
35462 
21473 
2759 
2476 
2000 
_.2.22_ 
8941 
7962 
2504 
1483 
986 
345 
674 
148 
6803 
J 2J.5 
1405 
5J6 
'7902 
6854 
4000 
564 
37506 
5783 
7506 
5739 
17 903 
13 9] 6 
4130'7 
20162 
246.5 
1298 
6734 
3759 
37 965 
267J2 
4842 
2JJ2 
8506 
3502 
28297 
15146 
5002 
4127 
326 
146 
5942 
2363 
5508 
4529 
5002 
4127 
26005 
13246 
5842 
1867 
66 06 
4826 
90 00 
1998 
153 
43457 
26479 
4000 
326 
6L~33 
1546 
843 
736 
82470 
_212,40 
8405 
6 L~03 
.3 000 
999 
46LJ-8 
456.3 
6203 
4201 
261LJ-
1321 
.32 
8 
78941 
~6 7326 
4605 
141.7.__ 
12 06 
317 
3725 
1642 
38403 
4702 
5754 
21l4 
6852 
5273 
53742 
2863 
25984 
146tz3 
76502 
5801 
4000 
1996 
87 06 
3816 
3654 
1668 
84004 
63 257 
7001 
6023 
5000 
1997 
Name 
Room 
8732 
6296 
656 
375 
7963 
4875 
386 4 
1582 
6ooo 
52.43 
7280 
940 
3000 
1998 
98764 
J220,2 
5.3 9 
348 
9542 
8273 
------
------
501 
74 
50006 
3243.5 
81506 
50739 
32275 
13348 
2245 
1278 
5652 
2432 
30462 
198 ,26 
3706 
827 
1275 
3.27 
2504 
1585 
2300 
543 
35 
6 
5610 
700 
9243 
3665 
-
693 
86 
40 
16 
275 
1,28 
87296 
6.517 9 
L~902 
J785 
Tea cher ___ _ 
Date 
------
3678 
723 
8177 
6994 
49 021 
37853 
27 
_1_2_ 
52504 
31585 
907 
717 
6608 
L~6 J9 
2865 
1872 
86523 
84J02 
205 
67 
49864 
28875 
557 
85 
453 
215 
88 42 
3853 
16219 
3935 
7007 
.2248 
51627 
__2803.2 
155 
62651 
42893 
4280 
1940 
596 
83 
4003 
2374 
3000 
1992 
954 
827 
8566 
1728 
79021 
68513 
525L!-3 
37596 
7248 0 
23940 
36041 
260.53 
25106 
17 005 
72091 
46130 
35462 
21423 
275 9 
2476 
2000 
999 
2504 
1483 
986 
345 
674 
148 
6803 
3935 
1405 
536 
7902 
6854 
4000 
'164 
23 
_:z_ 
37506 
5783 
7506 
5739 
17903 
13936 
41307 
20169 
2465 
1298 
6734 
3759 
37965 
26732 
36421 
26?8 
11245 
63?8 
48L~2 
2332 
85 06 
3502 
28297 
1~146 
5002 
4127 
326 
146 
5942 
2363 
5508 
4529 
5002 
4127 
26005 
13246 
5842 
1867 
9000 
1:998 
156 
LJ- 000 
326 
6433 
1546 
8 L~J 
73 6 
824?0 
51640 
8 L~05 
6403 
76Jl 
4562 
11345 
_2.!±.22_ 
4648 
4563 
6203 
4201 
2614 
1321 
32 
8 
78041 
673 26 
4605 
1LI·17 
1206 
317 
3725 
1642 
38403 
4702 
5754 
2114 
6852 
5973 
5374·2 
286..}_ 
25984 
14673 
?6502 
5801 
4000 
1996 
8706 
3816 
3654 
1668 
84004 
63257_ 
50 00 
1997 
157 
Na.t-ne 
---·---
Room -------
8732 
6296 
656 
375 
7963 
4872_ 
.3864 
1582 
6000 
.5743 
7280 
9l+Q__ 
.3000 
1998 
98764 
3920.5 
539 
348 
21 
_j_ 
501 
74 
50006 
32435 
81506 
50739 
32275 
13348 
2245 
1278 
5652 
2432 
30L~62 
128.56 
3706 
827 
1275 
357 
2504 
1585 
35 
6 
5610 
700 
9243 
366.5 
693 
86 
40 
16 
275 
158 . 
87296 
65179 
4902 
378.5 
Teacher 
-----
Ds.te 
-------
3678 
723 
8177 
__9_994 
49021 
37853 
27 
__l2._ 
52504 
31585 
907 
717 
6608 
46 39 
2865 
18?9 
86523 
84302 
205 
67 
49864 
28875 
557 
85 
44 
__]_§__ 
453 
215 
88LJ-2 
3853 
16219 
393..2_ 
7007 
5948 
51627 
38 035 
158 
428 0 
1940 
4003 
23 '74 
3000 
1992 
954 
827 
8566 
1778 
79021 
68513 
52543 
37596 
7248 0 
23940 
36041 
26053 
25106 
17005 
72091 
46130 
3546 2 
21473 
2759 
2476 
2000 
999 
2504 
1483 
986 
}4.5_ 
674 
148 
6803 
3935 
1405 
536 
7902 
6854 
4000 
t:;64 
23 
7 
37506 
5783 
7506 
5739 
1'7 90.3 
13936 
41307 
20169 
2465 
1298 
6734 
3759 
37965 
26732 
11245 
6378 
4842 
2332 
8506 
3502 
159 
28297 
15146 
5002 
4127 
326 
146 
5508 
4529 
5002 
4127 
26005 
13246 
5842 
1867 
6606 
4826 
9000 
1998 
71560 
.3 26.50 
4000 
326 
64.3 .3 
1546 
84.3 
736 
82470 
_jJ.6LW 
7631 
4562 
11345 
7462 
JOOO 
__ 999_ 
62 03 
4201 
261L~ 
1321 
32 
_lL. 
78041 
67326 
4605 
1Ll-17 
1206 
317. 
.3725 
1 6L1-2 
.38403 
4702 
5754 
2114 
6852 
5973 
53742 
286J 
25984 
14671_ 
76502 
5801 
160 
4000 
_1:23_2_ 
8706 
3816 
.3 654 
1668 
84004 
63 257 
7001 
6023 
50 00 
1997 
APPENDIX F. 
TEST 4 Al·m TEST 5 
Name------
Room 
87.32 
6296 
656 
375 
7963 
1.~87 5 
3864 
1582 
6000 
5743 
7280 
940 
3000 
1998 
98764 
39205 
9.542 
8274 
------
21 
_.5__ 
_501 
74 
50006 
32435 
81506 
50739 
3227.5 
13348 
2245 
1278 
_5652 
2432 
30462 
19856 
3706 
827 
1275 
___]..51_ 
2504 
1585 
2300 
543 
35 
6 
5610 
700 
9243 
3665 
693 
86 
40 
16 
27_5 
158 
87296 
65179 
4902 
378.5 
Tea cher 
--- --
Date 
------
.3678 
723 
8177 
6994 
49021 
37853 
27 
_.12_ 
52504 
315.85 
907 
717 
6608 
4632 
286_5 
1879 
86_523 
84302 
205 
_E1_ 
49864 
28875 
557 
85 
44 
_J_§__ 
453 
215 
8842 
3853 
16219 
393.5 
7007 
5948 
_51627 
) 8035 
161 
62651 
42893 
596 
83 
4003 
2'374 
3000 
192.2 
8566 
1778 
79021 
6851} .. 
52543 
37596 
72480 
23940 
36041 
26 053 
25106 
17005 
72091 
46130 
35462 
21473 
8967 
3454 
2759 
2476 
2000 
999 
8941 
7962 
8742 
3657 
2504 
1483 
986 
345 
674 
148 
6803 
3935 
8941 
4265 
98 
72 
1405 
536 
7902 
6854 . 
4000 
564 
23 
7 
37506 
5783 
7506 
57?9 
1790.3 
13936 
41307 
20169 
2465 
1298 
6734 
3759 
37965 
26732 
36421 
2678 
11245 
6378 
48L!-2 
2332 
8506 
3502 
28297 
151L~6 
5002 
4127 
326 
146 
5942 
2363 
5508 
4529 
5002 
4127 
26005 
13246 
5842 
1867 
6606 
4826 
9000 
1998 
162 
71560 
32650 
4·3457 
_26479 
4000 
326 
6433 
15'+6 
843 
7'36 
71560 
32650 
8405 
6403 
11345 
7469 
3000 
999 
8405 
640} 
2614 
1321 
32 
8 
78041 
67326 
L.'-605 
14:q 
1206 
- 317 
2614 
1321 
38403 
4702 
5754 
2111} 
6852 
5973 
53742 
2863 
25984 
146?3 
38403 
4702 
4000 . 
1996 
8706 
3816 
3654 
. 1668 
8400L~ 
63257 
7001 
__ 6021 
4000 
1296 
163 
Name-------
Room 
--------
8732 
_6296 
7963 
·4875 
3864 
1582 
6000 
574.3 
7280 
Qi• (\ 
<-rv 
3000 
1298 
18764 
39205 -
539 
348 
9542 
8273 
21 
_2_ 
501 
74 
50006 
32435 
81506 
.50732 
32275 
13348 
22.45 
1278 
5652 
2432 
30462 
19856 
3706 
827 
1275 
357 
2504 
1585 
2300 
543 
35 
6 
5610 
zoo 
9243 
366.5 
693 
86 
40 
16 
275 
158 
87296 
6517 9 
4902 
3285 
Tea cher 
Date 
3678 
723 
8177 
6994 
I.J-9021 
27 
...JL 
52504 
3.1585 
907 
717 
6608 
4632 
86523 
84302 
-----
205 
67 
49864 
28875 
557 
85 
453 
21.5__ 
8842 
}85.3 
16219 
3935 
7007 
5948 
51627 
38035 
164 
·2651 
·282J 
4280 
_1940 
596 
83 
LJ-003 
2374 
3000 
1992 
954 
827 
8566 
1778 
'9021 
>8513 
)2543 
17.596 
7248 0 
:3940 
36041 
26053 
25106 
17005 
72091 
46130 
35462 
21473 
8967 
3454 
27.59 
2476 
2000 
992 
8742 
3657 
2504 
1483 
986 
345 
674 
148 
6803 
39].2 
1LJ·05 
536 
7902 
68.54 
4000 
564 
37.506 
5783 
7506 
5732 
17 903 
13936 
41307 
20169 
2465 
1298 
6734 
.1759 
36421 
2678 
11245 
6378 
4842 
2332 
8506 
3502 
28297 
1.5146 
5002 
4127 
326 
146 
5942 
2363 
5.508 
4529 
50 02 
4127 
26005 
13246 
5842 
1867 
6606 
4826 
9000 
1998 
1 5 
'1560 
526.50 
~3457 
~647 2 
4000 
]26 
6~33 
1)46 
843 
73.6 
s2470 )3640 
9 1/4 
b 3/4 
8405 
6403 
11345 
7469 
3000 
999 
4648 
4563 
6203 
4201 
~ 4 a ours 20 mi n utes 
1 a our 45 minutes 
2614 
1321 
32 
8 
78041 
67326 
4605 
1417 
1206 
317 
3725 
1642 
38403 
4702 
5754 
2114 
6852 
5973 
53742 
2863 
25984 
14673 
76502 
5801 
2) 10 ft. 4 inches 
8 ft. 7 inches 
5) 24)5575 
4000 
1996 
8706 
3816 
3654 
1668 
84004 
63257 
7001 
6023 
5000 
1997 
3) .34 
.16 
166 
